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SuiteBundler Overview

SuiteBundler allows NetSuite users to package together groups of objects for distribution to other accounts. These packages are called bundles, or SuiteApps. Bundle authors may be internal developers creating customizations for their companies, independent software vendors (ISVs) distributing solutions to their customers, or administrators making their bundles publicly available through a deployment account.

Two types of bundles can be created and made available for installation:

- A customization bundle is a group of custom objects that implement customized behavior in the NetSuite application.
- A configuration bundle is a group of NetSuite setup entries and preference settings.

NetSuite provides an assistant called the Bundle Builder that steps you through the process of creating bundles. NetSuite account administrators and users with the SuiteApp Marketplace permission can use the Bundle Builder when the SuiteBundler feature is enabled. In the Bundle Builder, users define bundle properties and select objects to be included.

After a bundle has been created, the bundle author sets its availability, indicating whether it should be: private, shared among a specified set of target NetSuite accounts, or publicly available to all NetSuite accounts.

NetSuite account administrators and other users with the SuiteApp Marketplace permission can install bundles that have been shared with their accounts or made public. Users can install a bundle directly from another NetSuite account if they have the account ID.

Users can search for a bundle across all locations, including production accounts and sandbox accounts. They also have options to narrow a bundle search to a specific location or filter it by keywords or by bundle characteristics such as Availability, Product, Vertical, and Language.

**Important:** Bundles are also known as SuiteApps.

For information about how bundle support varies in different NetSuite account types, including sandbox, Release Preview, and development accounts, see Bundle Support Across Account Types.
Bundle Support Across Account Types

The NetSuite application is accessible in different types of accounts. These different account types serve different purposes. Support varies for bundle operations across the different account types. See the following for details:

- Account Types that Support Bundles
- Support for Bundle Install and Update Across Account Types
- Support for Bundle Copy and Push Across Account Types
- Support for Managed Bundle Upgrade Across Account Types
- Support for Bundle Search Across Account Types

Account Types that Support Bundles

- Production
  The production (or live) account is where users do the daily work necessary to run their business. See the help topic The Production Account.

- Sandbox Accounts
  A NetSuite sandbox is an isolated account where you can develop new processes and applications. The data in the sandbox is a copy of your production data. Sandbox account data can be refreshed periodically to include updated production data. See the help topic NetSuite Sandbox.
  The URLs that customers use to access this type of sandbox account are the same as the URLs they use to access their production accounts, for example, https://system.netsuite.com. Users access sandbox accounts from the Change Roles list in the production account.

- Development Accounts
  NetSuite development accounts provide an area, isolated from production, in which you can develop and test new applications and customizations without affecting your production account. Development accounts have the same features and modules as your production account, but they do not contain production data. Development accounts are never refreshed, unlike sandbox accounts. See the help topic NetSuite Development Accounts. You can obtain a set of three development accounts. In this case, bundles are developed in one account, tested in a second account, and staged for release in a third account. See SuiteApp Development Process with SuiteBundler.

- Release Preview
  Release Preview is available twice a year, immediately before each NetSuite release. In Release Preview, you can test your daily business processes with the new features available in the upcoming
release. Release Preview data is a copy of your production data as of a specific point in time. See the help topics The Release Preview Account and The Release Preview Account.

The URL that customers use to access Release Preview accounts is the same URL they use to access their production accounts, for example, https://system.netsuite.com. Users access the Release Preview account from the Change Roles list in the production account.

Support for Bundle Install and Update Across Account Types

The following table illustrates support for bundle installation and update across account types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUNDLE SOURCE</th>
<th>BUNDLE TARGET</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Repository</th>
<th>Development Accounts</th>
<th>Sandbox Accounts</th>
<th>Release Preview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repository</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Accounts</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandbox Accounts</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release Preview</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For information about installing a bundle, see Installing a Bundle.

For information about updating a bundle, see Installed Bundle Updates.

For information about sandbox refresh impact on bundles, see Sandbox Refresh Impact on Bundles.

Support for Bundle Copy and Push Across Account Types

You can copy a customization bundle from one account to another. The ability to copy bundles is linked to the ability to deprecate bundles, meaning replacing a bundle with an updated version.

- Bundle copy is only supported for production accounts and development accounts. You cannot copy a bundle from or to any type of account other than production or development.
- For information about copying a bundle, see Copying a Bundle to Other Accounts.

Bundle authors can push their bundles to a NetSuite account to which they have administrator access. This enables NetSuite resellers and independent software vendors to install bundles without having to log in to each of their customers' accounts.

- Bundle push is only supported for production accounts and development accounts. You cannot push a bundle from or to any type of account other than production or development.
- For information about pushing a bundle, see Pushing a Bundle to Other Accounts.

Support for Managed Bundle Upgrade Across Account Types

When a managed bundle is installed, the installer agrees to subscribe to future updates at the discretion of the bundle's author. As updates are developed, they can be installed by the bundle author into the
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Bundle Support Across Account Types

The following table illustrates support for managed bundle upgrade across account types. The term “Manual” indicates that an automated upgrade initiated by the bundle author is not supported, but a target account user can initiate a manual upgrade.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUNDLE TARGET</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Repository</th>
<th>Development Accounts</th>
<th>Sandbox Accounts</th>
<th>Release Preview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production Source</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Source</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Accounts</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandbox Accounts</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release Preview</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Support for Bundle Search Across Account Types

The Search & Install Bundles page, available at Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles, includes the following two search modes. See Bundle Searches Overview.

- Basic mode. Simple bundle searches across all production locations.
- Advanced mode. Bundle searches that support additional search filters.

The following table illustrates support for the two bundle search modes across account types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHERE BUNDLE WAS CREATED</th>
<th>WHERE SEARCH IS PERFORMED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SuiteApp Creation and Distribution

The SuiteBundler feature enables packaging of customization objects or configuration settings into a bundle that can be installed in other NetSuite accounts. To create bundles, this feature must be enabled in your account, and you must have the SuiteApp Marketplace permission. For details about how bundles can be used and the objects they can include, see Types of Bundles. Each bundle has a unique bundle ID that is used to identify it and differentiate it from other bundles.

**Important:** Bundles are also known as SuiteApps.

The Bundle Builder walks you through the steps of creating bundles.

- For details about this interface and the step-by-step instructions for creating a bundle, see Creating a Bundle with the Bundle Builder.
- If the Managed Bundles feature is enabled in your account, you can control the update process for your bundles by defining them as managed. See Managed Bundles Overview.
- SuiteCloud Development Framework (SDF) includes support for SuiteApp projects, self-contained, standalone projects that enable SuiteCloud Developer Network (SDN) members to develop and deploy SuiteApps to their NetSuite accounts. SuiteBundler is used to bundle and share SDF SuiteApps. You can create a bundle that contains all objects from an SDF SuiteApp project without manually adding all of the objects to the bundle in the Bundle Builder. For information about using SDF, see the help topic SuiteCloud Development Framework Overview.

After you have created a bundle, you can set it up to be released to other accounts. See the following:

- Bundle Availability
- Sharing a Bundle
- Using the Bundle Repository

You can publish user help content for the bundle in the NetSuite Help Center. See Publishing SuiteApp Help Content to the NetSuite Help Center.

You can use bundle copy and deprecate actions to implement a bundle versioning strategy. These actions provide increased flexibility and control of the development and release process. See Copying a Bundle to Other Accounts and Deprecating a Bundle.

Users of other NetSuite accounts can install your bundle, if it has been shared with them or if it is public. You also can install the bundle in other accounts to which you have administrator access. This type of installation is called a push. See Pushing a Bundle to Other Accounts.

NetSuite tracks the details of accounts where each bundle is installed on the Bundle Install Base page. See Viewing Your Bundle Install Base.

**Note:** Before you begin creating a bundle, it is recommended that you consider your strategy for deploying it. For explanations of deployment-related terms and recommended deployment methods, see SuiteApp Development Process with SuiteBundler.

Distributing Bundles Through the SuiteApp Marketplace

You can distribute your SuiteApp bundles through the SuiteApp Marketplace. The information for a SuiteApp listing on the SuiteApp Marketplace is synchronized from the Advanced Partner Center (APC) record, and includes graphics, overview, features, and publisher information. The First Released
date is also listed. For more information about the SuiteApp Marketplace, see the help topic SuiteApp Marketplace.

SuiteApp bundles are distributed through the SuiteApp Marketplace when they meet the following requirements:

- The Advanced Partner Center (APC) record for the SuiteApp has completed the listing review and been approved.
  
  The APC record provides the information displayed to your users in the SuiteApp listing. To find out how to complete a listing review, contact SDN. For more information about the Advanced Partner Center role, see the help topic The Advanced Partner Center.

- The primary bundle ID in the APC record refers to an existing bundle.

  **Note:** Secondary and tertiary bundle IDs are not used for the SuiteApp Marketplace listing. If the primary bundle ID is not set in the APC record, the SuiteApp bundle is not listed in the SuiteApp Marketplace, even when the SuiteApp is listed on SuiteApp.com.

- A Built for NetSuite (BFN) review has been completed.
  
  To find out how to complete a BFN review, see Built for NetSuite Overview and BFN Verification Process.

  **Important:** Although your users can view SuiteApp bundles on the SuiteApp Marketplace, they must install them from the Bundle Details page. When viewing the SuiteApp listing for your SuiteApp bundle, users can click View SuiteApp to view and install it from the Bundle Details page. For more information, see the help topics Installing from the SuiteApp Marketplace and Installing a Bundle.

SuiteApp bundles that are distributed through the SuiteApp Marketplace also appear in bundle searches. For information about searching for bundles, see Bundle Searches Overview and Choosing a Bundle to Install.

### Giving Users Dashboard Access to a SuiteApp

You can provide target account users with visibility and easy access to your SuiteApps by including a Dashboard SuiteApp portlet script in each of your SuiteApp bundles. This type of script provides a dashboard component for your SuiteApp, a portlet that is available to users from the Personalize Dashboard menu when the bundle is installed in an account. This menu includes a SuiteApps option. A user can click this option to get a quick view of the SuiteApps with a dashboard component that are installed in their account. These SuiteApps are represented by portlet icons in the Personalize Dashboard window. The icon for each SuiteApp is displayed with graphics that support its branding. A user can double-click or drag a SuiteApp portlet's icon to add a portlet to their dashboard that gives direct access to the SuiteApp.

To add this capability to a SuiteApp, you can create a SuiteScript 2.0 portlet script that provides custom content. You can upload a graphics file to be shown as the icon in the Personalize Dashboard window. On the script deployment record for the new portlet script, you should indicate that the script is designed for a dashboard SuiteApp portlet. And you can indicate the graphics file to be shown for the SuiteApp. For more information, see the help topics SuiteScript 2.0 Portlet Script Type and Guidelines for Creating a Dashboard SuiteApp Icon.

After you have created the portlet script and edited its script deployment record, you should include the script in your SuiteApp. On the Select Objects page of the Bundle Builder, you can indicate the script should be included in the bundle. The graphics file selected for the icon is automatically included in the bundle with the script. In accounts where the bundle containing the new script is installed, users can add the SuiteApp portlet to their dashboards. For more information, see the help topic SuiteApp Portlets.
Important: Be aware that changes to an icon associated with a dashboard SuiteApp portlet are always copied during a bundle update. This overwrite of the icon in the target account occurs even if the bundle preference is set to prevent the update of script deployments.

Types of Bundles

Two types of bundles can be made available for installation in NetSuite accounts:

- **A customization bundle** is a group of custom objects that implement customized behavior in the NetSuite application.
  - Customization bundles allow easy installation of application packages.
  - Customization bundles can include objects such as custom forms, SuiteScripts, and website layouts.
  - Preferences can be set for some types of objects in customization bundles, to ensure desired setup in target accounts.
  - Some types of objects in customization bundles can be locked to prevent changes from being made to them in target accounts after bundles have been installed, to eliminate unintended changes.
  - As part of the bundle installation and update process, conflicts between customization bundle objects and existing target account objects are detected and resolved.
  - SuiteScripts that implement required bundle setup, called bundle installation scripts, can be associated with customization bundles to be run as part of bundle installation, update, or uninstall.
  - For more information, see Customization Bundles.

- **A configuration bundle** is a group of NetSuite setup entries and preference settings.
  - Configuration bundles can simplify and standardize NetSuite account configuration.
  - Configuration bundles can include settings such as auto-generated numbering settings, company preferences, and enabled features.
  - You cannot do the following with a configuration bundle:
    - Include locked objects in the bundle
    - Share the bundle as public
    - Uninstall the bundle from an account
    - Include a bundle installation script to be run as part of bundle installation, update, or uninstall
  - For more information, Configuration Bundles.

Important: You cannot mix object types between customization and configuration bundles. For example, you cannot include custom fields in a configuration bundle. And, you cannot include a company preference in a customization bundle. If your solution requires both customization and configuration objects, then you must create two separate bundles.

Customization Bundles

Customization bundles are used to group custom objects into packages that can be copied to target accounts to implement customized behavior.

Objects Available in Customization Bundles

The following table lists the object types that you can include in a customization bundle.
If an object is lockable, you can lock it in the Bundle Builder, to indicate that the object should be viewable but not editable in target accounts. See Locking Objects in Customization Bundles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Type</th>
<th>Lockable?</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advanced PDF/HTML Templates</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Advanced PDF/HTML templates are listed under Custom Forms on the Select Objects page of the Bundle Builder. Advanced templates for use with custom forms, used to format printed and emailed versions of forms transactions. Advanced PDF/HTML templates cannot be hidden, meaning that end users can modify the template. If you associate an advanced PDF/HTML template with a custom form and then include the custom form in the bundle, the Bundle Builder automatically includes the template. <strong>Note:</strong> If you select an advanced PDF/HTML template as a preferred template for a form, the template is not installed as preferred when you install the bundle. For more information, see the help topic Advanced PDF/HTML Templates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSV Import Maps</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>These objects are saved field mappings for record types. All mappings saved in the Import Assistant are available to be included in bundles. The access and audience set up for each mapping determine when it is listed in the Bundle Builder. If the Audience subtab refers to a custom role, the role is automatically included in the bundle as well. Note that you can also bundle CSV files that are used as templates or to store data to be imported, as File objects. For more information, see the help topic Including Import Maps and CSV Files in SuiteBundler.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Fields</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>For each bundled custom field, a preference is available to indicate whether the field should be shown or hidden on existing custom forms when it is installed in target accounts. (Bundled custom fields are always shown on bundled custom forms.) See Bundle Object Preferences. Depending on the custom field, objects referenced by the custom field may or may not be automatically included in the bundle. For more information, see Referenced Objects in Customization Bundles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Lists</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>For each bundled custom list, a preference is available to indicate, on bundle updates in target accounts, whether the bundled object's data should replace the target account object's existing data. This preference is also available when a custom list that conflicts with an existing target account custom list is installed and the installer chooses to replace the existing object. See Bundle Object Preferences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Records</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>When including custom record types in your bundle, you can also include the custom records already created in your account by checking the Include Data box. If the bundled custom record types have List or Record fields that reference a standard list, such as items or customers, then those fields are installed with no data. The locking behavior is the same whether or not the custom record includes data. For each bundled custom record that includes data, a preference is available to indicate, on bundle updates in target accounts, whether the bundled object's data should replace the target account object's existing data. This preference is also available when an Include Data custom record that...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Type</td>
<td>Lockable?</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conflicts with an existing target account custom record is installed and the installer chooses to replace the existing object. See Bundle Object Preferences.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The links on a custom record are preserved only if they refer to standard centers and sections or if the custom centers and sections are also included in the bundle.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online custom record entry forms are included in bundles by default when a custom record type is included.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Segments</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Custom segments are listed under Custom Lists/Records on the Select Objects page of the Bundle Builder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For information about custom segments, see the help topic Custom Segments. For details about current limitations on bundling custom segments, see the help topic Adding a Custom Segment to a Bundle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Transactions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Before bundling a custom transaction, complete the steps on the pre-bundling checklist. For more information about bundling a custom transaction, see the help topic Custom Transaction Types in Bundles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dashboards &amp; Centers</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Dashboard elements that can be bundled include center categories, center tabs, custom centers, custom KPI scorecards, and dashboards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For each bundled custom dashboard, a bundle update preference is available to indicate whether dashboard updates should be applied to target account users to whom the dashboard has been published. See Bundle Object Preferences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>When you add a dashboard to a bundle, objects referenced in the dashboard, such as center tabs and saved searches displayed in dashboard portlets, are also included in the bundle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensible Lists</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Includes the following types of lists:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Charge Type. Accounting List used by the Recurring Billing SuiteApp. If you uninstall a bundle with a Charge Type object, and another object in the target account references the Charge Type object, the uninstallation continues but NetSuite does not remove the Charge Type object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Cabinet Files</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>To include a file in a bundle, check the Available for SuiteBundles box on the file record in the File Cabinet and add the file to a bundle in the Bundle Builder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For more information about bundling files and accessing files after bundle installation, see File and Folder Management in Bundles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Cabinet Folders</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>To include a folder in a bundle, check the Available for SuiteBundles box on the folder record in the File Cabinet and add the folder to a bundle in the Bundle Builder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For more information about bundling files and accessing files after bundle installation, see File and Folder Management in Bundles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Types of Bundles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Type</th>
<th>Lockable?</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Important:</strong> Including large folders in a bundle can extend installation time, in some cases causing network connection problems that result in a failed installation. To ensure installation success, you can perform one of the following actions:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ You can divide folder contents into multiple smaller bundles.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ Instead of transferring folder contents to the target account through a bundle installation, you can export all folder contents from the File Cabinet of the source account to a ZIP file and then upload that ZIP file to the File Cabinet of the target account, where you have installed the bundle. For more information, see the help topics Downloading Files from the File Cabinet and Uploading Files to the File Cabinet.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>However, even if you exclude some files from bundle installation and import them to the target account through a ZIP file afterward, some objects in the bundle can still reference such previously excluded files and pull them into the target account during bundle installation, thus resulting into duplicate files being installed in the target account.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is also a difference in where the files are installed in the File Cabinet, depending on whether you choose to install the files through a bundle, or import the files through a ZIP file.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For example, if you include a file named <code>foo.js</code> in a bundle with an ID of 100, NetSuite installs the file into the following File Cabinet directory in the target account: <code>/SuiteBundles/Bundle 100/foo.js</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>However, if you decide to exclude files from bundle installation and import them to the target account through a ZIP file instead, the files imported to the File Cabinet in the target account retain the same folder structure as in the source account.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Forms | Yes | For each bundled custom form, a preference is available to indicate, when it is pushed to target accounts, whether it should be set as the globally preferred form for the record type. See Bundle Object Preferences. |

**Important:** This preference is applied during push installations only. Unlike other preferences, bundle installers cannot override this preference’s Bundle Builder setting.

If a translated form in a bundle matches the base language in the target account, that form is used.

If you associate an advanced PDF/HTML template with a custom form and then include the custom form in the bundle, the Bundle Builder automatically includes the template.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Type</th>
<th>Lockable?</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Note:</strong> Unlike other objects, adding a custom form to a bundle does not automatically include all of the custom elements included in the form like custom tabs or custom fields. These elements must be added individually. After bundle installation, a custom field in the target account will automatically appear in the custom form if the field applies to the form's record type. For example, when a custom form for the Customer record type is deployed to a target account where a custom field exists that applies to the Customer record type, the custom field automatically appears on that form even though the field was not included in the bundle.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Online Forms | No | The publishable form URL for an installed bundle is updated to reference the target account where it is installed. Any files referenced by an online form (form logo, auto-reply email template, and HTML online form template) are included in the bundled form. If the bundle's installer does not want to use these files, the online form should be updated after installation. The redirect to URL is not carried over from the source account. You must set the redirect to URL after installing a bundle with an online customer form. The lead status and lead source settings for online customer forms are not maintained when the form is bundled. These must be configured manually after the bundled is installed. |


| Reports | No | If a custom report's audience includes custom roles, the custom roles are not included in the bundle by default. You must add the roles to the bundle as well. For details about how bundle updates affect report audience, see Bundle Update Reference. If you include a custom financial statement in a bundle, the custom layout assigned to the report is automatically bundled as well. Whenever possible, the assignment of a layout to a bundled financial statement from the source account is preserved in target accounts. If there is ambiguity about this assignment, it is not preserved in target accounts, and users in these accounts can set up the assignments themselves. See Bundling NetSuite Financial Statements. |

| Roles | Yes | If a role has custom record permissions, then NetSuite does not automatically include corresponding custom records in the bundle. If you explicitly include custom records in a bundle, any permission levels granted to roles in that bundle are maintained when installed in the target account. If role-based preferences have been defined, these are included with the bundled role. |
### Types of Bundles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Type</th>
<th>Lockable?</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subsidiaries</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Subsidiaries selected for a role in a OneWorld source account are not included with the bundled role, because subsidiaries are specific to accounts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saved Searches</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Only public saved searches can be bundled. If a saved search includes a formula that references a custom field, then NetSuite does not automatically pull the custom field into the bundle. You must explicitly add the custom field to the bundle. If a saved search's audience includes custom roles, the custom roles are included in the bundle automatically. For details about how bundle updates affect search audience, see Bundle Update Reference. If a saved search is filtered by a custom transaction type value, the custom transaction type is included in the bundle automatically. Note: If a saved search with an email alert defined is included in a bundle, note that in target accounts where the bundle is installed, the email alert is not sent unless the Enable Email Alerts for WS and CSV Imports preference is enabled, at Setup &gt; Company &gt; Email Preferences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSP Applications</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>An SSP application implements Web store customizations. All files in an SSP application are grouped together in a folder in the source account's NetSuite File Cabinet. An SSP Application record indicates the touch points where pages in the SSP application should be substituted for default Web store pages. When a bundled SSP application is installed in target accounts, it is hosted from the same location in each target account File Cabinet. The installed bundle includes touch points, but SSP application pages are not actually used in the Web store until touch points are deployed to the site. See the help topic Bundle an SSP Application. Note: As of 2019.1, when you update an installed bundle that includes an SSP application, the script deployments are not updated in the target account. Because script deployments are not updated, the existing touch points are not overwritten and both the Log Level and Status fields are also not updated in the target account. The Log Level and Status fields can be viewed on the Script Deployment page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sublists</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtabs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuiteScripts</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>You can check the Hide in SuiteBundle box on the file record for a server script file to prevent those who download your bundle from viewing your server SuiteScript files. You cannot hide client SuiteScripts in a bundle. You can only bundle a client SuiteScript if you also include the associated form in the bundle. See Protecting Your Bundled Server SuiteScripts. NetSuite recommends that you make script parameters settable as preferences. This insures that updates to your bundle do not change the way scripts are set up in the target account. Also, allowing users to set parameters as preferences can make it easier for users in the target account to set up the bundle. For more information on scripting parameters, see the help topic Creating Script Parameters.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Types of Bundles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Type</th>
<th>Lockable?</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lockable</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comments</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Locking the script record does not lock its deployments. The Bundle Builder pages do not display script deployments. Therefore, the bundle author cannot specify which deployments are locked.

- Be aware that the order in which bundled scripts run in the source account is maintained when the bundle is installed in target accounts. You can set up script execution order for client and user event scripts on the Scripted Records page, at Customization > Scripting > Scripted Records. See the help topic The Scripted Records Page.

- For each bundled SuiteScript, a preference is available to indicate whether the script's deployments should be updated in target accounts when bundle updates occur. See Bundle Object Preferences.

- If a script deployment's audience includes custom roles, the custom roles are included in the bundle automatically. For details about how bundle updates affect script deployment audience, see Bundle Update Reference.

- You cannot attach a SuiteScript 2.0 script file to more than one bundle. If you create multiple bundles and the bundles include the same SuiteScript 2.0 script file, your script may throw a **Module does not exist** exception. NetSuite is instituting this restriction to avoid the following scenario: You have the same script file bundled in both SuiteApp A and SuiteApp B. If SuiteApp B is upgraded, then the script file moves to SuiteApp B. The old location (module path) to SuiteApp A no longer works. This triggers an exception when the script in SuiteApp A attempts to execute.

  **Important:** Bundle installation scripts have different requirements and characteristics than other scripts included in bundles. For details, see Using Bundle Installation Scripts.

- Each Outbound Connection object includes the data entered on the SuiteSignOn page used to implement single sign-on integration between NetSuite and an external application. This data includes the name of the NetSuite user interface element where the connection is implemented, the external application landing page, optional data that sets context for the landing page, and optional user identification data.

  Any custom subtabs and portlet scripts defined as connection points, and any custom fields defined as user identification, are automatically included with the SuiteSignOn Outbound Connection object.

  If any custom fields are defined as integration variables, you must explicitly add these fields to the bundle.

  For more information, see the help topic Creating a SuiteSignOn Bundle.

- Translation Collections are custom objects comprised of translated terms. The Translations Collection object includes terms and their translations in the specified locale. For more information about Translation Collections, see the help topics Translation Collection Overview and Creating a Translation Collection.

  After installation, the bundle ID displays in the From Bundle field when the Translation Collection is viewed or edited in the target account.

  The Multi-Language feature must be enabled in the source account, to support the bundling of Translation Collection objects. If that feature is not enabled in the target account, the objects are installed and scripts can access them, although the Translation Collections are not viewable in the NetSuite UI.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Type</th>
<th>Lockable?</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>During bundle installation, the script ID for a Translation Collection object is automatically renamed when there is a script ID conflict but the default locale is different. Unlike other script ID conflicts, there is no option to replace the existing object during bundle installation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⚠️ Important: You must include both the translation collection and the referencing objects in the same bundle. If you install the translation collection separately outside of a bundle, and include only referencing objects in the bundle, the references to terms in the translation collection are removed from the target account during bundle installation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web Site Customizations</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Website customizations that can be bundled include color themes, item/category templates, layouts, tags, and themes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workflows</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>If a bundled workflow is locked, you may not edit the definition, instance fields, states, transitions, or actions in a target account. Also, you may not add transitions or states to a locked workflow. Workflow instances and history logs are not copied to target accounts when a bundle is installed or updated. For more information about bundling a workflow, see the help topic Bundling a Workflow.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Referenced Objects in Customization Bundles

For most objects, the Bundle Builder automatically adds all referenced objects when you add the object to a bundle. However, the Bundle Builder does not automatically include referenced objects for all object types. If a referenced object can be included in a bundle and the Bundle Builder does not automatically add the referenced object, you must manually add it.

Refer to the following sections for more information about the referenced objects that are automatically added to a bundle and the referenced objects that are not automatically included.

- Objects Automatically Included In Customization Bundles
- Objects Not Automatically Included In Customization Bundles

⚠️ Note: The effect of not adding the referenced objects depends on the type of object. Some referenced objects are not included because they cannot be included in bundles. Other objects can have the reference to the object nulled out in the target account or use objects present in the target account. For objects like custom forms, reports, and saved searches, you must include the referenced objects for the object to function correctly in the target account. For more information, see Objects Not Automatically Included In Customization Bundles.

Objects Automatically Included In Customization Bundles

The following table lists objects that you can select in the Bundle Builder and the referenced objects that are automatically included.
### Types of Bundles

**Note:** If SuiteBundler adds a referenced object to a bundle, you can view the referenced object on the Set Preferences page in the Bundle Builder. For more information, see Step 4 Set Preferences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Selected in Bundle Builder</th>
<th>Referenced Objects Included</th>
<th>Referenced Objects Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Custom Field</td>
<td>Customized Object</td>
<td>Any object in an account that is referenced by a custom field and has an object type that can be bundled. For example, you create a custom field that references a saved search and include the custom field in a bundle. The saved search is also included in the bundle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Financial Statement</td>
<td>Layout</td>
<td>Custom layout associated with a custom financial statement. For more information, see Bundling NetSuite Financial Statements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Record Type</td>
<td>Custom Online Form</td>
<td>Online custom record entry forms for the custom record type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dashboard</td>
<td>Center Tab</td>
<td>Any bundleable objects referenced by the dashboard are included. These may include scripts, saved searches, or custom records used for dashboard portlet display.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Form</td>
<td>Auto-reply Email Template</td>
<td>Files referenced by the online form. If the installer of the bundle does not want to use the files, the online form must be updated after installation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saved Custom Record Search</td>
<td>Custom Field</td>
<td>Custom record type on which the search is based and all custom fields created for that record type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saved Search</td>
<td>Custom Transaction</td>
<td>If a saved search is filtered by a custom transaction type value, the custom transaction type is included in the bundle automatically.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Script Deployment</td>
<td>Custom Role</td>
<td>Custom roles included in the audience for the script deployment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuiteSignOn Outbound Connection Object</td>
<td>Custom Field</td>
<td>Custom subtabs and portlet scripts defined as connection points and custom fields defined as user identification.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Other referenced objects may also be included.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Selected in Bundle Builder</th>
<th>Referenced Objects Included</th>
<th>Referenced Objects Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Portlet Script</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workflow</td>
<td>Custom Role</td>
<td>Custom roles referenced by the workflow.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Objects Not Automatically Included In Customization Bundles

The following table lists objects that you can select in the Bundle Builder, the referenced objects that must be manually added, and the effect of not including the referenced object in the bundle. In some cases, the referenced object cannot be included and the object that you include must be edited in the target account after you install the bundle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Selected in Bundle Builder</th>
<th>Referenced Objects Not Included</th>
<th>Referenced Objects Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSV Import Map</td>
<td>Custom Role</td>
<td>Custom roles included in the audience for a CSV import map.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Field</td>
<td>Customized Object</td>
<td>Any object in an account that is referenced by a custom field and has an object type that cannot be bundled. For example, entities, items, transactions, or objects in a list, like Employee Type, cannot be bundled. If a custom field references this type of object, the reference is nulled out in the target account. Edit the custom field in the target account and recreate the reference after you install the bundle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Field</td>
<td>Standard List</td>
<td>Any standard list object referenced by a custom field, for example, Approval Status. Because the data in standard lists are the same in every account, installing the bundle only copies the list data from the bundle to the target account. The list object itself is not included in the bundle. You do not need to take any action after you install the bundle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Form</td>
<td>Custom Field</td>
<td>Custom objects on a custom form. You must manually add any custom object referenced in a custom form to the bundle. Otherwise, the custom form may appear incorrectly in the target account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Report</td>
<td>Custom Role</td>
<td>Custom role included in the audience for a custom report. You must manually add any custom role included in the for the audience of a report to the bundle. Otherwise, the report may not be available to the intended audience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role</td>
<td>Custom Record</td>
<td>If a role contains permissions for a custom record type, the corresponding custom record type is not included in the bundle. You must manually add the custom record to the bundle. Otherwise, the custom role will contain permission for a record type that does not exist in the target account. Subsidiaries selected for a role in a OneWorld source account are not included with the bundled role, because subsidiaries are specific to accounts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saved Search</td>
<td>Custom Field</td>
<td>If a formula in a saved search references a custom field, the custom field is not included in the bundle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Types of Bundles**

1. **Object Selected in Bundle Builder**
   - Referenced Objects Not Included
   - Referenced Objects Description

   - You must manually add any custom field referenced by a formula in a saved search. Otherwise, the saved search may not function correctly.

   - SuiteSignOn Outbound Connection Object
     - Custom Field
     - Custom field referenced as an integration variable in a SuiteSignOn outbound connection object.
     - You must manually add any custom field referenced by the SuiteSignOn outbound connection object. Otherwise, the custom field will not exist in the target account and the single sign-on integration between NetSuite and the external application fails.

---

### Configuration Bundles

Configuration bundles allow administrators to copy setup and configuration settings from one account to another. NetSuite vertical solution providers and independent software vendors (ISVs) can use configuration bundles to automate the setup and configuration of a customer account. The supported settings include company preferences, accounting lists, customer relationship management lists, record names, and transaction names. A configuration bundle can also enable or disable features in target accounts.

Note that you cannot include data, such as a chart of accounts, in a configuration bundle. If an object that you install as part of a bundle requires data, then you must import the required data separately from the bundle.

**Important:** NetSuite recommends installing configuration bundles immediately after provisioning an account. This ensures that you do not overwrite existing production account settings. If your solution requires specific setup and configuration parameters that you plan to roll out to existing customers, be sure to work with each account administrator on an impact analysis prior to installing the bundle.

### Objects Available in Configuration Bundles

The following table lists the types of objects that you can include in a configuration bundle. These objects are preferences and configuration settings. For a description of an object type's function, navigate to the path shown and see the help for that page.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Type</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Navigation Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Auto-Generated</strong></td>
<td><strong>Numbers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Note: Updating a configuration bundle does not change existing auto-generated numbers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Setup &gt; Company &gt; Setup Tasks &gt; Auto-Generated Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entities</td>
<td></td>
<td>Setup &gt; Company &gt; Setup Tasks &gt; Auto-Generated Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedules</td>
<td></td>
<td>Setup &gt; Company &gt; Setup Tasks &gt; Auto-Generated Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transactions</td>
<td></td>
<td>Setup &gt; Company &gt; Setup Tasks &gt; Auto-Generated Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Type</td>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Navigation Path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Preferences</td>
<td>Approval Routing</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Accounting &gt; Preferences &gt; Accounting Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CSV Import</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Integration &gt; Manage Integration &gt; SOAP Web Services Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Email</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Company &gt; Preferences &gt; Printing, Fax &amp; Email Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Support &gt; Preferences &gt; Support Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fax</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Company &gt; Preferences &gt; Printing, Fax &amp; Email Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forecasts</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Sales &gt; Preferences &gt; Sales Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Accounting</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Accounting &gt; Preferences &gt; Accounting Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Company</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Company &gt; Preferences &gt; General Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Issues</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Issues &gt; Preferences &gt; Issue Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General SFA</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Sales &gt; Preferences &gt; Sales Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Support</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Support &gt; Preferences &gt; Support Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inbound Email</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Marketing &gt; Preferences &gt; Marketing Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inventory Management</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Accounting &gt; Preferences &gt; Inventory Management Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Invoicing</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Accounting &gt; Preferences &gt; Invoicing Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Items / Transactions</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Accounting &gt; Preferences &gt; Accounting Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Marketing &gt; Preferences &gt; Marketing Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notification</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Accounting &gt; Preferences &gt; Accounting Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notifications</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Issues &gt; Issue Preferences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Override settings for the preferences on the Overriding Preferences subtab are preserved if the matching preferences are a part of the bundle.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Type</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Navigation Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Order Management</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Accounting &gt; Preferences &gt; Accounting Preferences (Administrator)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Company &gt; Preferences &gt; Printing, Fax &amp; Email Preferences (Administrator)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Accounting &gt; Setup Tasks &gt; Shipping (Administrator)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time &amp; Expenses</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Accounting &gt; Preferences &gt; Accounting Preferences (Administrator)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Services</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Integration &gt; Manage Integrations &gt; SOAP Web Services Preferences (Administrator)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Company &gt; Setup Tasks &gt; Company Information (Administrator)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Accounting &gt; Preferences &gt; Accounting Preferences (Administrator)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Company &gt; Setup Tasks &gt; Enable Features</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transactions</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Sales &gt; Preferences &gt; Sales Preferences (Administrator)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items &amp; Inventory</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Accounting &gt; Preferences &gt; Accounting Preferences (Administrator)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Users/Roles &gt; User Management &gt; Manage Users (Administrator)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Marketing &gt; Preferences &gt; Marketing Preferences (Administrator)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Presence</td>
<td>&gt; Web Presence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuiteCloud</td>
<td>Customization &gt; Forms &gt; Transaction Forms (Administrator)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other Lists</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting Lists</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Accounting &gt; Setup Tasks &gt; Accounting Lists (Administrator)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Type</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Navigation Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customer Relationship Management (CRM)</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Sales &gt; Preferences &gt; Sales Preferences (Administrator)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Renaming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Account Type Names</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Company &gt; Setup Tasks &gt; Rename Records/Transactions (Administrator)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Record Names</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Company &gt; Setup Tasks &gt; Rename Records/Transactions (Administrator)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transaction Names</td>
<td>Setup &gt; Company &gt; Setup Tasks &gt; Rename Records/Transactions (Administrator)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** If a configuration bundle includes any settings that are inactive in the source account for the bundle, these settings are not installed in bundle target accounts.

Configuration bundles cannot be managed bundles.

### Creating a Bundle with the Bundle Builder

You can use the Bundle Builder to create bundles. Bundles are packages of customization or configuration objects that can be installed in other NetSuite accounts. The Bundle Builder is available at Setup > Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle if the SuiteBundler feature is enabled in your account and you have the SuiteApp Marketplace permission.

**Note:** Before you can create a bundle, an administrator must enable the Create Bundles With SuiteBundler feature at Setup > Company > Enable Features.

Use the following information to create a bundle in the Bundle Builder:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1 Bundle Basics</td>
<td>Enter basic definitions for the bundle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2 Bundle Properties</td>
<td>Enter optional descriptive information that helps users to understand the purpose of the bundle and helps them to find the bundle when they search for it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3 Select Objects</td>
<td>Select the objects to be included in the bundle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4 Set Preferences</td>
<td>Review the bundle objects, including objects you select and any objects they reference, and save the bundle. For customization bundles, set preferences for objects to be applied during bundle installation and update. You can also lock some types of objects so that target account users cannot make changes to them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finish the Bundle Builder</td>
<td>Set up sharing or review a list of all saved bundles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the Managed Bundles feature is enabled in your account, you can create managed bundles. With this type of bundle, you determine when to update target accounts with new versions of the bundle. See Managed Bundles Overview.
Step 1 Bundle Basics

On the Bundle Basics page of the Bundle Builder, enter basic definitions for a bundle.

The following screenshot shows the Bundle Basics page:

To complete Step 1 Bundle Basics in the Bundle Builder:

1. Log in to the account where you want to create a bundle.
   NetSuite recommends that you consider the bundle deployment strategy before you begin creating a bundle, so that you create the bundle in the appropriate account. For information about bundle deployment, see SuiteApp Development Process with SuiteBundler.
2. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle.
3. Enter the following properties:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Name of the bundle. This is the only required field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version</td>
<td>Bundle version used to track future updates. You can use any numbering scheme in this field. This is an optional field, but NetSuite recommends that you give each bundle a version number to be displayed on bundle list pages. This number is vital to help you manage updates. SuiteBundler alerts your install base to version updates with an icon on bundle list pages and a SuiteBundles to Update reminder in the Reminders portlet; these alerts do not occur if you do not use version numbers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract</td>
<td>Brief description of the bundle. This description is displayed in the Abstract column of the Installed Bundles page and Saved Bundles pages, and on the Bundle Details page. This is an optional field. You can enter a longer description on the next page in the Bundle Builder, Bundle Properties. For more information, see Bundle Details.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Installation Script        | Specialized SuiteScript to be associated with the bundle. A bundle installation script fires triggers that execute as part of bundle installation, update, or uninstall. These triggers automatically complete required setup, configuration, or data management tasks, depending on the bundle. Use this option if you require additional operations in addition to installing the bundle.  
This script is optional and is not required to install the bundle.  
See Using Bundle Installation Scripts. |

4. If necessary, check the following boxes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Configuration Bundle       | Indicates the bundle is a configuration bundle that contains setup and configuration objects. When you install a configuration bundle in a target account, it sets configuration parameters, enables or disables features, and sets company preferences.  
If you check this box, the Select Objects page displays only setup and configuration object types. See Configuration Bundles.  
When this box is checked, the Managed Bundle box is disabled because configuration bundles cannot be managed. |

   **Note:** You cannot create a bundle that contains both customization and configuration objects. If your solution requires both types of objects, you must create and distribute two distinct bundles. |
| Managed Bundle             | Indicates that the upgrade process for the bundle should be controlled by you. When this option is enabled, you can choose when to push updates to accounts that have previously installed the bundle. This control over bundle updates enhances your ability to manage your install base.  
You must have the Managed Bundles feature is enabled in your account to use this option. See Managed Bundles Overview. |
| Bundle All                 | Auto-selects all available objects for the bundle. All objects are listed under Bundle Contents on the Select Objects page, and you can remove objects from the bundle as necessary, rather than adding them.  
This option may save time, if it is quicker to de-select the objects that you do not want to include in the bundle rather than select the objects that you want to include. |
| Hide Components            | Indicates that the bundle objects do not display in target account lists. By default, bundled objects installed in target accounts display in object list pages.  
See Hiding Bundle Components in Target Accounts. |

5. If you are creating a bundle for an SDF SuiteApp project, select the correct value for the SuiteApp ID property.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| SuiteApp ID    | Lists SDF SuiteApp projects in your account. You can select a SuiteApp project to be bundled. The objects included in the SuiteApp project are added to the bundle and are shown on the Select Objects page of the Bundle Builder.  
The selected SuiteApp ID associates a specific publisher, or owner, with the bundle. To obtain a unique publisher ID, you must register with SDN. For information about SDN, go to http://www.netsuite.com/portal/developers/sdn.shtml.  
For information about using SDF, see the help topic SuiteCloud Development Framework Overview. |

6. Click Next.
Step 2 Bundle Properties

On the Bundle Properties page of the Bundle Builder, enter optional descriptive information that helps users to understand the purpose of the bundle and help users find the bundle in a search.

The following screenshot shows the **Bundle Properties** page:

To complete Step 2 Bundle Properties in the Bundle Builder:

1. If you have not already done so, complete Step 1 Bundle Basics.
2. On the **Bundle Properties** page, enter the following optional bundle metadata information:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Information about the bundle, in addition to the <strong>Abstract</strong>. This information is displayed on the <strong>Bundle Details</strong> page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>NetSuite product for which this bundle is created. The default is the product used in the source development account where this bundle is created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>Target vertical market for this bundle, for example, <strong>IT Services</strong>. Customers can use this searchable field on the <strong>Search &amp; Install Bundles</strong> page to identify solutions appropriate for their business needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Languages in which the bundle is available. Customers can use this searchable field on the <strong>Search &amp; Install Bundles</strong> page to identify solutions appropriate for their locale and business needs. The default is the base language of the source account.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Optionally, in the **Admin Documentation** field, select the file with details about your bundle, or enter a URL to link to an externally hosted site that provides this information.

   After administrators install this bundle, they can open the documentation file or access the URL from the **Installed Bundles** or **Bundle Details** pages in the target account. This documentation should be aimed at administrators. Another mechanism is available to publish user documentation in the NetSuite Help Center. See **Publishing SuiteApp Help Content to the NetSuite Help Center**.

   For more information about the steps to set this property, see **Documenting a Bundle**.

4. Optionally, click the arrow next to **Terms of Service** and define bundle-specific terms of service.
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If you check the Requires Acceptance of Terms box, users must accept these terms before they install or update the bundle. The terms of service are in addition to the default NetSuite terms of service for bundles. If you do not check this box, users will not be required to accept terms and the link to these terms is not displayed.

For more information about this property, see Defining Bundle Terms of Service.

5. Click Next.

Step 3 Select Objects

On the Select Objects page of the Bundle Builder, select the objects to be included in the bundle. The available objects vary, depending upon whether you are creating a customization bundle or a configuration bundle. See Objects Available in Customization Bundles and Objects Available in Configuration Bundles.

To complete Step 3 Select Objects in the Bundle Builder:

1. If you have not already done so, complete Step 2 Bundle Properties.
2. In the Object Types list, expand the folder for the type of object that you want to include in the bundle.
   The Choose Objects list displays available objects of the selected type, if any.
3. In the Choose Objects list, check the box next to each object you want in the bundle, or check the Select All box to check all of the objects listed for the object type.
   Each time you check a box, NetSuite updates the Bundle Contents list.

   Note: If there are existing custom records for a bundled custom record object, check the Include Data box under the object to include this data in the bundle. Even if you do not check the Include Data box, NetSuite may still pull data for a custom record, if another object in the bundle depends on the data in the custom record.

4. To de-select an object, select its object type in the Bundle Contents list and clear its check box in the Choose Objects list.
5. Click Next.

**General Guidelines for Selecting Objects**

- When you add most types of custom objects to a bundle, all of the necessary elements referenced by that object are also automatically added to the bundle, so you do not need to explicitly add them. However, some referenced objects are not added automatically. For more information, see Referenced Objects in Customization Bundles.

- When you create a customization bundle, NetSuite recommends that you enter a unique script ID for each object in the bundle, to avoid conflicts during installation. If the ID for a bundle object matches an object in the target account, the bundled object’s ID is appended with a number. For more information, see Resolving Conflicting Objects.

- If your bundle includes server SuiteScripts, you can check the Hide in SuiteBundle box on their File Cabinet file records to prevent users who install the bundle from viewing the script files. See Protecting Your Bundled Server SuiteScripts. Client SuiteScripts cannot be hidden.

- If you see configuration objects (Company Preferences, Features, Other Lists, and Renaming) on the Select Objects page, you have set the bundle to be a configuration bundle. To define the bundle as a customization bundle, go back to the Bundle Basics page and clear the Configuration Bundle box.

- Including a configuration object in a configuration bundle does not create a new instance of that object in the target account when the bundle is installed. Configuration bundle installation simply copies the settings for included configuration objects from the source account to the target account.

**Step 4 Set Preferences**

On the Set Preferences page of the Bundle Builder, you can review the bundle objects, including objects you select and any objects they reference, and save the bundle. For customization bundles, set preferences for objects to be applied during bundle installation and update. You can also lock some types of objects so that target account users cannot make changes to them.

The following screenshot shows the Set Preferences page:

![Set Preferences Page](image)

**To complete Step 4 Set Preferences in the Bundle Builder:**

1. If you have not already done so, complete Step 3 Select Objects.
2. Review the contents of your bundle. You can take the following actions for the objects included in the bundle:

3. To add or remove objects, click **Back** to return to the **Select Objects** page and make changes.

4. For dashboards, custom fields, custom lists, custom records that include data, custom forms, and SuiteScript files, review the settings in the **Preference** column, and change as desired. These settings are applied for managed bundles and other push installations and updates, and are defaults for other bundle installations and updates. See **Bundle Object Preferences**.

5. If you are creating a customization bundle, check boxes in the **Lock on Install** column to lock selected bundle objects, or click **Lock All** to lock all lockable objects in the bundle. See **Locking Objects in Customization Bundles**.

   For example, an independent software vendor (ISV) may distribute a customization bundle to its customers. To minimize the potential for support and upgrade issues, the ISV may choose to lock objects in the bundle. Locking also protects the ISV's customers from changing objects in a bundle and then discovering they cannot upgrade the bundle without breaking the changed objects.

   You cannot lock some objects in customization bundles. Objects that are not lockable do not have a check box in the **Lock on Install** column.

   Locking an object does not prevent target account users from seeing it, only from editing it. To hide bundle objects in target accounts, see **Hiding Bundle Components in Target Accounts**. To prevent target account users from seeing code in bundled server SuiteScripts, see **Protecting Your Bundled Server SuiteScripts**.

6. After you are done making changes, click **Save**.

---

**Finish the Bundle Builder**

After you complete **Step 4 Set Preferences** in the Bundle Builder and Bundle Builder creates the bundle, the **Finished** page displays. On this page, click the link to set up sharing, click the link to review a list of all saved bundles, or click the link to publish user help content for the bundle in the NetSuite Help Center.

The following screenshot shows the **Finished** page.
On this page, you can complete the following tasks:

- Click **Modify availability of your new bundle** to go to the **Bundle Availability** page, where you can set up bundle sharing, deprecate the bundle, and set the bundle availability.

  You can also access the **Bundle Availability** page after you complete the Bundle Builder from the **Saved Bundles** page by choosing the **Set Availability** option from the **Action** menu.

  See **Bundle Availability**.

- Click **Review the list of saved bundles** to display the **Saved Bundles** page.

  You can also access the **Saved Bundles** page at Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle > List.

  See **Reviewing the Saved Bundles List**.

- Click the **Publish Help Content** link to publish user documentation for your bundle in the NetSuite Help Center. See **Publishing SuiteApp Help Content to the NetSuite Help Center**.

### Bundle Builder Reference

Use the following information to get more information about creating bundles in the Bundle Builder:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Applicable Bundle Builder Step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hiding Bundle Components in Target Accounts</td>
<td>Step 1 Bundle Basics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using Bundle Installation Scripts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundle Support during NetSuite Release Phasing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documenting a Bundle</td>
<td>Step 2 Bundle Properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defining Bundle Terms of Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protecting Your Bundled Server SuiteScripts</td>
<td>Step 3 Select Objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File and Folder Management in Bundles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundling NetSuite Financial Statements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundle Object Preferences</td>
<td>Step 4 Set Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locking Objects in Customization Bundles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Hiding Bundle Components in Target Accounts

By default, list pages for bundleable objects include objects that have been installed by bundles. It is easy to identify an object that is from a bundle, because the ID of the bundle is displayed in the From Bundle column of the list page. See **Identifying Bundle Objects in Target Accounts**.

In some cases, you may prefer that objects installed by your bundle are not visible in target account list pages.

To enable an option not to display bundle objects in target account list pages, check the **Hide Components** box on the Bundle Basics page of the Bundle Builder.
When this box is checked for a bundle, by default its components are not displayed in target account list pages. Also, the bundle is not listed in the From Bundle filter on list pages. See Filtering Bundle Objects on List Pages. Note that this option cannot be enabled for a configuration bundle.

After bundle installation in a target account, an administrator can change this hide or show setting. This change can be made by selecting the Hide Components or Show Components option button on the Components subtab of the Bundle Details page.
Important: The target account selection of the Hide Components or Show Components display option for a bundle is not overwritten by the Bundle Builder setting during bundle updates. The Bundle Builder Hide Components option is applied only during bundle installation.

Warning: If Hide Components is enabled for a bundle created in a production account, refreshes to Release Preview and sandbox accounts cause that bundle's components to be hidden in the Release Preview and sandbox accounts.

Using Bundle Installation Scripts

Each bundle can include a specialized server SuiteScript that is automatically run when the bundle is installed, updated, or uninstalled. A bundle installation script can contain triggers to be executed before install, after install, before update, after update, and/or before uninstall. This trigger code can ensure that bundles are implemented and removed correctly and efficiently, and can prevent bundle installation, update, or uninstall if proper setup has not occurred. Note that this type of script can be run in any target account where the associated bundle is installed, even if scripting features are not enabled in that account.

To associate a bundle installation script with your bundle, you need to create the script .js file, upload the script file to the NetSuite File Cabinet, create a script record, and define one or more deployments for the script.

After a bundle installation script has been created and at least one deployment has been defined for it, you can associate the script with a bundle by selecting from the Installation Script list on the Step 1 Bundle Basics page. A single bundle installation script can be associated with multiple bundles. When you associate a script with a bundle, you select a specific script deployment.

Detailed documentation about bundle installation scripts is available in the SuiteScript section of the Help Center:

- For step-by-step instructions for developing bundle installation scripts and associating them with bundles, see the SuiteScript help topic Setting Up a Bundle Installation Script.
- For more details about bundle installation scripts, see the SuiteScript help topic What are Bundle Installation Scripts?.
- To review a sample script, see the help topic Sample Bundle Installation Script.

Note: On the Step 3 Select Objects page of the Bundle Builder, you do not have to explicitly add the bundle installation script. This script record and the related .js file are included automatically in the bundle, as are any other .js files that are listed as library script files on the script record.

Bundle Support during NetSuite Release Phasing

Upgrades of NetSuite accounts to each new release occur as a phased process. During phasing of a new release, some accounts are still using the lagging version of NetSuite during the time that other accounts have been upgraded to the leading version. During this time period, you are likely to be using a different NetSuite version than some of the accounts where your bundles are installed, so you need to be aware of the following:

- Bundles developed with the lagging version can be installed into accounts that are already using the leading version.
- Bundles developed with the leading version can be installed into accounts that are still using the lagging version, but note the following limitations:
When a user in a lagging version account installs a bundle from a leading version account, any
object types in the bundle that are not supported in the lagging version are not installed, resulting
in potentially serious impact to bundle function.

A bundle with a SuiteScript that uses a new API available only in the leading version can be installed
into a lagging version account, but the script may not function correctly because the lagging
version does not support the API.

It is recommended that you avoid distributing bundles containing any new leading version API to
accounts still using the lagging version. To accomplish this purpose, you can create a bundle installation
script that uses the `getVersion()` method to check the target account version, and prevents installation
of the associated bundle if the lagging version is in use. See Using Bundle Installation Scripts and the
SuiteScript help topic Setting Up a Bundle Installation Script.

Documenting a Bundle

For every bundle you create, you should attach a document that describes the purpose of the bundle,
how to install and use it, and where bundle users can get support when needed. This document should
be aimed at administrators. There is a separate mechanism you can use to publish user documentation to
the NetSuite Help Center. See Publishing SuiteApp Help Content to the NetSuite Help Center.

You specify a bundle documentation file in the Admin Documentation field, on the Step 2 Bundle
Properties page of the Bundle Builder. NetSuite provides a template for this purpose and recommends
that you use this template as the basis for your file. For details, see:

- Using the Template to Create a Bundle Documentation File
- Selecting a Bundle Documentation File from the File Cabinet
- Selecting a Bundle Documentation File from Your Computer

You also can enter a URL in the Admin Documentation field, to link to an externally hosted site that
provides documentation. For details, see:

- Using a Website to Provide Bundle Documentation

Using the Template to Create a Bundle Documentation File

To facilitate the creation of your bundle document, NetSuite provides a Microsoft Word template (.dot file)
that you can upload and use to structure your document. The template has been designed specifically
for bundle documents and can be filled in. By using it, you ensure that the key documentation your
customers require is presented in an efficient and consistent manner.

The template includes the following elements or sections:

- Cover page
- Copyright page
- Table of Contents
- Overview
- Installing the Bundle
- Using the Bundle
- Updating the Bundle
- Uninstalling the Bundle
- Support

Although you can adapt this template, NetSuite recommends this structure to ensure correct installation
by administrators and effective adoption by users of the SuiteBundle.
To create a document using the bundle document template:

1. Start the Bundle Builder, at Setup > Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle.
2. On the Bundle Properties page, click the inline text Template link, or click the label for the Admin Documentation field, and then click Template in the field level help.
3. Choose whether to open the template using Microsoft Word or to save the template file.
4. Before you begin entering your text, save the template as a Word .doc type file.
5. In the Word .doc file, replace the text in the grey fields with your own text.

![Important:](image) You must include the entire NetSuite Disclaimer provided in the Support section.

6. When you have completed entering the text in your Word .doc file, generate a PDF file.
7. Return to the Bundle Properties page of the Bundle Builder.
8. In the Admin Documentation field, click New from the dropdown list for the field.
9. In the File popup window, select Computer in the Attach From field, check the Available for SuiteBundles box, click the Browse button, browse to the file, and click Save.

   The selected file is listed in the Documentation field.

Selecting a Bundle Documentation File from the File Cabinet

To use a previously created document that has already been uploaded to the NetSuite File Cabinet as your bundle documentation file:

1. Go to the Bundler Properties page of the Bundle Builder.
2. In the Admin Documentation field, click List from the dropdown list for the field.
3. In the Choose Documentation popup, select the file.

   The selected file is listed in the Documentation field.

**Note:** If you do not see the file in the list and you are sure it was uploaded to the File Cabinet, it is possible it was not marked Available for SuiteBundles. You can edit the File Cabinet record to check this box.

Selecting a Bundle Documentation File from Your Computer

To use a previously created document that has not been uploaded to the NetSuite File Cabinet as your bundle documentation file:

1. Go to the Bundle Properties page of the Bundle Builder.
2. In the Admin Documentation field, click New from the dropdown list for the field.
3. In the File popup, select Computer in the Attach From field, check Available for SuiteBundles, click the Browse button, browse to the file, and click Save.

   The selected file is listed in the Documentation field.

Using a Website to Provide Bundle Documentation

To use an externally hosted website to provide bundle documentation:

1. Go to the Bundle Properties page of the Bundle Builder.
2. In the Admin Documentation field, click New from the dropdown list for the field.
3. In the File popup, select Web in the Attach From field and enter the URL in the URL field, and click Save.

   The entered URL is listed in the Documentation field.

Defining Bundle Terms of Service

You can associate terms of service with a bundle and require target account users to accept these terms before they install or update the bundle.

Note that terms of service defined for an individual bundle do not replace general SuiteBundler terms of service. Bundle-specific terms of service are in addition to general terms of service.

To define bundle-specific terms of service:

1. On the Bundle Properties page of the Bundle Builder, click the arrow next to Terms of Service and enter terms in the box provided.

   - Formatting tools are available for terms of service text (when the Enable Rich Text Editing option is enabled at Home > Set Preferences).
   - Lengthy text can be edited externally and pasted into the box on this page.

2. If you want to require users to agree terms of service before proceeding with installations and updates, check the Requires Acceptance of Terms box.

   When this box is checked, users must agree to terms of service during installation and update.

   Note that a standard NetSuite disclaimer is always included along with your text:

   !important: If you do not check the Requires Acceptance of Terms box, users will not be required to accept terms and the link to these terms is not displayed.

3. After installation, the terms of service defined for a bundle are available from a link on the Bundle Details page. For details, see Bundle Terms of Service.
Note the following:

- To stop requiring users to agree to terms of service, edit the bundle in the Bundle Builder and clear the **Requires Acceptance of Terms** box.

- Managed bundles only present the terms of service the first time a customer installs the bundle. Users are not required to agree to terms of service for managed bundles during updates, as these updates are pushed by bundle authors. If the terms of service have changed, this change could be communicated to customers through bundle email messages. Customers may respond, indicating whether they accept or reject the new terms of service. If a customer rejects the new terms of service, the author can exclude the customer from future bundle upgrades.

- For pushed bundles, users are not required to agree to terms during installations or updates, as these are pushed by bundle authors with administrative access to target accounts.

### Verifying Acceptance of Bundle Terms of Service

You can review the most recent date that each target account has accepted a bundle's terms of service on the Bundle Install Base page.

For details on accessing this page, see **Viewing Your Bundle Install Base**.

### Revising Bundle Terms of Service

You can revise a bundle's terms of service at any time, by editing the text in the Bundle Builder.

To force users to accept the updated terms of service when they install or update the bundle, check the **Requires Reacceptance** box. If this box is not checked, the updated terms of service are written to the Bundle Details page, but they are not displayed during bundle installation or update.
The **Requires Reacceptance** box is displayed after the **Requires Acceptance** box has been checked at least one time. This box is cleared each time you return to the Bundle Builder to edit terms of service text. The most recent date when you previously required reacceptance of revised terms of service is displayed, if applicable.

**Warning:** This feature is not intended to provide source control for changes to bundle terms of service, but only to maintain the most current terms of service text. Each bundle author is responsible for maintaining records of changes to the bundle's terms of service.

Protecting Your Bundled Server SuiteScripts

NetSuite provides a mechanism for you to include server SuiteScripts in bundles, and prevent users who install the bundles from seeing the contents of these scripts. This mechanism is the Hide in SuiteBundle preference that you can enable on the script file record in the NetSuite File Cabinet.

For this preference to be available, you must upload your SuiteScript.js file to the File Cabinet and enable the **Hide in SuiteBundle** preference before you create the bundle that includes the server SuiteScript. (Note that this preference is not available for client SuiteScripts.)

![Image of File Cabinet with Hide in SuiteBundle preference highlighted]

**Important:** Setting the Hide In SuiteBundle preference for a script is the only way to prevent target account users from seeing its code. Locking a bundled file, as described in **Locking Objects in Customization Bundles**, only prevents users from editing the script, not from viewing it or downloading it. For a comparison of setting the Hide in SuiteBundle preference and locking a bundled file, see **Locked vs. Hidden Bundle Scripts Overview**.

**To prevent bundle installers from seeing server SuiteScript contents:**

1. Make sure your SuiteScript.js file is uploaded to the File Cabinet.
2. Before you create your bundle, go to Documents > Files > File Cabinet.
3. Click the link for the File Cabinet folder where your script is located, to display its contents. Scripts generally are in the SuiteScripts folder, but may be located in another folder.
4. Click **Edit** next to the script you want to protect.
5. Check the **Hide In SuiteBundle** box.
6. Click **Save**.

**Warning:** It is strongly recommended that you do not check the **Hide In SuiteBundle** box for a script to be included in a bundle developed in sandbox. Checking this box for a script in the source sandbox account for the bundle can eventually lead to the script being hidden in that account. After the bundle is installed in production and the sandbox account is later refreshed, the production account setting for this option is copied to the sandbox account. This copy causes the **Hide in SuiteBundle** box to be checked and disabled in the source sandbox account, preventing bundle developers from accessing the script.

---

### Locked vs. Hidden Bundle Scripts Overview

You can do the following to limit user access to objects installed by bundles in target accounts:

- In the Bundle Builder, you can lock objects so that users in target accounts cannot edit them. However, users can still view locked objects, including scripts. See [Locking Objects in Customization Bundles](#).

- In the Bundle Builder, you can enable the Hide Components option so that by default, objects installed by the bundle are not displayed on list pages in target accounts. See [Hiding Bundle Components in Target Accounts](#). This setting is a default, however, that can be overridden by any target account administrator. When an administrator disables the Hide Components option, users can see all bundled objects in list pages.

- In the File Cabinet, you can enable the Hide in SuiteBundle option for a server SuiteScript included in a bundle. See [Protecting Your Bundled Server SuiteScripts](#). Enabling this option is the only way to ensure that target account users cannot view the code in a script.

You can use any or all of these options. To understand the combined effects of locking and setting the Hide in SuiteBundle option for a script, see the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locked?</th>
<th>Hide in SuiteBundle option enabled?</th>
<th>Effect in Target Accounts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>User can view and edit both the script and its NetSuite file record, and can download the script file.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>User cannot view, edit, or download the script file, but can view and edit the file record.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>User can view both the script and the file record, and download the script file, but cannot edit the script or file record.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>User cannot view, edit, or download the script file, and cannot view or edit the file record.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### File and Folder Management in Bundles

You can use the Bundle Builder to include files and folders from the File Cabinet in a bundle. When a user installs the bundle, NetSuite installs the files and folders included in the bundle into the target account. You can use this feature to include any File Cabinet file in a bundle.

To include a file or folder in a bundle, you must first check the **Available in SuiteBundles** box on the file or folder record. The file or folder record then appears in the Bundle Builder.

The location where NetSuite installs files and folders in the target account depends on the type of source account:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Account Type</th>
<th>Installation Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sandbox</td>
<td>NetSuite installs the files and folders with the same path information as the source account. The installation location is the same for bundles installed from a sandbox account to another sandbox account, or for bundles installed from a sandbox account into a production account. The Preview Install page for SuiteBundler displays the folder and file paths for the files included in the bundle. Use this information to determine the changes that the bundle makes to the files and folders in the target account. <strong>Note:</strong> This feature does not apply for bundles created in Version 2014 Release 2 or earlier and installed in Version 2015 Release 1 or later, or for bundles installed from a production account into another production account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>If it does not already exist, NetSuite creates a folder called <code>SuiteBundles</code> in the target account and installs all files and folders into a subfolder that contains the bundle ID in the title. For example, if you include a file named <code>foo.js</code> in a bundle with an ID of 100, NetSuite installs the file into the following File Cabinet directory in the target account: <code>/SuiteBundles/Bundle 100/foo.js</code> A user can access this file or folder with a descriptive URL that references the file and folder location. See Accessing Installed Files and Folders with Descriptive URLs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following screenshot shows an example of using the Bundle Builder to include folders in a bundle:

### Rules and Guidelines for Bundling Files and Folders

**Important:** Use the following rules and guidelines when working with files and folders in SuiteBundler.

- If the file or folder included in a bundle already exists in the target account, NetSuite updates the file or folder and the associated properties from the source account.
To update a file or folder in a bundle after you create the bundle, edit the bundle and update the file or folder. When a user installs or updates the bundle, the file or folder is installed or updated with the changes. See Editing a Bundle.

If you are creating a bundle on a sandbox account for installation in a production account, and you include a file from a subfolder, but do not explicitly include the folder in the bundle, NetSuite automatically includes the complete folder path for the file. The included subfolders do not appear on the Set Preferences page in the Bundle Builder. However, you can use the Preview Bundle Install page to view the included files and folders when you install the bundle.

If you include a file or folder in a bundle and then clear the Available for Suitebundles box, NetSuite still includes the file or folder in the bundle. To remove the object, edit the bundle and remove the file or folder.

Use the Hide in SuiteBundles box on the file or folder record to prevent anyone who installs the bundle from accessing the file or folder.

NetSuite may automatically include files in a bundle due to dependency on other objects. For example, when you include a script deployment record in a bundle, NetSuite automatically includes the script file. However, if you lock the script deployment record, NetSuite does not automatically lock the script file. You must manually lock the script file for the script deployment.

Including large folders in a bundle can extend installation time, in some cases causing network connection problems that result in a failed installation. To ensure installation success, you can perform one of the following actions:

- You can divide folder contents into multiple smaller bundles.
- Instead of transferring folder contents to the target account through a bundle installation, you can export all folder contents from the File Cabinet of the source account to a ZIP file and then upload that ZIP file to the File Cabinet of the target account, where you have installed the bundle. For more information, see the help topics Downloading Files from the File Cabinet and Uploading Files to the File Cabinet.

However, even if you exclude some files from bundle installation and import them to the target account through a ZIP file afterward, some objects in the bundle can still reference such previously excluded files and pull them into the target account during bundle installation, thus resulting into duplicate files being installed in the target account.

There is also a difference in where the files are installed in the File Cabinet, depending on whether you choose to install the files through a bundle, or import the files through a ZIP file.

For example, if you include a file named foo.js in a bundle with an ID of 100, NetSuite installs the file into the following File Cabinet directory in the target account:

```
/SuiteBundles/Bundle 100/foo.js
```

However, if you decide to exclude files from bundle installation and import them to the target account through a ZIP file instead, the files imported to the File Cabinet in the target account retain the same folder structure as in the source account.

### Adding Files and Folders to a Bundle

To add a file or folder to a bundle, check the Available for SuiteBundles box for the file or folder record and then add the file or folder to a bundle in the Bundle Builder.

**To add a file or folder to a bundle**

1. Make the file or folder available for inclusion in a bundle:
   a. Go to Documents > Files > File Cabinet, and select the folder that contains the file or folder.
   b. Click Edit for the file or folder, and check the Available for SuiteBundles box.
Folders and files with the Available for SuiteBundles option enabled are available on the Select Objects page of the Bundle Builder, when Files or Folders is selected under the File Cabinet object type.

2. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle.

3. On the Step 3 Select Objects page of the Bundle Builder, in the Object Types list, expand File Cabinet.

4. To add files, select Files in the Object Types list and in the Choose Objects list, check boxes as desired.

5. To add folders, select Folders in the Object Types list and in the Choose Objects list, check boxes as desired.

6. Finish selecting objects to be included in the bundle.

**Installing a Bundle That Contains Files and Folders**

You can review the files and folders included in a bundle before you install it. If you are installing a bundle from another production account, NetSuite installs the files and folders in a folder called SuiteBundles. If you are installing a bundle from a sandbox account associated with the target account, NetSuite installs the files and folders with the same path information as the source account.

The following screenshot shows the properties for the files and folders that are being installed from a sandbox source account:

For more information, see Starting the Bundle Installation Process.
Accessing Installed Files and Folders with Descriptive URLs

The inclusion of folder hierarchies in bundles, and resulting support of descriptive URLs, makes it possible for SuiteScripts to reference files uniformly across different accounts, instead of relying upon file internal IDs that can change from account to account. To support the use of descriptive, or true path, URLs to access bundled files in target accounts, you need to enable the Available for SuiteBundles option on the File Cabinet records for files, and their folders and subfolders.

After the bundle has been installed in a target account, the following format can be used for descriptive URLs to access bundled files:

```
https://system.netsuite.com/c.<account ID>/suitebundle<bundle ID>/<folder>/<subfolder>/<file>.<ext>
```

For example, if the target account ID is 160532, bundle ID is 11006, folder names are Documents/ProductOptions, and file name is SearchStrings.txt, the descriptive URL would be:

```
https://system.netsuite.com/c.160532/suitebundle11006/Documents/ProductOptions/SearchStrings.txt
```

Guidelines for Descriptive URLs

- You can only access files and folders with a descriptive URL if the file or folder was installed from another production account, and not from a sandbox account associated with the target account. This restriction only applies to bundles created in NetSuite Version 2015 Release 1 and later. See File and Folder Management in Bundles.

- Files are available only to users logged in to NetSuite, except for files that have the Available without Login option enabled on the File Cabinet record.

- To support the use of descriptive URLs to access folder contents in the source account, the Host HTML Files feature must be enabled. This feature provides access to the Web Site Hosting Files/Live Hosting Files File Cabinet folder, where these folders are stored in the source account. This feature is not required for target accounts, where these folders are stored under the SuiteBundles folder.

- If a bundle includes scripts that rely on descriptive URL access, to construct the appropriate URL in the target account, the bundle author must do the following:
  - Parameterize the target account ID using the runtime.accountId API call.
  - Parameterize the bundle ID using the Script.bundleIds API call.

  **Note:** The Script.bundleIds API call returns an array, and the first returned bundle ID should be used to construct the URL.

Bundling NetSuite Financial Statements

Financial statements, which include income statements, balance sheets, and cash flow statements, are specialized reports that use layouts to determine their look and feel. A financial statement layout is a set of definitions for report rows, including the rows and financial sections to be displayed, row order and hierarchy, section filter criteria, methods for calculating summary amounts, row labels, and text, line, and background formatting options.

When you include a custom financial statement in a bundle, the custom layout assigned to the report is automatically bundled as well. The layout, as well as the report, is added to each target account when the bundle is installed.

You can assign layouts to financial statements, and view layout assignments, at Reports > Financial > Row Layout Assignment. Be sure to review these before bundling financial statements. Whenever possible, the
assignment of a layout to a bundled financial statement from the source account is preserved in target accounts. If there is ambiguity about this assignment, it is not preserved in target accounts, and users in these accounts can set up the assignments themselves.

For example, in OneWorld accounts, NetSuite provides specialized country-specific layouts for each subsidiary's financial statements, so that each custom layout is associated with a subsidiary as well as with a financial statement. If the source account for a bundled financial statement uses OneWorld, the layout assignment in the source may not be preserved in the target, because the associated subsidiary in the source may not exist in the target.

In cases where the assignment is not preserved, the layout is still added to the target account. After bundle installation, a target account user should review the layout assigned to the bundled financial statement and change this assignment as necessary, at Reports > Financial > Row Layout Assignment. For details, see the help topic Financial Reports: Row Layout Assignment Page.

![Important: An update to a bundle that includes a custom financial statement updates the report and the layout objects, but does not update the layout assignment in target accounts. If the assignment has been changed in a target account since the bundle was originally installed, the update does not revert the change.]

**Bundle Object Preferences**

For customization bundles, preferences are available for some object types. These preferences, which are applied during bundle installations and updates in target accounts, help to properly set up bundle objects. You set these preferences on the Step 4 Set Preferences page of the Bundle Builder when you create or edit a bundle, by choosing from options displayed in Preference column dropdown lists.

You can control preferences for pushed and managed bundle accounts, and you can supply default preferences for other install base accounts. The bundle preference options you choose are applied directly to target accounts during managed bundle and other pushed bundle installations and updates. For other bundles, target account administrators can override these preferences before bundle installation or update.

The following types of bundle objects have preferences available in the Bundle Builder.

- **Dashboards**
  
  For any dashboard, you can set a preference to indicate whether updates to the bundled dashboard should be applied to the dashboards of target account users to whom the dashboard has been published. (Updates are always applied to the target account dashboard definition.)

  This setting is applied during bundle updates, when the dashboard is updated in the target account.

  The default option is not to apply updates to users, allowing target account administrators to publish updates to users' dashboards as desired after bundle updates. See the help topic Applying Changes to Published Dashboards.

- **Custom Fields**
  
  For any custom field, you can set a preference to choose whether the field should be shown or hidden on existing custom forms in target accounts. The default option is to hide the field.

  This setting is applied during bundle installations and updates, whenever the field is first added to a target account. This setting does not affect bundled forms, because all custom fields in a bundle are always shown on all custom forms included in that bundle.

- **Custom Lists**
  
  For any custom list, you can set a preference, applied during bundle updates, to choose whether the bundled custom list data should replace data in the target account custom list, the target account
custom list data should be preserved, or data from the bundled custom list and target account custom list should be merged. The default option is to preserve data.

This preference is also available, during both installations and updates, for conflicting custom lists that have the Replace Existing Object option chosen. See Resolving Conflicting Objects.

- **Custom Records**

  For any custom record that includes data, you can set a preference, applied during bundle updates, to choose whether: the bundled custom record data should replace data in the target account custom record, the target account custom record data should be preserved, or data from the bundled custom record and target account custom record should be merged. The default option is to preserve data.

  This preference is also available, during both installations and updates, for conflicting custom records that include data and have the Replace Existing Object option chosen. See Resolving Conflicting Objects.

- **Custom Segments**

  For any custom segment that includes data, you can set a preference, applied during bundle updates, to choose whether: the target account custom segment data should be preserved, or data from the bundled custom segment and target account custom segment should be merged. The default option is to preserve data.

  When the Preserve Data option is selected, the bundle update does not make any changes to target account custom segment values. When the Merge Data option is selected, the bundle update merges custom segment values, without deleting any values from the target account custom segment. The avoidance of target account custom segment value deletion is due to the possibility that a custom segment may have GL impact. In addition, no option is provided to replace data for a custom segment, also to avoid unintentional changes to GL impact.

  For more information about bundling custom segments, see the help topic Adding a Custom Segment to a Bundle.

**Note:** If a custom record's data is referenced by another custom record for which the Include Data preference is enabled, data for the referenced custom record is included as well, even if the Include Data preference is not enabled for that referenced custom record.

- **Custom Forms**

  For any custom form, you can set a preference to choose whether the form should be set as the preferred form for the record type in target accounts. The default option is not to set the form as preferred.

  **Warning:** This setting is applied during pushed installations only. Unlike other preferences, bundle installers cannot override this preference's Bundle Builder setting.

- **SuiteScripts**

  For any SuiteScript, you can set a preference, applied during bundle updates, to choose whether target account script deployments should be updated with deployments from the bundled scripts. The default option is to not update target account script deployments, leaving them unchanged after the bundle update.

  If the update deployments option is applied, bundled script deployments completely overwrite target account script deployments, except for script deployment audience definitions. Bundle updates implement an intelligent merge of audience definitions in source and target accounts when the update deployments option is applied. For details, see Bundle Update Reference.

  Note that changes to an icon associated with a dashboard SuiteApp portlet are always copied during a bundle update. This overwrite of the icon in the target account occurs even if the bundle preference is set to prevent the update of script deployments. See Giving Users Dashboard Access to a SuiteApp.
Note: Bundle updates do not change the values of script deployment parameters that have a user or company preference set, even if the bundle preference for the script is set to Update Deployments. For more information, see the help topic Script Parameter Preferences and Bundles in the SuiteScript Help.

Bundle Object Preferences Table

The following table provides a quick reference to customization bundle object preferences:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Options (** = Default)</th>
<th>Applied During</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dashboards</td>
<td>Do Not Update Users**</td>
<td>updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Update Users</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Fields</td>
<td>Hide on Existing Custom Forms**</td>
<td>installations, updates (if new fields)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Show on Existing Custom Forms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Lists</td>
<td>Preserve Data**</td>
<td>installations, updates (for conflicting objects with Replace Existing Objects chosen and for objects to be updated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Records</td>
<td>Replace Data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Include Data only)</td>
<td>Merge Data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Segments</td>
<td>Preserve Data**</td>
<td>updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Merge Data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Forms</td>
<td>Not Preferred**</td>
<td>installations (push only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preferred Form for Record Type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuiteScripts</td>
<td>Do Not Update Deployments**</td>
<td>updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Update Deployments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This setting is applied whenever the field is first added to a target account. This setting does not affect bundled forms, because all custom fields in a bundle are always shown on all custom forms included in that bundle.

Preferences in Bundles Created Prior to Version 2011 Release 1

Most bundle object preferences became available to bundle authors as of Version 2011 Release 1. After your account was upgraded to this release, any bundles that you created prior to this release have the default option set for each preference. If you want one of these bundles to use any non-default options, you need to edit the bundle in the Bundle Builder and explicitly set the preference(s). See Editing a Bundle.

Note: The preference for dashboards became available as of Version 2012 Release 1.

Preferences in Copied Bundles

Preferences set for a bundle are not applied in an account where the bundle is copied. Note that data is always replaced and script deployments are always updated during an update of a bundle copy. However the preferences set for a bundle are maintained as the defaults on the Step 4 Set Preferences page of
the copied bundle, and are applied in target accounts where the copied bundle is installed, unless the preferences are edited in the copied bundle. See Copying a Bundle to Other Accounts.

Locking Objects in Customization Bundles

A bundle author can lock some of the objects in a customization bundle on the Step 4 Set Preferences page of the Bundle Builder. When an administrator installs a bundle containing locked objects, these locked objects cannot be edited. Sometimes editing objects in a bundle can break a solution or make future upgrades impossible without data loss. Locking prevents this and allows customization in a controlled and safe manner.

Object locking provides bundle authors and independent software vendors (ISVs) the ability to control which aspects of their solution can be extended and customized to avoid upgrade issues. In addition, locking can ensure compatibility when bundle updates are rolled out.

Before a NetSuite account administrator installs or updates a bundle, the administrator can view which components in the bundle are locked, on the Preview Bundle Install Page. When an installed bundle includes locked objects, these objects’ NetSuite pages do not have buttons that allow changes to the object, such as Edit, Delete, and Change ID. Also, all list and view pages display a lock icon to provide complete visibility of locked objects in installed bundles.

You can lock bundle objects as part of bundle creation or editing. To lock a bundle object, check the Lock on Install box on the Step 4 Set Preferences page of the Bundle Builder.

**Warning:** It is strongly recommended that you do not lock bundle objects to be included in a bundle developed in sandbox. Locking objects in the source sandbox account for the bundle can eventually lead to the objects being locked in that account. After the bundle is installed in production and the sandbox account is later refreshed, the production account settings for locked objects are copied to the sandbox account. This copy causes the objects to be locked in the source sandbox account, with their lock options disabled, preventing bundle developers from editing these objects.

The installation of a bundle that contains locked objects requires the same steps as installing a bundle with no locked objects. For a detailed description of the procedure used to install a bundle, see Installing a Bundle. Also, see Review Locked Bundle Objects.

The Objects Available in Customization Bundles table includes a column indicating which object types are lockable.

Effects of locking vary according to object type. See Effects of Locking Different Object Types.

Precautions about Locking Bundled Objects

Locking an object does not prevent target account users from seeing it, only from editing it. For details about how to hide bundle objects in target accounts, see Hiding Bundle Components in Target Accounts. For details about how to prevent target account users from seeing code in bundled server SuiteScripts, see Protecting Your Bundled Server SuiteScripts.

**Warning:** Bundle locking functionality is not a tool for Intellectual Property management and should not be treated as such. The intention of this functionality is to discourage end users from making changes to locked bundle objects. Locking an object does not prevent a user from installing another third party bundle with an object of the same name that is unlocked, and that can be used to replace the locked object. However, the resulting replacement object is locked.

When you copy (rather than install) a bundle that includes locked objects, the objects are not locked in the account where the bundle is copied. However, their locked settings are maintained on the Step 4 Set
Preferences page of the copied bundle, and are enforced in target accounts where the copied bundle is installed. See Copying a Bundle to Other Accounts.

Effects of Locking Different Object Types

The following list summarizes the effects of locking bundle objects for target accounts:

- **Custom Fields**: Target account administrators can control access to locked custom fields through form customization as before.
- **Custom Lists**: Values cannot be added, edited, or deleted in locked custom lists in target accounts.
- **Custom Records**:
  - Data can be modified in locked custom records in target accounts. In other words, records can be added, edited, and deleted for these custom records.
  - Edits to metadata are restricted for locked custom records in target accounts.
    - For locked custom records that included data when installed in target accounts, no edits to metadata are allowed. Custom record fields cannot be added, edited, or deleted.
    - For locked custom records that did not include data when installed in target accounts, some edits to metadata are allowed. Fields can be added to these locked custom records, and these fields can later be edited and deleted. However, custom record fields from the source account cannot be edited or deleted.
- **File Cabinet**
  - Files: In target accounts, the File Cabinet displays lock icons for locked files from installed bundles, as these files cannot be edited.
    - Locked files cannot be overwritten in target accounts through Add File, Advanced Add, Copy Files, or Move Files actions in the File Cabinet.
      For example, if a user attempts to add a file with the same name as the locked file in the same location in the target account's File Cabinet, the action is not completed and the user receives a warning that a file with the same name already exists.
    - The File Cabinet Move Files and Delete Files actions are not available for these locked files. If you choose Move Files or Delete Files for a File Cabinet folder that includes any locked files, the Folder Contents page disables the check box for these files and displays a lock icon for each one.
- **Folders:** In target accounts, the File Cabinet displays lock icons for files contained in locked folders from installed bundles. Files in locked bundle folders are treated in the same manner as locked bundle files, as described above.

- **Custom Forms:** Target account administrators who install a bundle containing locked objects can create a new instance of the locked form and customize it to fit their needs. This behavior is similar to how standard NetSuite forms behave.

- **Custom Roles:** Target account administrators who install a bundle containing locked objects, can create a copy of the locked role and further customize it to fit their needs. This behavior is similar to how standard NetSuite roles are handled.

- **Saved Searches:** Users who have access to the saved search can create a new copy of the saved search and add or remove filters and results columns.

- **SuiteScripts:** Locking script records does not lock the script deployments. Customers can change properties of the deployment to fit their business needs. Script parameters lock automatically. However, users can define values for them, if the parameter is defined as company or user preference.

### Managed Bundles Overview

**Important:** This topic is aimed at solution providers who create managed bundles. For information about installing and using managed bundles, see Using Managed Bundles.

If the Managed Bundles feature is enabled in your account, you can create managed bundles to give you control over when bundles are updated in target accounts. When a managed bundle is installed, the installer agrees to subscribe to future updates at the discretion of the bundle’s author. As updates are developed, they can be installed by the bundle author into the target accounts without any action required by the target account administrator. Only customization bundles can be managed bundles.

**Note:** If you are a Premier or Select member of the SuiteCloud Developer Network, you can request access to the Managed Bundles feature by filing a support case through the NetSuite Partner Center. Please be sure to provide your deployment account ID.

**NetSuite only enables the Managed Bundles feature on SDN trailing accounts.** An SDN trailing account is one that is upgraded in the last phase of a phased release. The Managed Bundles feature is not available for SDN leading accounts.

To indicate that a bundle is a managed bundle, check the Managed Bundle box on the Step 1 Bundle Basics page of the Bundle Builder. This box is not displayed if the Managed Bundles feature is not enabled in your account. Also, this option is disabled if you enable the Configuration Bundle option, because only customization bundles can be managed.

Unlike pushing bundles, updating a managed bundle from the source account does not require administrator access to the target account. If, however, a bundle author has administrator access to another NetSuite account, they can install a managed bundle in that account. A managed bundle can be saved and upgraded through the bundle repository, but it is a recommended best practice to use a deployment account.

**Warning:** You should not remove a bundle from the copy chain while the older version of the bundle is installed by some users and that version is deprecated by a newer version of the bundle. Removing a bundle from the copy chain results into users not being able to install the latest version of the bundle. To understand the chaining of bundle copies, see Ancestry of Copied Bundles.

For more information about managed bundles, see:
Managed Bundles in Target Accounts

When users install a managed bundle in their account, they are presented with a popup message informing them that by installing the bundle, they are giving the bundle author permission to install future updates at any time.

![Message from webpage]

If a bundle is installed and later changed to a managed bundle, the next time the installer clicks Update, they are informed of the change and must agree to have the bundle managed by the developer before it can be updated. If the installer no longer wants the managed bundle, they can uninstall it and receive no further upgrades.

In addition, for managed bundles, target account users cannot override bundle object preferences set by bundle authors. If a user-installed bundle later becomes managed, all preferences previously selected in target accounts are ignored during bundle updates. See Bundle Object Preferences.

SuiteBundler sends email notifications of managed bundle upgrades to target account users. Email recipients can be designated on the Bundle Details page. When a managed bundle is successfully upgraded in a target account, an email message containing the bundle name, bundle ID, bundle version, and account ID is sent. No message is sent when an upgrade fails. The recipients for this email message are based on the Email Recipients setting on the Messages subtab of the Bundle Details page in each target account. The default choice is All Bundle Admins, indicating that all administrators and users with the SuiteApp Marketplace permission in the account are recipients. A choice of None opts out of receiving this email. A choice of Custom allows the entry of specific users to receive the email.

The list of installed bundles, at Customization > SuiteBundler > Install Bundle > List, has a Managed column that indicates which bundles are currently managed, for reference purposes.

SuiteBundler Upgrade Install Base Permission

By default, only account administrators can upgrade bundles managed by your company, but you can assign the SuiteBundler Upgrade Install Base permission to custom roles to allow developers and release engineers to perform upgrades.

**To grant the SuiteBundler Upgrade Install Base permission:**

1. Edit or customize the role to which you want to give this permission.
2. On the Permissions subtab, click the Setup subtab.
3. In the Permission column, select SuiteBundler Upgrade Install Base.
The access level is set to Full.

4. Click Add.

5. Click Save.

This permission gives access to the Managed Bundles page.

Managed Bundles - Best Practices

Follow these practices when you use the Managed Bundles feature:

- Develop a communication plan for your updates. You can push bundle updates that are bug fixes quickly and seamlessly without disturbing your install base. For bundle updates that are new releases, be sure to communicate with your install base ahead of time.

- You can communicate with your bundle install base by sending bundle messages, for example, to welcome new users or to provide upgrade notifications. These messages display on the Bundle Details page and can also be sent as email to bundle administrators in target accounts. See Sending Bundle Messages.

- Avoid doing updates during install base peak hours. You can review the regions in which your install base are located on the Bundle Install Base page to determine the time zones that you need to take into account.

- Be sure that bundle updates do not overlap with the NetSuite phased release cycle if the upgrades rely on new features that are only available in the leading version. You can review the current NetSuite versions of your install base on the Bundle Install Base page. See Bundle Support during NetSuite Release Phasing.

- Managed bundles support a phased upgrade process similar to the release process for NetSuite upgrades. You can release a new managed bundle version to subsets of the install base, in phases. See Phased Upgrade of Managed Bundles.

- Be aware that the order in which bundled scripts run in the source account is maintained when the bundle is installed in target accounts. You can set up script execution order for client and user event scripts on the Scripted Records page, at Customization> Scripting > Scripted Records. See the help topic The Scripted Records Page.

- Lock objects in managed bundles to avoid clobbering customizations in target accounts. You can mark bundle objects as locked on the Step 4 Set Preferences page of the Bundle Builder. See Locking Objects in Customization Bundles.

- Set bundle object preferences on the Step 4 Set Preferences page of the Bundle Builder, to ensure that objects are set up properly in target accounts. For information about available preferences, see Bundle Object Preferences.

- You can write SuiteScripts to accomplish required setup tasks that are not covered by bundle preferences, and execute these scripts as part of bundle updates in target accounts. You associate a SuiteScript with a bundle on the Step 1 Bundle Basics page of the Bundle Builder. See Using Bundle Installation Scripts.

- If you would prefer that bundle objects not be displayed in target account list pages, you can enable the Hide Components option. See Hiding Bundle Components in Target Accounts.

Upgrading Your Managed Bundle Install Base

One of the issues that solution providers face is ensuring that users of their bundles apply updates as they become available. Managed bundles allow you to upgrade bundles in the accounts where they are installed whenever a new version is available.
Users who have installed a managed bundle do not have responsibility for updating it; the bundle author completes this task at their discretion. For managed bundles, only an administrator or a user with the SuiteBundler Upgrade Install Base permission can apply updates to the install base.

For information about managed bundle upgrades, see:

- Timing Managed Bundle Upgrades
- Canceling Pending Managed Bundle Upgrades
- Notifications for Managed Bundle Upgrades
- Steps for Managed Bundle Upgrades

**Note:** Support for managed bundle upgrades varies across the different types of NetSuite accounts. See Bundle Support Across Account Types.

### Timing Managed Bundle Upgrades

With managed bundles, you can more carefully manage updates during the phased NetSuite release cycle when some of the accounts in your install base might be running a different version of NetSuite than your account. Managed bundles support a phased upgrade process that supports maintenance of multiple versions of a managed bundle. With phased upgrades, you can continue to push maintenance updates to accounts still using the older version of the bundle, during the time that other accounts are being upgraded to the new version. See Phased Upgrade of Managed Bundles.

You can use the Release Preview account to test updates to a managed bundle before you push updates to the production accounts for your install base. For more information about the Release Preview account, see the help topics Overview of Release Preview and Test Installed SuiteApps.

**Note:** It is recommended that you do not attempt to maintain more than two released versions of a managed bundle at any one time.

### Canceling Pending Managed Bundle Upgrades

Typically a managed bundle upgrade is pushed to many target accounts at one time. If you discover an error before the upgrade is completed in all target accounts, you can stop the upgrade immediately. You do not have to wait for the upgrades to complete in all accounts and then start over. The **Cancel Pending Upgrades** button is available on the Initiate Upgrade page for managed bundles. You can click this button to cancel the upgrades in any target accounts that have a status of **Pending**.

### Notifications for Managed Bundle Upgrades

SuiteBundler sends email notifications of successful managed bundle upgrades to target account users. For details, see Managed Bundle Upgrade Notifications to Target Account Users.

SuiteBundler also sends email notifications of managed bundle upgrades to bundle owners. After a managed bundle upgrade has ended, a summary email message containing details about the upgrade is sent to the user who initiated the upgrade. This message can also be sent to other users in the managed bundle's source account. These additional recipients can be set in a new Email Recipients field that is available on the Bundle Details page in the source account.

This summary email has a subject of **Summary of Managed Upgrade for Bundle <BundleID>**. It includes the following details:

- bundle ID
- bundle name
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- bundle version
- source account ID
- overall upgrade start date and time
- overall upgrade end date and time
- overall status
  - Completed – Upgrade was initiated on all target accounts.
  - Failed – Process failed unexpectedly before upgrade was initiated on all accounts.
  - Canceled – Upgrade initiator clicked Cancel before upgrade was initiated on all accounts.
- details for each target account
  - account ID
  - company name
  - status
  - upgrade start date and time
  - upgrade end date and time

Steps for Managed Bundle Upgrades

To upgrade a managed bundle:

1. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Managed Bundles.
2. Click Upgrade next to the bundle you want to install in other accounts.
3. The Initiate Upgrade page shows the following:
   - the account number and name of each company that has installed your managed bundle
   - the version of NetSuite they are running
   - the version of the bundle installed in the account
   - the date of the installation
   - the date of the last upgrade
   You can filter the target accounts displayed on this page by region, bundle version, and NetSuite version. See Filtering on Bundle Install Base Lists and Filtering Managed Bundle Install Base by NetSuite Version.
4. If you have deprecated the managed bundle to be upgraded, be aware of the following:
   - The Initiate Upgrade page for the deprecated version of a managed bundle lists only the accounts that have not yet been upgraded to the replacement version. This page can be used to push maintenance fixes to accounts with the lagging bundle version.
   - The Initiate Upgrade page for the replacement version of the bundle lists accounts with the deprecated version as well as accounts with the replacement version installed. This page can be used to upgrade accounts with the lagging bundle version to the newer version as well as push maintenance fixes to accounts that already have the newer version installed.
5. Check the box in the Include column next to each account where you want to install the new version, or use Mark All and Unmark All to select accounts to upgrade.
6. Click Upgrade.
   - After you have initiated the upgrade, the Bundle Install Base shows the status of the upgrade in each account in the Install Status column
   - At any time, you can click the Cancel Pending Upgrades button to prevent the upgrade of accounts with a status of Pending. When you click this button, a popup asks whether you
are sure. When you confirm, a banner appears on the Initiate Upgrade page stating that cancellation of pending upgrades is in progress, until the cancellation is complete.

**Important:** During an upgrade to a managed bundle, handling of data updates for custom lists, and for custom records that include data, depends on the option set for each of these objects on the Step 4 Set Preferences page of the Bundle Builder. The default is to preserve target account object data, but the bundle author can also choose an option to replace target account object data with bundled object data. See Bundle Object Preferences.

**Note:** You can update a managed bundle in accounts that have installed it, but you cannot install a bundle in other accounts unless you have administrator access. For more information, see Pushing a Bundle to Other Accounts.

The user shown in the bundle audit trail as executing a managed bundle update in a target account is an arbitrary designation. The managed bundle update process selects a user in the target account employee list to be the entry in the **Installed By** column of the audit trail. This selection is the administrator that has the lowest internal ID.

After an upgrade of a managed bundle, the owner of the bundle is set to a random account administrator. This setting may not correspond to the administrator who originally installed the bundle. This behavior is by design and should not cause issues.

### Phased Upgrade of Managed Bundles

SuiteBundler supports a phased release process for managed bundle upgrades, similar to the release process for NetSuite upgrades. You can release a new managed bundle version to subsets of the install base, in phases, instead of having to upgrade the entire install base at the same time. You can maintain multiple versions of a managed bundle, because you can continue to push maintenance updates to accounts still using the older version of the bundle, during the time that other accounts are being upgraded to the new version.

**Note:** It is recommended that you do not attempt to maintain more than two released versions of a managed bundle at any one time.

You can copy both a managed or a non-managed bundle to begin work on a new version, then deprecate the original bundle. However, the consequences of deprecating a managed bundle are different from deprecating a non-managed bundle.

- When you deprecate a non-managed bundle, you can no longer edit it or install it in target accounts. Also, any accounts that upgrade a non-managed deprecated bundle automatically received the new version.
- When you deprecate a managed bundle, you can continue to edit it to fix issues, and you can continue to install it and push upgrades to it in target accounts.

**Warning:** You should not remove a bundle from the copy chain while the older version of the bundle is installed by some users and that version is deprecated by a newer version of the bundle. Removing a bundle from the copy chain results into users not being able to install the latest version of the bundle. To understand the chaining of bundle copies, see Ancestry of Copied Bundles.

The following screenshots of the Bundle Availability page illustrate the differences in deprecation behavior for managed and non-managed bundles.

- For a non-managed bundle:
For a managed bundle:

Deprecated managed bundles have the Edit, Push, and Upgrade Install Base options available in the Action menu on the Saved Bundles page and Managed Bundles page. Non-managed bundles do not have these options available on the Saved Bundles page.

For steps for upgrading a managed bundle, see Upgrading Your Managed Bundle Install Base.

Filtering Managed Bundle Install Base by NetSuite Version

The ability to filter managed upgrades by NetSuite version is supported. If you own a managed bundle, you can use this filter to see the NetSuite version being run in your managed bundle install base accounts. You can choose to implement managed bundle upgrades only for target accounts running either the lagging or leading version of NetSuite. Also, you can choose to send bundle notification messages only to target accounts running a specified NetSuite version.

A NetSuite Version dropdown list is available in the Filters section on the Initiate Upgrade page for managed bundles. To get to this page, go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle > List, and select Upgrade Install Base for a managed bundle.

The NetSuite Version dropdown list is also available on the Recipients subtab on each bundle Message page for a managed bundle. To get to this page, go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle > List, and click the bundle name to go to the Bundle Details page. On the Bundle Details page, click the Messages subtab and the New Message button.
Saved Bundles

See the following for details about tasks you can complete with saved bundles:

- Reviewing the Saved Bundles List
- Bundle Availability
  - Sharing a Bundle
  - Using the Bundle Repository
  - Deprecating a Bundle
- Publishing SuiteApp Help Content to the NetSuite Help Center
- Copying a Bundle to Other Accounts
- Pushing a Bundle to Other Accounts
- Viewing Your Bundle Install Base
- Editing a Bundle
- Bundle Details
  - Bundle Terms of Service
- Sending Bundle Messages

Reviewing the Saved Bundles List

After you have created a bundle, it is listed on the Saved Bundles page, available at Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle > List.

This page includes the following information for each bundle created in the current account:

- Bundle name
- Bundle ID
- Bundle version
- Abstract
- Link to the administrator documentation file for the bundle
- Link to a page where you can set up user help content for the bundle to be published in the NetSuite Help Center
- User name of the bundle author
- Date of bundle creation
Date of last update.
(Copied bundles only) bundle from which it was copied
(Deprecated bundles only) replacement bundle

You can click the bundle name to go to the Bundle Details page, which provides more extensive information about the bundle, and the ability to send and review bundle messages. See Bundle Details.

You can use the dropdown menu in the Action column to link to pages for other bundle tasks, including:

- Editing the bundle in the Bundle Builder (See Editing a Bundle.)
- Editing bundle availability settings (See Bundle Availability.)
- Publishing help content for the bundle in the NetSuite Help Center (See Publishing SuiteApp Help Content to the NetSuite Help Center.)
- Pushing the bundle to other accounts (See Pushing a Bundle to Other Accounts.)
- Reviewing a list of accounts where the bundle is installed (See Viewing Your Bundle Install Base.)
- Creating a copy of the bundle in another account (See Copying a Bundle to Other Accounts.)
- Reviewing a list of accounts where the bundle has been copied (See Reviewing Copy Bundle Status.)
- (Managed bundles only) Upgrading bundles installed in other accounts (See Upgrading Your Managed Bundle Install Base.)

Bundle Availability

You can access the Bundle Availability page from the Saved Bundles page, by clicking Set Availability in the Action list.

**Bundle Availability**

![Image of Bundle Availability page]

On this page, you can do the following:
Set a bundle's availability level by indicating where it can be installed and whether it is visible in all users' basic search results. See Sharing a Bundle.

Indicate whether the bundle is a deprecated version that has been replaced by another bundle. See Deprecating a Bundle.

You can use this page to implement phased release of updates for non-managed bundles. See Implementing Phased Updates by Setting Bundle Availability.

![Important:](image) The bundle availability level is ignored for users who are account administrators for the source account of a bundle. Any user who is an account administrator for the account where a bundle was created can install the bundle to any other accounts where this same user is an account administrator, without limitations.

### Sharing a Bundle

By default, new bundles are created as private, meaning the bundle can only be installed in other accounts to which you have administrator access. You can choose to share a bundle with a selected list of accounts or make it publicly available to all NetSuite accounts.

For shared and publicly available bundles, you can also indicate whether the bundle is visible in basic search results for all users, including those who do not have access to install the bundle.

![Note:](image) Only administrators and users with roles that have the SuiteApp Marketplace permission can share bundles.

#### To share a bundle:

1. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle > List.
2. In the Action list for the bundle you want to share, click Set Availability.
3. On the Bundle Availability page, choose a value for the Level field:
   - **Private** – A private bundle is only accessible to other accounts to which you have administrator access. This is useful during development and testing, before you are ready to share the bundle with others.
     - It is a recommended best practice that bundles in sandbox or other development accounts have a Level of Private.
     - The Visible By All option is disabled and cannot be edited for a private bundle.
   - **Shared** – Administrators of accounts that you list in the Shared Account IDs field can view and install a shared bundle from a deployment account if the bundle is copied there.
     - If the Visible By All box is checked, all users can view the bundle in basic search results. This visibility advertises the bundle to users who do not have install access and enables users with install access to find the bundle, as they do not need to know an account ID.
   - **Public** – Any NetSuite administrator can view and install a public bundle from a deployment account if the bundle is copied there.
     - If the Visible By All box is checked, all users can view the bundle in basic search results, so they do not need to know an account ID to install the bundle.

![Important:](image) You cannot make a configuration bundle public.

4. If you have set the Level to Shared, enter the account IDs of the NetSuite accounts with which you want to share your bundle.
The account ID is the number that is shown when you click SuiteAnswers on the Support tab and then click Contact Support by Phone on the SuiteAnswers site. This is usually a 6 or 7-digit number. You can separate account IDs with commas.

5. If you have set the Level to Shared or Public, you can clear the Visible By All box if you do not want the bundle to be returned in basic search results.
   - If this option is enabled, the bundle is visible in all users' basic search results, which for shared bundles, includes users who do not have access to install the bundle.
   - If this option is disabled, the bundle is not returned in basic search results. Users with access to install the bundle can find it through an advanced search.

6. Click Save.

**Note:** A bundle that is shared with a production account is automatically shared with the first sandbox account associated with that production account because the two accounts share an ID. However, you must explicitly share the bundle with any additional sandbox accounts associated with that production account because they have different account IDs.

### Using the Bundle Repository

NetSuite hosts and maintains a repository for SuiteBundles, to enable developers and administrators to share and move custom bundles between accounts. Any kind of customization bundle can be saved to the bundle repository—private, shared, or public. Configuration bundles cannot be saved to the repository.

Note that the currently recommended best practices are that any bundle available in the repository should also be available from a deployment account and that the deployment account should be used to share the bundle with other accounts. It is recommended that you do not use the repository to share the bundle.

**To copy a bundle to the repository:**

1. On the Bundle Availability page, check the Copy to Repository box and click Save.

   Bundles can only be installed from the repository if they have been copied to the repository. Also, for a user to install a shared bundle, the user's account must be listed as a Shared Account ID for the bundle.

**Warning:** If both a deprecated bundle and the bundle that has deprecated that first bundle are copied in the repository, you should not update the repository copy of the deprecated bundle. If the repository copy of the deprecated bundle is updated in this situation, the whole chain breaks, and users will experience problems with both bundles.

After a bundle has been copied to the repository, the following bundle repository actions are available on the Bundle Availability page:

- **Preserve Repository Copy** – Makes no changes to the contents of the bundle in the repository apart from the access level you set on this page.
- **Update Repository Copy** – Updates the repository copy of this bundle with changes you made to the custom objects in the bundle or to the contents of the bundle itself.
- **Delete from Repository** – Removes the bundle from the repository. You can add back the bundle to the repository at another time. Deleting a bundle from the repository does not remove it from any target account that had installed the bundle. However, target accounts can no longer update the bundle.
Deprecating a Bundle

You can deprecate a bundle to indicate that it is no longer the most up to date version available. When you deprecate a bundle, you specify another bundle as a replacement, newer version. You specify this replacement bundle by its name and NetSuite account ID. For instructions, see Steps to Deprecate a Bundle.

You can deprecate a bundle only after you have copied this bundle from one account to another. The copy of the bundle serves as the basis for development of a new bundle version. For details, see Copying a Bundle to Other Accounts.

A bundle may have multiple copies, and each copy may in turn have multiple copies of its own. When you deprecate a bundle, the replacement bundle must be a direct descendant of the deprecated bundle. To understand the chaining of bundle copies, see Ancestry of Copied Bundles.

The effects of deprecation are different for managed bundles and other bundles. For details, see Results of Deprecating Non-Managed Bundles and Results of Deprecating Managed Bundles.

On the Saved Bundles page, a deprecated bundle includes a Deprecated By column with the bundle ID and account ID of the replacement bundle, in the format `<Bundle ID> Account:<Account ID>`. For other details about deprecated bundles, see Notes about Deprecated Bundles.

Important: Deprecation is available only for customization bundles. You cannot copy or deprecate configuration bundles. Also, you cannot deprecate a bundle that has been created in a sandbox account.

Steps to Deprecate a Bundle

To deprecate a bundle:

1. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle > List.
2. In the Action list for the bundle you want to deprecate, click Set Availability.
3. On the Bundle Availability page, in the Deprecate Bundle section, select a replacement bundle for the bundle to be deprecated.
   - Deprecate With Bundle lists bundles that are descendants of the deprecated bundle, in accounts where you have a role with SuiteApp Marketplace permission.
   - The format of list options is `<Bundle ID> Account:<Account ID>`.
4. Review other settings on the page. You may want to change the level of availability for the deprecated bundle or Visible By All setting.
5. Save the changes to the Bundle Availability page.

Ancestry of Copied Bundles

Each copied bundle can have multiple ancestors, depending upon the versioning strategy used for the bundled solution. An ancestor can be the bundle from which a bundle was directly copied, or a bundle
from which a chained set of copies was made. The following illustration shows a chained set of copies. In this illustration, Bundle A is the common ancestor of all of the other bundles.

Note that bundles must be deprecated by their descendants. For example, in the scenario illustrated here, you could deprecate Bundle B and replace it with Bundle D, but you could not replace it with Bundle C.

- The deprecation feature supports chained updates across multiple new bundle versions. For example, if you deprecate Bundle A with Bundle B, and later deprecate Bundle B with Bundle D, accounts that still have Bundle A installed will be upgraded to Bundle D when they choose to update.
- A bundle must be deprecated by a direct descendant. For example, in the scenario where: A is copied to B, A is copied to C, and B is copied to D:
  - A can be deprecated by B, C, or D.
  - B can be deprecated by D.
  - D cannot be deprecated because it does not have any descendants.
Results of Deprecating Non-Managed Bundles

- After a non-managed bundle has been deprecated, it can no longer be edited in the Bundle Builder.
- The following occurs when users attempt to update or install a non-managed bundle that has been deprecated:
  - When users attempt to install a bundle that has been deprecated, they are notified that the bundle can no longer be installed, and directed to install the replacement bundle instead.
  - When users attempt to update a bundle that has been deprecated, the update uses the replacement bundle. Because a replacement bundle may have different availability settings than its deprecated bundle, an access check for the replacement bundle is performed. If access has not been provided for the user's account, the following message is returned: “You cannot update this bundle as it has been deprecated, and you have not been granted access to the replacement bundle. Please contact the solution provider.”
- The Bundle Install Base page for a deprecated bundle lists only accounts that have not yet updated to the replacement bundle. The Bundle Install Base page for a replacement bundle lists accounts that have updated to the replacement bundle, AND accounts that still have the deprecated bundle installed.
- Non-managed deprecated bundles do not have the Edit, Push, and Upgrade Install Base options available in the Action menu on the Saved Bundles page, because these actions are not supported.

Results of Deprecating Managed Bundles

Deprecation of managed bundles is handled differently than deprecation of non-managed bundles. Managed bundle deprecation allows continuing support of an existing bundle version that has been installed in target accounts, including the ability to release bug fixes and minor changes, at the same time that development of a new version is occurring. See Phased Upgrade of Managed Bundles.

- A deprecated version of a managed bundle can be edited in the Bundle Builder.
- You can continue to install and push upgrades of the deprecated version of a managed bundle to target accounts that have not yet been upgraded to the replacement version. These actions can occur during the same time period that you are installing and upgrading the replacement version of the bundle in other accounts.
- Deprecated managed bundles have the Edit, Push, and Upgrade Install Base options available in the Action menu on the Saved Bundles page and Managed Bundles page.
  - It is recommended that edits to a deprecated managed bundle be for bug fixes only. It is recommended that any edits for new functionality be made to the replacement bundle.
- The Initiate Upgrade page for deprecated managed bundle versions are organized as follows:
  - The Initiate Upgrade page for the deprecated version of a managed bundle lists only the accounts that have not yet been upgraded to the replacement bundle. This page can be used to push maintenance fixes to accounts with the lagging bundle version.
  - The Initiate Upgrade page for the replacement version of the bundle lists accounts with the deprecated version as well as accounts with the replacement version installed. This page can be used to upgrade accounts with the lagging bundle version to the newer version as well as push maintenance fixes to accounts that already have the newer version installed.

Notes about Deprecated Bundles

- Deprecating a bundle affects the display of bundle messages on the Bundle Details page in install base accounts. After an account installs the replacement bundle, only messages sent for that replacement bundle are displayed. Any messages previously sent for the deprecated bundle are not available in these updated accounts. The bundle author can continue to send messages from a
deprecated bundle, but these are only sent to accounts that have not yet updated to the replacement bundle. See Sending Bundle Messages.

- If a replacement bundle includes a bundle installation script, any later replacement bundle deprecating the same bundle must also include a bundle installation script with the same logic. For example, in the case above, if Bundle B’s bundle installation script executes data changes before update, Bundle C’s bundle installation script must include this same logic in its Before Update function.

### Implementing Phased Updates by Setting Bundle Availability

For managed bundles, NetSuite supports phased release of upgrades to subsets of the install base. For details, see Phased Upgrade of Managed Bundles.

NetSuite does not support this same process for bundles that are not managed. However, you can complete the following steps to release an upgrade for a non-managed bundle to subsets of your install base.

#### To release a bundle update to subsets of customers in phases:

1. Create a new bundle. (See Creating a Bundle with the Bundle Builder.)
   1. Set the bundle version number and include it in the bundle name for maximum clarity, for example, My SuiteApp v1.0.
   2. Set the bundle’s availability to Public or Shared, so that it is available for installation by customers. If you set it to Shared, enter account IDs for all customers on the Bundle Availability page. (See Bundle Availability.)
2. Copy the original bundle. (See Copying a Bundle to Other Accounts.)
   1. Up the version number of this copy and include the version number in the bundle name, for example, My SuiteApp v2.0.
   2. Set the bundle availability to Private during the time that it is in development.
   3. Make the desired updates to the bundle.
3. At this point, you can deprecate the original bundle with the copied bundle, to prevent new customers from installing the older bundle version. (See Deprecating a Bundle.)
   
   Be aware that after the original bundle is deprecated, it can no longer be edited.
4. Set the availability of the copied bundle to Shared, and enter account IDs on the Bundle Availability page for the subset of customers who should have access to the updated bundle in the first phase.
   
   - All of the customers who have installed My SuiteApp v1.0 will see an “Update Available” indicator.
   - However, only the customers whose account IDs are listed on the Bundle Availability page for My SuiteApp v2.0 will be able to update the bundle.
   - Other customers will see an error when they attempt to run the bundle update. To reduce confusion, you need to proactively communicate with customers about when they can expect the update to be available for their accounts.
5. Repeat step 4 multiple times, as desired, to enter account IDs for additional customers on the Bundle Availability page, until you have made the updated bundle available to all of your customers.

### Publishing SuiteApp Help Content to the NetSuite Help Center

The NetSuite Help Center supports publishing documentation for SuiteApps developed by partners and customers. You can use this feature to share SuiteApp documentation with users. This feature is
different from the SuiteApp documentation that you can make available through a link on the Bundle Details page, as described in Documenting a Bundle. The Bundle Details page is usually accessible only to administrators, so documentation available from this page is not readily available to users. This documentation should be aimed at administrators. The SuiteApp documentation published in the Help Center should be aimed at users.

To publish SuiteApp help content to the NetSuite Help Center:

1. Go to the Publish Help Content page for a bundle. After you have saved the bundle:
   a. Click the Publish Help Content link on the Bundle Builder Finished page, or
   b. Click the Create Help Content link in the Help Content column for the bundle on the Saved Bundles list page.

2. On the Publish Help Content page, enter the URL for your website, to be shown in the Help Center topic about the SuiteApp.

3. Enter a description of the SuiteApp, to be shown in the Help Center topic.
   You can enter a description in languages other than English that are supported by the Help Center.

4. On the Files subtab, click the Add File button to upload one or more files containing the SuiteApp documentation content.
   Currently, only PDF files are supported.
   This subtab shows the title and language to be shown in the Help Center for each file. You can edit the title and select a language other than English as appropriate.

After you have saved your entries on the Publish Help Content page, your SuiteApp documentation is published to the Help Center, in accounts where the SuiteApp is installed. This content is available from a page titled Third Party SuiteApps. Users can access this documentation by going directly to this page. The Third Party SuiteApps page includes a table of third party SuiteApps. Each SuiteApp listed in the table has a link to a child help page titled with the name of the SuiteApp. This help page links to the PDF file or files containing the SuiteApp documentation, and to the website entered on the Publish Help Content page.
Third Party SuiteApps (not provided by Oracle)

Third party SuiteApps are developed and supported by SuiteCloud Developer Network (SDN) partners and other third parties. They are built on the platform and bundled using SuiteBundler, similar to NetSuite SuiteApps.

The following are examples of third party SuiteApps:

- Box for NetSuite
- Celigo Integrator
- SPS Integration

For information about SuiteApps developed and supported by SDN Partners and other third parties, see SuiteApp.com. On SuiteApp.com, you can search third party SuiteApps by industry, business need, or keyword. In addition, you can read customer reviews, try out solutions, and find out where to buy these SuiteApps.

Installed SuiteApps

Users can click the name of the bundle to display a page with full details.

TestHelpBundle (not provided by Oracle)

Version 000565555

testing netsuite bundle

Website

Help Content

English

You can make changes to published SuiteApp help content as needed. An Update Help Content link is available in the Help Content column of the Saved Bundles list page. Click this link to make edits to the Publish Help Content page.
Copying a Bundle to Other Accounts

You can use the Copy option available in the Action list on the Saved Bundles page to copy a customization bundle from one account into another. You can copy one bundle to multiple other accounts. If you make changes to the original bundle, you can repeat the copy action to update copied bundles in other accounts.

- Copied bundles expand the options for bundle deployment. For example, you can copy a bundle to a deployment account to support your release process.
- Copied bundles can help you to implement a bundle versioning strategy. You can copy a bundle to a development account, allowing the separation of changes to the released bundle version from the development of a new version.
- The ability to copy bundles is linked to the ability to deprecate bundles, meaning replacing a bundle with an updated version. For details about deprecation, see Deprecating a Bundle.

For details about copying bundles to other accounts, see the following:

- Limitations for Copying Bundles
- Steps to Copy a Bundle
- Reviewing Copy Bundle Status
- Notes about Copied Bundles

Limitations for Copying Bundles

Note the following limitations on copying bundles:

- The copy action is available only for customization bundles. You cannot copy or deprecate configuration bundles.
- You cannot create a copy of the bundle in the same account where it is currently located (the source account). Each copy must be made to a different account.
- You cannot create more than one copy in any account. When you copy a bundle to an account where it has been previously copied, the existing copy is updated.
- Bundle copy is only supported for production accounts and development accounts. You cannot copy a bundle from or to any type of account other than production or development.
- You cannot copy a bundle to an account where it has been previously installed, and you cannot install a bundle in an account where it has been previously copied. For bundles that are copies of copies, this limitation extends to any bundles that have a common ancestor, based on tracking of the full ancestral path of each bundle.

Steps to Copy a Bundle

To copy a bundle:

1. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle > List.
2. In the Action list for the bundle you want to deprecate, click Copy.
   
   The Copy Bundle to Accounts page displays, with a list of the accounts to which you have administrator access. (Account IDs and names in the following screenshot have been obfuscated for privacy reasons.)
3. Check one or more boxes in the Copy/Update column, and click the Copy button.

The Status column indicates whether the bundle has been previously copied in the account.

- If you check the box for an account where the bundle has not been copied, a new copy is created.
- If you check the box for an account where the bundle has been previously copied, this copy is updated with any changes.

Note: During a bundle copy, if conflicts are detected between a copied bundle's objects and existing target account objects, copied bundle objects are added and renamed. For more information about how SuiteBundler resolves conflicts, see Resolving Conflicting Objects.

Reviewing Copy Bundle Status

After you click the Copy button on the Copy Bundle to Accounts page, the Copy Bundle Status page displays. This page is also available from the Saved Bundles page, by clicking Show Copies in the Action list.

- The copied bundle's status displays as Pending, whereas previously copied bundle(s) display a green check mark to indicate that the copy action is complete.
- Each copied bundle has a new bundle ID, different from the ID of the source bundle.

Notes about Copied Bundles

- A copied bundle is available from the Saved Bundles list in the new account and has the same actions available as bundles created in that account. It includes a Copied From column with the bundle ID and account ID of the bundle from which it was copied, in the format <Bundle ID> Account:<Account ID>.
- When you copy a bundle that includes locked objects, the objects are not locked in the account where the bundle is copied. However, their locked settings are maintained on the Step 4 Set Preferences page of the copied bundle, and are enforced in target accounts where the copied bundle is installed, unless the settings are changed in the copied bundle. See Locking Objects in Customization Bundles.
- When you copy a bundle that includes hidden scripts, the scripts are not hidden in the account where the bundle is copied. However, their hidden property is enforced in target accounts where the copied bundle is installed. See Protecting Your Bundled Server SuiteScripts.
Bundle object preferences set in the source account are not applied to the account where the bundle is copied. Note that data is always replaced and script deployments are always updated during an update of a bundle copy. However, source account preferences are maintained on the Step 4 Set Preferences page of the copied bundle, and are applied in target accounts where the copied bundle is installed, unless preferences are edited in the copied bundle. See Bundle Object Preferences.

The initial availability of a copied bundle is always set to Private, no matter what the availability of the source bundle was, and any shared account IDs listed for the source bundle are cleared from the copied bundle. Copied bundle availability can be reset to Shared or Public as needed, and the account ID list can be cut and pasted from the source bundle, if desired.

- To change the availability level and add account IDs for a copied bundle, click Set Availability in the Action list. See Sharing a Bundle.
- To make other changes to a copied bundle, click Edit in the Action list. See Editing a Bundle.

You can differentiate objects added to your account through bundle copy from other account objects, because they have a bundle ID listed in the From Bundle column of list pages. See Identifying Bundle Objects in Target Accounts.

When you remove any object from a bundle and then copy the bundle to the target account, the object is not removed from the target account if the object is also included in any other bundle copied to the account.

### Pushing a Bundle to Other Accounts

Bundle authors can push their bundles to any NetSuite account to which they have administrator access. This enables NetSuite resellers and independent software vendors to install bundles without having to log in to each of their customers’ accounts.

**Important:** The Push action is not available in sandbox accounts. If you want to install a bundle from a sandbox account to another account where you have administrator access, you will need to go to that target account to search for and install the bundle. The Push action is only available in production accounts and development accounts and bundles can only be pushed to production accounts and development accounts.

When you push a bundle installation or update, the preferences you set in the Bundle Builder for custom fields, custom lists, custom records that include data, and SuiteScript deployments are applied directly to target accounts. Users in these accounts cannot override your preferences. See Bundle Object Preferences.

**To push a bundle to another account:**

1. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle > List.
2. Select Push from the Action list for the bundle you want to push.

On the Push Bundles to Accounts page, NetSuite displays all of the accounts to which you have administrator access, with details about each account, including the status of the selected bundle’s installation.

You can filter the target accounts displayed on this page by region and bundle version. See Filtering on Bundle Install Base Lists.
3. Check the **Include** box for each account where you want to install the bundle.

4. Click the **Push** button.

After you have pushed the bundle, the Bundle Install Base page displays. This page includes the status of the bundle installation on each account.

**Viewing Your Bundle Install Base**

You can view details about the accounts that have installed your bundle on the Bundle Install Base page. This page includes the following information for each account:

- NetSuite account ID
- Company name
- Geographic location
- Current NetSuite version
- Bundle ID of the installed bundle
- Version of the installed bundle
- Bundle installation status
- Account type from which bundle was installed
- Bundle installation date
- Most recent bundle update
- Most recent date when terms of service were accepted

**To view the Bundle Install Base page:**

1. Go to the Saved Bundles page at Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle > List.
2. In the **Action** list for a bundle, click **Show Install Base**.

You can filter the target accounts displayed on this page by region and bundle version. See **Filtering on Bundle Install Base Lists**.

**Filtering on Bundle Install Base Lists**

You can filter the target accounts displayed on bundle install base lists. These filtering capabilities make it easier for you to review target accounts for bundles you have created, and help you to manage push installs and managed bundle upgrades. **Region**, **Bundle Version**, and **Account Type** filters are available on the following pages:
- **Show Install Base page:** This page is available when you click the **Show Install Base** action for a bundle on the Saved Bundles page, at Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle > List.

- **Initiate Upgrade page for managed bundles:** This page is available when you click **Upgrade Install Base** for a bundle on the Managed Bundles page, at Customization > SuiteBundler > Managed Bundles. A **NetSuite Version** filter is also available on this page.

- **Push Bundle to Accounts page:** This page is available when you click the **Push** action for a bundle on the Saved Bundles page, at Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle > List. Note that this page lists all accounts to which the currently logged in user has administrator access.

- **Copy Bundle to Accounts page:** This page is available when you click the **Copy** action for a bundle on the Saved Bundles page, at Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle > List.

Currently, options in the **Region** dropdown list may include: US, UK, and APAC. The regions that are available depend on the regions where your bundle install base accounts are located, (or for push installs, on the regions where the accounts to which you have administrator access are located).

Options in the **Bundle Version** dropdown list include the version numbers that have been assigned to the selected bundle.

Options in the **Account Type** dropdown list include Test Drive Account and Production Account.

Options in the **NetSuite Version** dropdown list (Initiate Upgrade page for managed bundles only) include the current leading and lagging versions.

### Editing a Bundle

After you have created a new bundle, you can return to the Bundle Builder to make changes as needed.

**To edit a bundle:**

1. Go to the Saved Bundles page at Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle > List.
2. In the **Action** list for a bundle, click **Edit**.
3. In the Bundle Builder, you can do the following:
   - On the **Step 1 Bundle Basics** page, you can modify basic bundle definitions. You can also delete the bundle. See **Deleting a Bundle**.
   - On the **Step 2 Bundle Properties** page, you can add or change the bundle documentation file, modify the bundle description, and modify bundle-specific terms of service.
   - On the **Step 3 Select Objects** page, you can change the objects that are included in the bundle.
   - On the **Step 4 Set Preferences** page, you can set bundle object preferences to ensure they are set up properly in target accounts, and lock bundle objects so that installed bundle users cannot make changes to these objects.
4. When you are done making changes, click the **Save** button on the Set Preferences page.
   - If you do not want to overwrite the original bundle, you can click **Save As** to save the edited bundle with a different name and a different bundle ID.

   **Warning:** You must enter a different name on the first page of the Bundle Builder (**Step 1 Bundle Basics** page) to use the **Save As** option.

5. You can click a link on the Finished page to make changes to bundle availability. See **Bundle Availability**.
If you only need to make changes to bundle availability, you do not need to go through the Bundle Builder. On the Saved Bundles page, you can click Set Availability in the Action list.

If you begin to edit a bundle in the Bundle Builder, navigate away from the Bundle Builder, and then begin editing the bundle in a new instance of the Bundle Builder, the process is restarted from the first step.

Deleting a Bundle

To delete a bundle, you need to open the bundle in the Bundle Builder. You should not delete a bundle that has already been installed in target accounts.

**To delete a bundle:**

1. Go to the Saved Bundles page at Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle > List.
2. In the Action list for a bundle, click Edit.
3. On the Step 1 Bundle Basics page, click the Delete button.

**Warning:** You should not remove a bundle from the copy chain while the older version of the bundle is installed by some users and that version is deprecated by a newer version of the bundle. Removing a bundle from the copy chain results into users not being able to install the latest version of the bundle. To understand the chaining of bundle copies, see Ancestry of Copied Bundles.

Deleting a Copied Bundle

When you delete a copied bundle, you are directed to the Bundle Install Base page, where the deleted bundle may still be listed. This page does not provide any indication that the deletion is in progress or any updates on the status of the bundle deletion. If the deletion fails, the bundle will remain listed and there is no way to see the Failed status. If the deletion succeeds, the bundle will no longer be listed after a page refresh.

**To check the status of the deletion of a copied bundle:**

1. In the account for the source bundle, go to the Saved Bundles page at Customization > SuiteBundler > Create Bundle > List.
2. In the Action list for a bundle, click Show Copies.
   This page displays a status of Pending during the time that the deletion is in progress. If the deletion fails, it displays a status of Failed with the related error reference.

Bundle Details

You can view details about a bundle you have created or installed on the Bundle Details page, which is available from the Saved Bundles page and the Installed Bundles page. To view the Bundle Details page from one of these pages, click the bundle name link.
The **Overview** subtab displays the bundle abstract and description. It also includes a link to any bundle-specific terms of service. See [Bundle Terms of Service](#).

The **Components** subtab lists bundle objects, including their custom script IDs, referencing objects, and lock status.

- A bundle may include objects that were not explicitly added by the bundle author, because the Bundle Builder automatically pulls into the bundle any objects on which selected objects depend. These referenced objects display a chain icon. In contrast, objects that have been selected in the Bundle Builder have a check mark icon.
- In target accounts, the **Components** subtab includes an option to change the setting for whether to hide or show bundle components in lists.

See [Choosing to Hide or Show Bundle Components](#).

The **SuiteApp Info** subtab displays details about the bundle from SuiteApp.com, if the bundle is linked to that site.

The **Messages** subtab displays messages that have been sent to this bundle's install base.
If this is a bundle you have created, on this subtab you can create and send new messages. See Sending Bundle Messages.

If this is a bundle you have installed, on this subtab you can select the users in your account who should receive this bundle's messages as email. See Subscribing to Bundle Email Messages.

**Note:** The Bundle Details page also displays when you select a bundle to install, for your review before the installation. In this case, this page does not include the Messages subtab.

- If this is a bundle you have installed, the Bundle Details page includes an Audit Trail subtab that tracks installations, updates, and uninstalls of this bundle in your account. For details, see Viewing the Bundle Audit Trail.
- If this is a managed bundle you have created, the Email Recipients field indicates users who should receive upgrade status notifications. By default the user who initiated the upgrade always receives the notifications. For more details, see Notifications for Managed Bundle Upgrades.

## Bundle Terms of Service

The terms of service associated with a bundle are available from a link on Overview tab of the Bundle Details page.

You can click View to display bundle-specific terms of service.

- If this is a bundle you have created, clicking View displays the terms of service you have most recently entered in the Bundle Builder. For details, see Defining Bundle Terms of Service.
- If this is a bundle you are considering installing, clicking View displays the terms of service you need to accept to proceed with the installation.
- If this is a bundle you have installed, clicking View displays the terms of service most recently accepted by a user in your account.
- After an update, managed bundle users can choose to agree or disagree to terms when they view them here. (The Terms of Service dialog is not displayed before managed bundle updates, because these updates are pushed automatically.)
Note: The terms of service available on the Bundle Details page are specific to the individual bundle, and are in addition to the general SuiteBundler terms of service.

Sending Bundle Messages

For any bundle you have created, you can communicate directly with your install base by sending messages about the bundle. You can create, send, and review messages on the Messages subtab of the Bundle Details page.

Bundle messages are displayed on the Bundle Details page in selected target accounts, and may also be sent as email to target account bundle administrators. If you are a target account bundle user, see Subscribing to Bundle Email Messages for details.

Warning: You cannot send bundle messages to or from Sandbox accounts.

To create and send a bundle message:

1. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Saved Bundles > List.
2. Click a bundle name to display its Bundle Details page.
3. On the Messages subtab of the Bundle Details page, click New Message.
4. If desired, change the email address to be displayed in the From field of the message.
   ■ The default email address in the From field for the first bundle message sent from a source account is the email address of the currently logged in user.
   ■ After this email address has been modified, it is used for later bundle messages from that source account until it is reset again.
   ■ The Reply-To value for each bundle message is set to the email address in the From field, and bounced messages are returned to this email address.

   Note: For messages created prior to Version 2012 Release 2, the From field is blank by default.

5. Enter a subject and message text.
   You can enter HTML or text. Rich text editing also is available if your user preference is set to enable it. (See the help topic Personal Preferences for Appearance.)
6. The Recipients subtab lists accounts where the bundle is installed. Check the box for each account that you want to receive this message.
   ■ You can filter the target accounts displayed on the Recipients subtab, to make it easier to find the accounts that should receive a message. Region and Bundle Version filters are available.
7. After you have entered text and selected recipient accounts, do one of the following:
   ■ If you are not ready to send the message, click Save as Draft.
   ■ If you are ready to send the message, click Save & Send.

When you send the message:

■ It is listed on the Bundle Details page in your account, with the number of install base accounts to which it has been sent, the number of accounts to which it has not been sent, and the date and time when it was last sent.
■ It is listed on the Bundle Details page in the target accounts you selected.
Each administrator and each user with SuiteApp Marketplace permission who are subscribed to this bundle's messages in target accounts receive an email. See Subscribing to Bundle Email Messages.

**Important:** After you have sent a bundle message, you can no longer edit its subject or text. You can select additional accounts to receive the identical text, but if you want to change the text, you need to create a new message. Also, you cannot resend a message to an account that has already received it.

If you deprecate a bundle, after a target account installs the replacement bundle, its Bundle Details page Messages subtab no longer lists any messages sent for the deprecated bundle. Only messages sent for the replacement bundle are displayed. You can continue to send messages from a deprecated bundle, but these are only sent to accounts that have not yet updated to the replacement bundle.

If you delete a bundle in the source account, any messages sent for that bundle are removed from the Bundle Details page Messages subtab in all install base accounts.
SuiteApp Installation and Update

If you are the administrator of a NetSuite account or you have the SuiteApp Marketplace permission, you can install any public bundle, as well as any bundle that has been shared with your account.

- When you install a customization bundle, objects included in that bundle are created in the target account.
- When you install a configuration bundle, configuration settings included in the bundle are copied from the source account to the target account, overwriting existing configuration settings. Because the installation of a configuration bundle changes the setup of your account, make sure that you understand the changes that result from installation.

Before you can install a bundle, you need to find it in a NetSuite source account. See Bundle Searches Overview for a description of bundle search capabilities. See Installing a Bundle for an overview of the installation process. See Choosing a Bundle to Install for instructions for finding and installing a bundle in your account.

The Installed Bundles page provides details about all of the bundles currently installed in an account, and an action menu. See Reviewing the Installed Bundles List.

When a new version becomes available for a bundle that you have installed, you can update that bundle from a link on the Installed Bundles page. When you update a customization bundle, new bundled objects are added to your account, and updates to bundled objects are copied to your account. When you update a configuration bundle, changes to bundled configuration settings are copied to your account. See Installed Bundle Updates for instructions for updating an installed bundle.

When you install a bundle that is a managed bundle, you consent to automatic bundle updates pushed by the solution provider. See Using Managed Bundles.

If after installing a customization bundle you decide you do not want the bundle, you can uninstall it from a link on the Installed Bundles page. You cannot uninstall a configuration bundle. For more information, see Uninstalling a Bundle.

SuiteBundler provides options during bundle installations and updates for handling any customization bundle objects that conflict with existing target account objects, meaning they have the same names or script IDs. See Resolving Conflicting Objects.

The Bundle Audit Trail page provides tracking of bundle installations, updates, and uninstalls on the account level. The Audit Trail subtab of the Bundle Details page provides this tracking on a per-bundle level. See Viewing the Bundle Audit Trail.

⚠️ **Important:** Bundles are also known as SuiteApps.

Resolving Conflicting Objects

When you install a customization bundle, the objects in the bundle are checked against preexisting custom objects in your account to identify possible conflicts. In the same manner, when you update a previously installed customization bundle, any newly added bundle objects are checked against preexisting custom objects in your account. The results of this check are displayed on the Preview Bundle Install page or Preview Bundle Update page. When you review these pages, you are presented with options for how to resolve these conflicts.
Resolving Conflicting Objects

Important: The process for updating bundles installed into production from sandbox is different from the update process for other bundles, to meet the specialized requirements of bundles developed in sandbox accounts. See Selective Update of Sandbox Bundle Objects.

How Conflicts Are Identified

Conflicts can exist when objects in the bundle have the same script IDs or the same names as preexisting objects in the account. Generally, a conflict exists for one of the following reasons:

- The same object already exists in the account, typically because it was already installed as part of another bundle installation.
- A different, unrelated object coincidentally has the same ID or name.

NetSuite identifies conflicts first by the script ID of the object, or when there is no script ID, by the name and type of the object. For example, custom fields, which have script IDs, are identified by their script IDs, whereas custom forms, which do not have script IDs, are identified by their form name and type.

Bundle authors can avoid potential conflicts with target accounts’ custom objects by giving each bundle’s custom objects names unique to their function in that bundle.

Options for Resolving Conflicting Objects

For each bundle object that is identified as conflicting, you can choose one of the following actions on the Preview Bundle Install page and Preview Bundle Update page:

- Add and Rename the bundle object, leaving the preexisting custom object intact, or
- Replace Existing Object with the bundle object.

Typically, you would choose Add and Rename if the conflicting ID or name is a coincidence, and you would choose Replace Existing Object if you are sure the bundle object and the preexisting object in the account are actually the same object. You can still choose Add and Rename if the objects are the same, effectively creating a duplicate object.

Installation of a bundle from a sandbox account to a production account almost always involves conflicting objects. In this case, you usually would choose the Replace Existing Object option.

Impact of Choosing Add and Rename

If you choose to add and rename a bundle object, a number is appended to the bundle object’s name or script ID, to differentiate it from the preexisting custom object. Additionally, all references to the custom object in SuiteScript change to reflect this renaming. For example, if the bundle includes a custom field with the ID custentity_deptaddr and the target account has a custom field with the same ID, then the field in the bundle is given the ID custentity_deptaddr2, and any of the SuiteScript code in your bundle that referenced custentity_deptaddr2 is updated automatically to reference custentity_deptaddr2 instead.

Impact of Choosing Replace Existing Object

For a custom field, choosing Replace Existing Object generally does not have any impact on data that has been entered to the existing field, as long as the bundle field has the same data type as the existing field. This option causes the field definition to be updated to match the definition for the bundled field. If the bundled field has a different data type, data may have to be deleted from the existing field because the bundled field type, for example, INTEGER, cannot store the existing type of data, for example, TEXT. In this case, you should probably choose the Add and Rename option to create a new field, and change the script ID so it is unique.
For custom records that include data and for custom lists, when you choose Replace Existing Object, you can set a bundle preference to Replace Data, Preserve Data, or Merge Data. The Replace Data option overwrites existing target account object data with bundle object data. The Preserve Data option, which is the default, preserves existing data in target account objects. The Merge Data option retains any data added to target account objects after bundle installation and at the same time updating data that was previously installed with the bundle. See Set Bundle Installation Preferences and Set Bundle Update Preferences.

If you choose to replace a preexisting custom object with a bundle object, the bundle object keeps the same name or script ID, and the preexisting custom object no longer exists in the account. For example, if the bundle includes a custom field with the ID custentity_deptaddr and the target account has a custom field with the same ID, then the field in the bundle keeps the ID custentity_deptaddr and the preexisting custom field no longer exists in the account.

**Warning:** If you choose the Replace Existing Object option for a conflicting object during bundle installation, the preexisting custom object is PERMANENTLY replaced by the bundle’s object. Even if you choose to uninstall the bundle later, changes to the replaced object remain and the original object is not restored.

### Bundle Searches Overview

The Search & Install Bundles page, available at Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles, includes the following two search modes:

- Basic mode. Simple bundle searches across all production locations.
- Advanced mode. Bundle searches that support additional search filters.

**Tip:** To search for the most popular bundles by the number of installations, leave the Keywords box blank and click Search.

**Notes:**

- Basic and advanced search results include bundles that are available for you to install, meaning the bundles that have been made public or have been shared with the account to which you are currently logged in. Search results will also include additional bundles that have not been shared with your account but have been marked “Visible by All”.
- Bundles returned in search results are sorted by the number of installations in target accounts (No. Installs), in descending order.
- If you use advanced search and the search returns multiple pages of results, NetSuite recommends altering the search criteria to further limit the number of bundles returned by the search.
- Basic search does not search across Sandbox accounts; to search for a bundle in a Sandbox account, you must use advanced search.
- A basic search may return multiple instances of a single bundle, if that bundle is available in multiple NetSuite accounts.
- Support for bundle searches varies across the different types of NetSuite accounts. See Bundle Support Across Account Types.

### Basic Mode

The **Basic** search mode, the default, supports simple bundle searches across all production locations. Use a basic search when you are not sure where a bundle is located and you do not have much information about its other characteristics.
Advanced Mode

The **Advanced** search mode supports additional search filters. Use an advanced search when you know the Account ID where a bundle is located and/or you want to narrow the search based on other bundle characteristics. By default, this search includes all production locations.

The following table describes the filters for an advanced search:
### Filter | Description
--- | ---
**Location** | Where the source bundle is located -- choose from the following options:<br>■ **All Production:** (the Default) Lists all bundles to which you have access across all production accounts.<br>■ **Production Account:** Lists bundles to which you have access in a selected NetSuite production account. You need to provide an account ID when you choose this filter.<br>■ **Sandbox Account:** Lists bundles to which you have access in a selected sandbox account. You need to provide an account ID when you choose this filter.
**Availability** | The options are All, Public, Shared, or Private.
**Keywords** | You can search for bundles by keywords included in the bundle’s Name, Bundle ID, Company Name, or Description.
**Product** | The NetSuite product for which the bundle is intended, for example, NetSuite OneWorld.
**Vertical** | The vertical market for which the bundle is intended, for example, IT Services.
**Language** | The language translations included in the bundle. For example, a bundle may include translations in French and English of custom records, custom forms, or other elements in the bundle.
**Publisher ID** | Applicable to bundles created from SDF SuiteApp projects. The publisher ID associated with the SuiteCloud Developer Network (SDN) member who created the SDF SuiteApp project on which the bundle is based.

---

**Note:** If you leave the Keywords box blank for an advanced search, NetSuite returns the most popular bundles that meet the filter criteria.

### Installing a Bundle

If you are an account administrator or you have the SuiteApp Marketplace permission, you can complete the following steps to install a bundle in your account.

1. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles, then choose the bundle you want to install.<br>   See **Choosing a Bundle to Install** for instructions to search for and install the bundle of your choice.<br>   See **Bundle Searches Overview** for a description of bundle search functionality.
2. Review the Preview Bundle Install Page.<br>   This page lists the bundle objects that will be installed (or, for configuration bundles, the settings that will be copied). Here, you can indicate how to resolve conflicts between bundle objects and target account objects with the same names or script IDs, set installation preferences for some objects, and lock some objects so target account users cannot change them. For details, see **Reviewing the Preview Bundle Install Page**.
3. When you are ready, click the Install Bundle button to begin the installation process.<br>   For details, see **Starting the Bundle Installation Process**.

   **Note:** It is recommended that you review **Bundle Installation Notes** before you begin the process of installing a bundle.

4. After you have installed a bundle, you may wish to complete the following tasks:
Choosing a Bundle to Install

For an overview of the bundle installation process, see Installing a Bundle. Before you choose a bundle to install, it is recommended that you review Bundle Installation Notes.

To choose a bundle to install:

1. Log in to the account where you want to install the bundle.
   Bundles can be installed in production accounts and sandbox accounts.
2. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles (Administrator).
3. Search for a bundle to install.
   See Bundle Searches Overview.
4. Optionally, click the Name of a bundle to display its Bundle Details page.
   - Click Documentation to review documentation for the bundle.
   - The Overview subtab displays the bundle abstract, and description. It also displays a link to any bundle-specific terms of service. See Bundle Terms of Service.
   - The Components subtab lists bundle objects, including their custom script IDs, referencing objects, and lock status.
   - The SuiteApp Info subtab displays details about the bundle from SuiteApp.com, if the bundle has been developed by a NetSuite partner and is available on that site.
   - For more information, see Bundle Details.
5. When you have decided that you want to install a bundle, click the Install button.
   - The Install button is only available for bundles that have been made publicly available to all NetSuite accounts, and for bundles that have been shared explicitly with your account. If this button is not available, contact the solution provider to inquire about access to the bundle.
   - If the bundle is a managed bundle, you must agree to allow the bundle author to upgrade the bundle in your account when new updates are available. Managed bundles are indicated in the Managed column of the Installed Bundles page. For more information, see Using Managed Bundles.
   - If the bundle has been deprecated, a notification message displays, indicating the replacement bundle that you should install instead. A deprecated bundle is a bundle that has been replaced by a later bundle version.
   - If this bundle is already installed in the account, or this bundle is a copy of a bundle that is already installed, an error message displays.
6. After you have clicked the Install button, the Bundle Details page displays. Click the Install button on this page.
   - If the bundle has terms of service that require acceptance, a dialog displays them. Click I Agree to proceed.
   - The Preview Bundle Install page displays. See Reviewing the Preview Bundle Install Page.
Reviewing the Preview Bundle Install Page

After you finish Choosing a Bundle to Install and click the Install button for a bundle, the Preview Bundle Install page displays.

![Preview Bundle Install](image)

On this page, you can review a list of bundle objects to be installed. For customization bundles, you also can do the following:

- Choose Actions for Conflicting Objects
- Set Bundle Installation Preferences
- Review Locked Bundle Objects

**Note:** When you have completed your review of the Preview Bundle Install page, you can click the Install Bundle button. See Starting the Bundle Installation Process.

Choose Actions for Conflicting Objects

The Preview Bundle Install Page indicates any customization bundle objects that conflict with existing custom objects in the target account. A conflict occurs when a bundle object has either the same script ID, or in some cases, the same name and type, as an existing custom object in the target account. For more information, see Resolving Conflicting Objects.

NetSuite displays conflicting objects, in red, in the Existing Object in Conflict and Script ID columns. For each conflicting object, choose one of the following from the dropdown list in the Action column:

- **Add and Rename** – NetSuite appends a number to the bundle object's name or script ID, to differentiate it from the preexisting custom object. The bundle object is added to account, and the preexisting object remains intact.
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- **Replace Existing Object** – The bundle object keeps the same name or script ID. The bundle object is added to the account and the preexisting custom object no longer exists in the account.

  If you choose this option for a conflicting object during bundle installation, the preexisting custom object is PERMANENTLY replaced by the bundle's object. Even if you choose to uninstall the bundle later, changes to the replaced object remain and the original object is not restored.

  For each custom record that includes data, and each custom list, where this option is chosen, a preference dropdown list is displayed so you can choose whether to replace, preserve, or merge data in the target account object to be replaced. See **Set Bundle Installation Preferences**.

Set Bundle Installation Preferences

The following preferences may be available on the Preview Bundle Install page:

- **Show or Hide Custom Fields**

  For each custom field in a bundle to be installed, you can set a preference indicating whether the field should be shown or hidden on existing custom forms in target accounts. The setting chosen by the bundle author is displayed by default.

  Note that this setting does not affect bundled forms, because all custom fields in a bundle are always shown on all custom forms included in that bundle.

- **Replace Data, Preserve Data, or Merge Data for Conflicting Custom Records and Custom Lists**

  For each custom record that includes data and for each custom list, when you choose **Replace Existing Object**, you can set a bundle preference to either **Replace Data** or **Preserve Data**. The **Replace Data** option overwrites existing target account object data with bundle object data. The **Preserve Data** option preserves existing data in the target account object. The **Merge Data** option retains any data added to target account objects after bundle installation and at the same time updating data that was previously installed with the bundle. The setting chosen by the bundle author is displayed by default.

Review Locked Bundle Objects

When a bundle contains locked objects, the Preview Bundle Install page displays a lock icon in the **Lock on Install** column.

A few important points to notice about the Lock on Install column on the Preview Bundle Install page:

- A lock icon appears on the row of a locked object in the bundle.
- If no lock icon appears on the row, then the object is not locked. An object may not be locked because:
  - The bundle author chose not to lock the object.
  - Or, because the object is not lockable.

Pages for locked objects do not have buttons that allow changes to the object, such as **Edit, Delete, Change ID**. Also all list and view pages for these objects display a lock icon. For more information, see **Effects of Locking Different Object Types**.

Starting the Bundle Installation Process

After you have started the process of installing a bundle in a target account by clicking the **Install Bundle** button on the Preview Bundle Install page, the Installed Bundles page displays.

- If the installation is not complete, the **Status** column displays the percentage of installation progress.
If the installation is complete, the **Status** column displays a green check.

The time required to install the bundle depends on the size of the bundle. You can continue work in NetSuite during the time that the bundle installs.

You can go back to the Installed Bundles page and check the status of the bundle installation later, at Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles. See Reviewing the Installed Bundles List.

### Bundle Installation Notes

You should be aware of the following before you install a bundle in your account.

#### Difference in NetSuite Versions for Source and Production Accounts

During phasing of a new NetSuite release, bundles developed with the lagging version of NetSuite can be installed into accounts that are already using the leading version. Also, bundles developed with the leading version can be installed into accounts that are still using the lagging version, but be aware of the following limitations:

- When a user in a lagging version account installs a bundle from a leading version account, any object types in the bundle that are not supported in the lagging version are not installed, resulting in potentially serious impact to bundle function.
- A bundle with a SuiteScript that uses a new API available only in the leading version can be installed into a lagging version account, but the script may not function correctly because the lagging version does not support the API.

#### Restrictions for Release Preview Account Bundles

Be aware that there are limitations on the types of accounts from which you can install bundles into Release Preview accounts. Also be aware that bundle support differs between Release Preview accounts for customer accounts hosted in North American data centers, which remain on the beta domain, and Release Preview accounts for customer accounts hosted in European Union data centers. For more details, see Bundle Support Across Account Types.

#### Pushed Installations

Bundle authors with administrator access to your account may install bundles directly without any actions required by you. See Pushing a Bundle to Other Accounts.

**Important:** The Push action is not available in sandbox accounts. If a bundle author wants to install a bundle from a sandbox account to your account where they have administrator access, they will need to go to your account to search for and install the bundle, or you can take this action yourself.

#### Bundled Server SuiteScripts

If an installed bundle includes server SuiteScripts, you might not be able to view the script files, depending on whether the bundle's creator enabled an option in the script file's File Cabinet record to
hide it in bundle installations. You can see the file records for hidden scripts, but you cannot open their .js files to view their contents.

If an installed bundle contains SuiteScripts and there are object conflicts, choosing to add and rename bundle objects requires that the script id references are encapsulated in quotes (" or ’) so that the references are correctly renamed in the scripts. For information about the impact of the operation, see Choose Actions for Conflicting Objects and Impact of Choosing Add and Rename.

**Bundle with SSP Applications**

As of 2019.1, when you update an installed bundle that includes an SSP application, the script deployments are not updated in the target account. Because script deployments are not updated, the existing touch points are not overwritten and both the Log Level and Status fields are also not updated in the target account. The Log Level and Status fields can be viewed on the Script Deployment page.

**Impact of Language Preferences on Bundled Custom Forms**

When a bundle that includes a custom form with sublists showing data from custom child records is installed in a target account with a different language preference than used in the source account for the bundle, the labels for the sublists may not be translated correctly. The system attempts to obtain the translations of labels in the language of the target account, but if these translations don't exist, the translated name of the child record type is used instead. A workaround is to manually rename sublists on the custom form in the target account, but when the bundle is updated, these manual changes will be overwritten. Another workaround is to change the language preference of the target account to be the same as the source account.

**Updates Required to Existing Objects for Custom Segment Unified IDs**

The unified ID has an impact on bundled objects. When the Use as Field ID setting is enabled for custom segments, existing customizations that include those segments may stop working or may not work as expected. Objects that may be impacted include scripts, workflows, printing templates, and saved searches. As of 2019.1, creating a new custom segment automatically uses the unified ID, and the Use as Field ID box is not visible. For more information, see the help topic Creating a Custom Segment.

To ensure the successful installation of bundled objects that reference custom segments, observe the following guidelines:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Account</th>
<th>Target Account</th>
<th>Installation Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Custom segment objects created in a previous NetSuite version</td>
<td>Custom segment objects created in a previous NetSuite version</td>
<td>If the Use as Field ID setting is enabled on the segment in the source account, ensure that the objects in the bundle's target account are updated to reference the unified ID for the segment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New custom segment objects</td>
<td>Custom segment objects created in a previous NetSuite version</td>
<td>The Use as Field ID setting is enabled on the segment in the source account. Ensure that the objects in the bundle's target account are updated to reference the unified ID for the segment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom segment objects created in a previous NetSuite version</td>
<td>New custom segment objects</td>
<td>The Use as Field ID setting is enabled on the segment in the target account and cannot be changed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Account</th>
<th>Target Account</th>
<th>Installation Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>If the Use as Field ID setting was not enabled on the source account and <strong>Replace Existing Object</strong> selected to resolve the conflict, existing customizations that include those segments may stop working or may not work as expected. Objects that may be impacted include scripts, workflows, printing templates, and saved searches.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New custom segment objects  New custom segment objects  The Use as Field ID setting is enabled on the segment in both the source account and the target account. No change is needed.

Default Values for CSV Files

When CSV files are included in a bundle, there may be a manual step needed to map default values using the Import Assistant after bundle installation. For more information, see the help topic [Including Import Maps and CSV Files in SuiteBundler](#).

Reviewing the Installed Bundles List

After you have installed a bundle, it is listed on the Installed Bundles page, available at Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles > List.

This page includes the following information for each bundle created in the current account:

- Bundle name
- Bundle ID
- Bundle version (If a newer version than the installed version is available, an icon displays that you can click to go to the Preview Bundle Update page and update the bundle to the latest version.)
- Whether the bundle is a managed bundle
- Abstract
- Link to bundle documentation file for administrators (Note that bundle documentation for users may be available in the NetSuite Help Center. See [Finding SuiteApp Help Content in the NetSuite Help Center](#).)
- Status of the install (completed or in progress)
- NetSuite account ID for the account from which the bundle was installed
- Type of account from which the bundle was installed (production or sandbox)
- User name of the user who installed the bundle
- Date and time when the bundle was originally installed in the account
- Date and time when the bundle was last updated

You can use the dropdown menu in the Action column to link to pages for other bundle tasks, including:

- Updating the installed bundle (See [Installed Bundle Updates](#).)
- Uninstalling the bundle (See [Uninstalling a Bundle](#).)

You can click the bundle name to go to the Bundle Details page:

- This page provides information about the bundle, including a link to the bundle documentation file and SuiteApp.com details, if any. See [Bundle Details](#).
- On this page’s Components subtab, you can indicate whether objects installed by the bundle should be displayed in your account’s list pages. See [Choosing to Hide or Show Bundle Components](#).
This page also includes a Messages subtab that displays all messages sent by the bundle author. On this subtab you can set up the users who should receive bundle messages as email. See Subscribing to Bundle Email Messages.

**Note:** You can differentiate objects added to your account through bundle installation from other account objects, because they have a bundle ID listed in the From Bundle column of list pages. See Identifying Bundle Objects in Target Accounts.

## Finding SuiteApp Help Content in the NetSuite Help Center

Bundle authors may make user help content available in the NetSuite Help Center. This content is available from a page titled Third Party SuiteApps. You can access this documentation by going directly to this page, or through a Help Center search. The Third Party SuiteApps page includes a table of third party SuiteApps. Each SuiteApp listed in the table has a link to a child help page titled with the name of the SuiteApp. This help page links to the PDF file or files containing the SuiteApp documentation, and to the website of the author.

## Choosing to Hide or Show Bundle Components

By default, list pages for bundleable objects include objects that have been installed by bundles. It is easy to identify an object that is from a bundle, because the ID of the bundle is displayed in the From Bundle column of the list page. See Identifying Bundle Objects in Target Accounts.

The creator of each bundle can set a preference indicating whether, by default, objects in the bundle should be displayed in target account list pages. After you have installed a bundle, you can review its hide or show setting, and change it if desired.

**To change the hide or show setting for bundle objects:**

1. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles > List.
2. Click the name of the bundle to display the Bundle Details page.
3. On the Components subtab:
   - Choose **Hide Components** if you do not want bundle objects to be displayed in your account's list pages.
   - Choose **Show Components** if you want bundle objects to be displayed in your account list pages.

   These options are not available for configuration bundles.
Note: If you select Show Components, users can set the From Bundle filter on a list page to filter out bundle objects. See Filtering Bundle Objects on List Pages.

Subscribing to Bundle Email Messages

For each bundle that you have installed, messages from the bundle author are listed on the Messages subtab of the Bundle Details page. To view this page, go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles > List, and click the link for a bundle name. For more information, see Bundle Details.

![Bundle Details](image)

You can review a message's details by clicking its link in the Subject column.

In the Email Recipients dropdown list, you can indicate the users in your account who should receive email copies of this bundle's messages.

- The default choice is All Bundle Admins, indicating that all administrators and users with the SuiteApp Marketplace permission in your account receive bundle messages as email.
- You can choose None to indicate that bundle messages should not be sent as email to anyone in your account.
- You can choose Custom to indicate that bundle messages should be sent as email only to selected bundle administrators.

1. To select these users, click Edit List.
2. Select a user and click Add, repeating as necessary to add more recipients.
3. When you are done adding users, click Save.
The selected users receive email for any future messages sent for this bundle, including email notifications of managed bundle upgrades to target account users.

Note that when you hover over **Edit List**, these recipients are displayed.

**Note:** Bundle messages are always displayed on the **Messages** subtab of the **Bundle Details** page, which is accessible to all bundle administrators in the account, no matter what choice is made for email recipients.

---

**Installed Bundle Updates**

If a bundle author makes changes to a bundle that has been installed in a target account, an account administrator or another user with SuiteApp Marketplace permission can update the installed bundle.

Updating a bundle creates in the target account all of the custom elements added by the developer since bundle installation. An update also includes revised versions of any objects edited by the bundle author. If you have made changes to objects installed by the bundle, a bundle update generally overwrites these changes so objects match the source. For more details, see Bundle Update Reference.

Complete the following steps to update a bundle:

- Choosing a Bundle to Update
- Reviewing the Preview Bundle Update Page

Target account users cannot update a bundle that the developer has defined as a managed bundle. Updates to managed bundles are performed from the source account by the bundle author. See Using Managed Bundles.
Warning: When you remove any object from a bundle and then update the bundle in the target account, the object is not removed from the target account if the object is also included in any other bundle installed in the account.

Note: Support for bundle updates varies across the different types of NetSuite accounts. See Bundle Support Across Account Types.

Choosing a Bundle to Update

You can choose a bundle to update from the Installed Bundles page, at Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles > List. The Action dropdown menu includes an Update option, that you can click to update a bundle.

SuiteBundles to Update Reminder

You may see a reminder in the Reminders portlet indicating that one or more installed bundles have an updated version available.

When the first bundle is installed in an account, this reminder is added for an account’s administrators and for users with SuiteApp Marketplace permission. This reminder only displays when at least one installed bundle has an updated version available.

You can click this reminder to go to the Installed Bundles page, where you can click a link to update a bundle.

You can remove this reminder from the portlet by clicking Set Up, clearing the box next to SuiteBundles to Update, and clicking Save. Click the Reminders portlet Refresh icon to see the change.

Update Available Icon on Installed Bundles Page

The Installed Bundles page includes an alert icon in the Version column for any bundle that has a later version than the version currently installed in your account. You can click the Update option in the Action dropdown menu to go to the Preview Bundle Update page and update the bundle to the latest version. See Reviewing the Preview Bundle Update Page.
Reviewing the Preview Bundle Update Page

After you click the Update option for a bundle on the Installed Bundles list page, a Preview Bundle Update page opens for the bundle, listing objects to be added and updated.

**Important:** The process for updating bundles installed into production from sandbox is different from the update process for other bundles, to meet the specialized requirements of bundles developed in sandbox accounts. See Selective Update of Sandbox Bundle Objects.

- For some objects, a lock icon may display in the Lock on Install column, indicating that target account users cannot modify the object.
- For objects that are included in the currently installed version of the bundle, the Action column displays **Update**.
- For objects that are not included in the currently installed version of the bundle, and do not conflict with existing target account objects, the Action column displays **Add**.
- For objects that are not included in the currently installed version and conflict with existing target account objects, the Action column includes a dropdown menu. See Choose Actions for Conflicting Objects.
- For some objects, you can choose setup preferences in the Preference column. See Set Bundle Update Preferences.

When you have finished reviewing this page, click the Update Bundle button to start the update.
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You can continue working in NetSuite as the bundle updates. To check on the progress of the update, go to the list of installed bundles at Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles > List. See Reviewing the Installed Bundles List.

Choose Actions for Conflicting Objects

On the Preview Bundle Update page, conflicting target account objects are displayed, in red, in the Existing Object in Conflict and Script ID columns. For each conflicting object, choose one of the following from the dropdown list in the Action column:

- **Add and Rename** – NetSuite appends a number to the bundle object's name or script ID, to differentiate it from the preexisting custom object. The bundle object is added to account, and the preexisting object remains intact.

- **Replace Existing Object** – The bundle object keeps the same name or script ID. The bundle object is added to the account and the preexisting custom object no longer exists in the account.

  If you choose this option for a conflicting object during bundle installation, the preexisting custom object is PERMANENTLY replaced by the bundle's object. Even if you choose to uninstall the bundle later, changes to the replaced object remain and the original object is not restored.

  For each custom record that includes data and each custom list where this option is chosen, a preference dropdown list is displayed so you can choose whether to replace, preserve, or merge data in the target account object to be replaced.

For more information, see Resolving Conflicting Objects.

Set Bundle Update Preferences

On the Preview Bundle Update page, review bundle object preferences set by the bundle author and reset as desired. The following preferences may be available:

- **Do Not Update Users or Update Users of Published Dashboards**

  For each dashboard being updated as part of this update, you can set a preference to indicate whether these updates should be applied to the dashboards of users to whom the dashboard has been published. (Updates are always applied to the dashboard definition.)

  The default option is not to apply updates to users, allowing an administrator to publish updates to users' dashboards as desired after the bundle update. See the help topic Applying Changes to Published Dashboards.

- **Show or Hide Custom Fields**

  For each custom field being installed for the first time as part of this update, you can set a preference indicating whether the field should be shown or hidden on existing custom forms in target accounts. The setting you chose during the most recent installation or update of this bundle is displayed by default.

  Note that this setting does not affect bundled forms, because all custom fields in a bundle are always shown on all custom forms included in that bundle.

- **Update or Do Not Update Script Deployments**

  For each SuiteScript to be updated, you can choose whether or not to update script deployments in the target account. The setting you chose during the most recent installation or update of this bundle is displayed by default.

  If the update deployments option is applied, bundled script deployments completely overwrite target account script deployments, **except for script deployment audience definitions**. Bundle updates
do not impact script deployment audience definitions in target accounts. These audiences are not changed, whether or not the Update Deployments option is applied.

Note that changes to an icon associated with a dashboard SuiteApp portlet are always copied during a bundle update. This overwrite of the icon in the target account occurs even if the bundle preference is set to prevent the update of script deployments. See Giving Users Dashboard Access to a SuiteApp.

- **Replace Data, Preserve Data, or Merge Data for Custom Records and Custom Lists**
  This preference is available for each custom record with data and each custom list that conflict with existing target account objects and have Replace Existing Object chosen, as well as for each custom record with data and each custom list that need to be updated as part of the bundle update.
  
  You can choose one of the following: Replace Data, Preserve Data, or Merge Data. (The setting you chose during the most recent update of this bundle is displayed by default.)
  
  - The Replace Data option overwrites existing target account object data with bundle object data. This process compares script IDs for records in the bundle and those in the account, to do the following:
    - Delete records from the target account that no longer exist in the bundle’s source account.
    - Update records in the target account that also exist in the source account so that values match.
    - Add records to the target account that are new to the source account since the bundle was previously updated in the target account.
  
  - The Preserve Data option preserves existing data in the target account object.
  
  - The Merge Data combines bundled object data with target account object data. As part of this merge:
    - Any records that were added to the object in the target account after bundle installation are preserved.
    - Any records that were added to the object in the bundle source account, after installation in the target account, are added to the target account object.
    - Any records in the target account object that were added as part of the bundle installation and remain in the bundled account object are handled as follows:
      - If the values are the same in both objects, target account object values are preserved as is.
      - If the values are different, target account object values are updated to match bundled account object values.
    
    NetSuite internal IDs are used for this comparison and update of values.

**Merge Data Example**

For example, consider a custom list called Colors that has been installed as part of a bundle in a target account. At the point in the time when a bundle update is to occur, this list has different data in the target account and the bundle:

- The values in the existing target account Colors list are: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple (installed by the bundle), and white (added in the target account after bundle installation).

- The values in the bundled Colors list are: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet (changed from previous value of purple), black, and gray.

Results of updating the bundle would vary according to the option chosen for the custom list data preference, as shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option Chosen</th>
<th>Target Account Colors List Data After Bundle Update</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preserve Data</td>
<td>red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple white</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Bundle Update Reference

In general, updating a bundle causes unlocked bundle objects in the target account to be updated to match source account bundle objects. If you change any of the unlocked elements of an installed bundle, a bundle update may overwrite or merge the changes. If a bundle update overwrites target account objects, you must redo the changes after each bundle update.

The following table describes possible changes to target account objects during a bundle update:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bundle Object</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Custom field names</td>
<td>Changes to custom field names are copied into the source account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For example, you install a bundle that includes a custom record with a field labeled Name, which is set to Include Data. You change the name of the Name field to Company. The bundle creator revises the bundle and then adds it to a deployment account. When you install the updated bundle, the field label changes from Company back to Name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactive property on custom fields</td>
<td>You can use SuiteBuilder to set custom fields to Inactive instead of deleting the custom field. However, if a custom field in a bundle is inactive, SuiteBundler may not set the custom field to inactive in the target account when you update the bundle. If the custom field is inactive in a bundle but active in the target account, and you update the bundle, the custom field remains active in the target account after the bundle update. For more information about the Inactive property for custom fields, see the help topic Inactivating a Custom Field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom form preferences</td>
<td>Generally, if a bundle update includes any custom forms that are set as preferred for one or more roles, these preferences overwrite any custom forms previously set as preferred in the target account. However, a custom form set as preferred for a custom record in a bundle only carries over after a bundle update if the custom record did not previously have a preferred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundle Object</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bundle Object</strong></td>
<td>form set in the target account. If after bundle installation a preferred form was set for the custom record in the target account, a bundle update does not change this preferred form.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access Type property on custom records</strong></td>
<td>If the <strong>Access Type</strong> value for a bundled custom record is edited in a target account, that new value is kept after a bundle update, if the custom record is not locked in the bundle. For example, you install a bundle that contains a custom record with an <strong>Access Type</strong> of <strong>Use Permission List</strong>. In the target account, you change the access type for the custom record to <strong>No Permission Required</strong>. A bundle update does not overwrite the target account value of <strong>No Permission Required</strong> with the bundle value of <strong>Use Permission List</strong>. If a custom record is locked in a bundle, a bundle update overwrites the <strong>Access Type</strong> value in the target account with the value from the bundle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permissions for standard roles on custom records, custom transactions, and custom segments</td>
<td>Changes to standard role permissions for custom records, custom transactions, and custom segments in a bundle may not be reflected in a target account after a bundle update. There is no way to determine whether a difference in permissions between the bundle and the target account is a result of a change in the bundle or of a manual change in the target account. To avoid overwriting changes made in the target account, the bundle update does not modify these permissions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workflows</td>
<td>The update of a workflow in a target account depends on the difference between the states and transitions in the source and target accounts. For more information, see Workflow Handling on Bundle Update. Workflow instances and history logs from the source account are not copied to target accounts when a bundle is updated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audiences</td>
<td>Generally, bundle updates implement an intelligent merge of bundle object audience definitions in source and target accounts. If the <strong>Select All</strong> box is checked for employees, customers, vendors, or partners in the source object audience, this selection overwrites the target object audience. If the <strong>Select All</strong> box is not checked for the source object audience, employees, customers, vendors, and partners are not deleted from the target object audience. However, the target object audience may still be overwritten during the merge. For details about how the merge is done, see Object Audience Handling on Bundle Update. This merge is not done for script deployment audience definitions. Bundle updates do not result in changes to script deployment audiences in target accounts, whether or not the Update Deployments option is selected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical custom record data</td>
<td>SuiteBundler updates the custom record data in the target account depending on the bundle preference that you specify when you update an existing bundle. See Hierarchical Custom Record Data Handling on Bundle Update.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center category links</td>
<td>If a custom category in the target account came originally from a bundle, a bundle update removes all existing custom record links from that custom category in the target account and adds any custom record links in the updated bundle to that custom category in the target account. If a user in the target account creates a custom category in the target account with links to custom records, a bundle update does not remove these links from the custom category, even if they link to custom records that came initially from the bundle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A bundle update does not remove any links to standard categories from the target account, because it is not possible to determine whether these links originated from the bundle or not.

**Important:** Be aware that the handling of bundled links described above may result in unexpected links in the target account after bundle update. For example, a change of links in the source account may result in these changed links being installed in the target accounts when the bundle is updated, whereas existing links in the target account are preserved. In this case, duplicate links may occur in target accounts.

### Exceptions to Bundle Update Overwrites

The following table describes exceptions to the bundle overwrite rules:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bundle Object</th>
<th>Exception</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Custom field display order</td>
<td>A bundle update does not impact the display order of custom fields in a target account. The display order is left as is after a bundle update. It is not changed to match the display order of custom fields in the source account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom record fields</td>
<td>Edited fields on custom records that are not set to Include Data remain intact after the bundle update.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Script parameters</td>
<td>Script parameters defined as user, company, or portlet preferences are not overwritten in the target account unless the type of the preferences changes in the bundle. If the default value of the preference in a script deployment changes in the bundle, the default is carried over without affecting the preferences specified in the target account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Script deployment audience definitions</td>
<td>Script deployment audience definitions in target accounts are not overwritten by definitions in an updated bundle, whether or not the Update Deployments option is selected for the update.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom lists</td>
<td>Custom lists updated by a bundle author are replicated in the target account. If the developer removed items from the list, then this item will also be removed from your account. To preserve Custom List options in the target, choose the Update Data or Preserve Data preference. See Installed Bundle Updates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom records converted to custom lists</td>
<td>For objects installed from bundles as custom lists and converted in target accounts to custom records, the record is not converted back to a custom list when the bundle is updated, even if the object is locked as a custom list in the source account. Similarly, you cannot convert custom records to custom lists in the NetSuite UI.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Guidelines for Changing Bundle Objects in a Target Account

NetSuite recommends using the following guidelines when editing bundle objects in the target account:

- If you plan to update a bundle with changes from source, do not update bundle objects such as forms, scripts, or custom fields, because updates will overwrite these changes.
■ If you want to make changes to a custom object from an installed bundle, create a copy of the object before making the changes and make changes to the copy, so that future updates do not overwrite the changes.

Workflow Handling on Bundle Update

SuiteBundler updates bundled workflows in a target account using the following rules:

■ If states or transitions are modified in an unlocked workflow in the source account, NetSuite updates states and transitions previously installed in the target account with the states and transitions from the source account. NetSuite also adds any new states or transitions in the source account to the target account. If a state or transition with the same name exists in the source and target accounts, NetSuite duplicates the state or transition in the target account.

For example, after you install a bundle, you create a new state “state10” in both source and target account and then update the bundle. In the target account workflow, two states named “state10” will appear, one created directly in the target account and the other installed by the bundle update.

■ If states or transitions, or any aspect of the workflow objects, are modified in the target account, updating the bundle will revert the changes back to what the source dictates.

■ If states or transitions are deleted in a target account, they will be replaced during a bundle update.

■ If you delete any state or transition in the source, but use them in the target, you will be unable to remove these states or transitions in the target account if the workflow is running in the target account and is currently referencing that state. Bundle authors should advise their customers to make these states or transitions inactive if they are not meant to be used any longer.

Workflow instances and history logs are not copied to target accounts when a bundle is updated.

Note: For more information, see the help topic Bundling a Workflow.

Merge Handling for Reinstallation of Bundled Workflow in Target Production Account from Sandbox

the following handling prevents duplication of workflow states in cases where a bundled workflow is installed in a target account, and the same workflow is later installed again in that same account. For example, this case would apply to installation of a bundled workflow from Sandbox to Production where the sandbox account is a direct clone of the target production account.

When the same workflow is reinstalled in the target account and Merge Data is selected during installation:

■ Workflow states are merged based on matching script IDs.

■ Actions are merged based on matching script IDs.

■ Transitions are merged based on matching script ID of source and target state and database ID, meaning merge occurs only if the transition was originally created in sandbox as result of a Production refresh. If a transition was manually created in both Sandbox and Production, it is not merged.

Important: In all other cases, such as when a bundle is installed from a production account into another production account, or from a sandbox account to a non-owning production account, states, actions, and transitions are duplicated without regard to script IDs.

Object Audience Handling on Bundle Update

Bundle updates implement an intelligent merge of bundle object audience definitions in source and target accounts. Object types that have audiences include script deployments, reports, saved searches, and CSV import maps:
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- Target account audience definitions for custom roles included in the bundle are updated to match the source account.
- Target account audience definitions for custom roles not included in the bundle are preserved unchanged.
- Target account audience definitions for standard roles are merged with source account audience definitions for these roles, so that any definitions from the source account are added.
- Target account audience definitions not related to roles are preserved unchanged.

**Note:** If the All Roles option is checked in the source bundle, be aware that the intelligent merge does not enable this option in the target account when the bundle is updated.

For script deployment audiences, be aware that this merge does not occur, regardless of the setting for the bundle object preference for deployment updates. Target script deployment audiences remain unchanged after bundle updates. If you want to include a custom role in a script deployment audience, it is recommended that you include the custom role in the updated bundle and select Replace Existing for the custom role on the Preview Bundle Update page.

**Hierarchical Custom Record Data Handling on Bundle Update**

You can create hierarchies between records of the same custom record type in SuiteBuilder. You can then use SuiteBundler to bundle the custom record types and the custom record data. When you bundle the custom record data, SuiteBundler also includes any parent-child hierarchies created between the custom records.

SuiteBundler updates the custom record data in the target account depending on the bundle preference that you specify when you update an existing bundle:

- Merge Data. Combine bundled record data with target account record data. See Merge Data Examples.
- Preserve Data. Keep existing data in the target account. See Preserve Data Examples.
- Replace Data. Overwrite existing target account record data with bundled record data. See Replace Data Examples.

The following screenshot shows the preferences for handling record data when updating an installed bundle in a target account:

![Preview Bundle Update](image)

For more information, see one of the topics in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For more information about ...</th>
<th>See ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Using the Hierarchy option in SuiteBuilder to create hierarchical custom record types.</td>
<td>Creating Custom Record Types</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Merge Data Examples

SuiteBundler uses the following rules when you update a bundle that contains record data with parent-child relationships and use the **Merge Data** option:

- Relationships removed in the source account are also removed in the target account.
- Relationships in the target account that include non-bundle custom records may be overwritten, if they conflict with the parent-child relationships in the source account.
- If you delete a parent record in the source account, SuiteBundler retains the parent record and any relationship to child records in the target account.
- SuiteBundler adds any new records and the associated parent-child relationships, added in the source account, to the target account.
- SuiteBundler retains any new target account records and parent-child relationships if they do not conflict with records and relationships from the source account.

**Note:** The examples in this section assume that the source bundle has already been installed once in the target account.

The following table includes bundle update examples for the **Merge Data** update option:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Made In Account ...</th>
<th>Description of Changes</th>
<th>Effect on Source Account</th>
<th>Effect on Target Account</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Remove parent-child relationship <code>a : b</code> in the source account.</td>
<td>Before Edit:</td>
<td>After update:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>After upgrade, relationship is removed in the target account.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source and target</td>
<td>In the source account, rename parent record, <code>b</code> to <code>p</code>, with a child record.</td>
<td>Before Edit:</td>
<td>After update:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In the target account, edit parent-child relationship, <code>b : c</code> to <code>b : n</code>, where <code>n</code> is a non-bundle record.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>After upgrade, parent-child relationship <code>b : n</code> is overwritten in the target account.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information about ... | See ...
---                            | ---
Updating a bundle.              | Installed Bundle Updates       |
Bundle update preferences.      | Set Bundle Update Preferences   |
### Installed Bundle Updates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Made In Account ...</th>
<th>Description of Changes</th>
<th>Effect on Source Account</th>
<th>Effect on Target Account</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>In the source account, delete parent record ( e ) in a parent-child relationship ( e : f ). In the target account, the parent-child relationship is retained, although the parent record and relationship was removed in the source account.</td>
<td>Before Edit:</td>
<td>Before and after update:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source and target</td>
<td>In the source account, add two new records with the parent-child relationship ( v : w ). In the target account, add two new records with the parent-child relationship ( y : z ). After upgrade, the two new records and the relationship are copied to the target account. The two new records and the relationship remain in the target account.</td>
<td>Before edit:</td>
<td>Before Edit:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Preserve Data Examples**

SuiteBundler uses the following rules when you update a bundle that contains record data with parent-child relationships and use the **Preserve Data** option:
- Relationships removed in the source account remain in the target account.
- Relationships in the target account that include non-bundle custom records that conflict with the parent-child relationships in the source account stay in the target account.
- If you delete a parent record in the source account, SuiteBundler retains the parent record and any relationship to child records in the target account.
- SuiteBundler does not add any new records and the associated parent-child relationships from the source account to the target account after the first install.
- SuiteBundler retains any new target account records and parent-child relationships.

The following table includes bundle update examples for the **Preserve Data** update option:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Made In Account ...</th>
<th>Description of Changes</th>
<th>Effect on Source Account</th>
<th>Effect on Target Account</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Remove parent-child relationship ( a : b ) in the source account. After upgrade, the relationship remains in the target account.</td>
<td>Before Edit:</td>
<td>Before and after update:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source and target</td>
<td>In the source account, rename parent record, ( b ) to ( p ), with a child record ( c ). In the target account, edit parent-child relationship, ( b : c ) to ( b : n ), where ( n ) is a non-bundle record. After upgrade, renamed record is not updated and parent-child relationship ( b : n ) remains in the target account.</td>
<td>Before Edit:</td>
<td>After target edit and before update:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>In the source account, delete parent record ( e ) in a parent-child relationship ( e : f ). In the target account, the parent-child relationship is retained, although the parent record and relationship was removed in the source account.</td>
<td>Before Edit:</td>
<td>Before and after update:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Source and target

In the source account, add two new records with the parent-child relationship \( v : w \).

In the target account, add two new records with the parent-child relationship \( y : z \).

After upgrade, the two new records in the target account and the relationship remains but the two new records and the relationship are not copied to the target account.

Replace Data Examples

SuiteBundler uses the following rules when you update a bundle that contains record data with parent-child relationships and use the Replace Data option:

- Relationships removed in the source account are also removed in the target account.
- Relationships in the target account that include non-bundle custom records are overwritten, and the non-bundle records are removed.
- If you delete a parent record in the source account, SuiteBundler also removes the parent record and any relationship to child records in the target account.
- SuiteBundler adds any new records and the associated parent-child relationships added in the source account to the target account.
- SuiteBundler removes any new target account records and parent-child relationships for the custom record type.

**Note:** The examples in this section assume that the source bundle has already been installed once in the target account.

The following table includes bundle update examples for the Replace Data update option:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Made In Account ...</th>
<th>Description of Changes</th>
<th>Effect on Source Account</th>
<th>Effect on Target Account</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source and target</td>
<td>In the source account, rename parent record, b to p, with a child record. In the target account, edit parent-child relationship, b : c to b : n, where n is a non-bundle record. After upgrade, parent-child relationship b : n is overwritten in the target account and non-bundle node n is removed.</td>
<td>Before Edit:</td>
<td>After target edit and before update:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>In the source account, delete parent record e in a parent-child relationship e : f. In the target account, the parent-child relationship is removed, and the parent record is removed.</td>
<td>Before Edit:</td>
<td>After update:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source and target</td>
<td>In the source account, add two new records with the parent-child relationship v : w. In the target account, add two new records with the parent-child relationship y : z. After upgrade, the two new records and the relationship are copied to the target account. The two new records and the relationship in the target account are removed.</td>
<td>Before edit:</td>
<td>After edit:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Made In Account</th>
<th>Description of Changes</th>
<th>Effect on Source Account</th>
<th>Effect on Target Account</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Using Managed Bundles

Managed bundles support automated updates by solution providers. Because the solution provider is responsible for the bundle update process, you do not have to take any action to ensure that a managed bundle installed in your production account is always the most up-to-date version.

The list of installed bundles, at Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles > List, has a Managed column that indicates which bundles are managed.

You cannot manually update a managed bundle installed in a production account by selecting the Update option in this page’s Action menu. Managed bundle updates are pushed into your account at the discretion of the solution provider.

In addition, you cannot override the managed bundle object preferences set by the solution provider. If a non-managed bundle installed in your account later becomes managed, all preferences previously selected in your account are ignored during bundle updates. See Set Bundle Installation Preferences and Set Bundle Update Preferences.

Installing a Managed Bundle

You can install a managed bundle in the same way that you install any other bundle in your account, but before you proceed with installation, you are presented with a popup message. This message informs you
that by installing the bundle, you are giving the solution provider permission to install future updates at any time.

Updating a Bundle that was Converted to Managed

In some cases, a bundle may not be a managed bundle when you first install it, but later is converted to be a managed bundle. In this case, the next time you click Update, you are informed that the bundle is now a managed bundle, and you must agree to let the solution provider manage future bundle updates before you can update the bundle. If you no longer want the managed bundle, you can uninstall it and receive no further upgrades.

User for Managed Bundle Update Audit Trail

The user shown in the bundle audit trail as executing a managed bundle update in your account is an arbitrary designation. The managed bundle update process selects a user in the employee list to be the entry in the Installed By column of the audit trail. This selection is the administrator that has the lowest internal ID.

Managed Bundle Upgrade Notifications to Target Account Users

SuiteBundler sends email notifications of managed bundle upgrades to target account users. Email recipients can be designated on the Bundle Details page.

When a managed bundle is successfully upgraded in your account, an email message containing the bundle name, bundle ID, bundle version, and account ID is sent. No message is sent when an upgrade fails.

The recipients for this email message are based on the Email Recipients setting on the Messages subtab of the Bundle Details page in your account. The default choice is All Bundle Admins, indicating that all administrators and users with the SuiteApp Marketplace permission in the account are recipients. A choice of None opts out of receiving this email. A choice of Custom allows the entry of specific users to receive the email.

Note: The Email Recipients setting applies to all bundle messages, not only managed bundle upgrade notifications. For more information, see Subscribing to Bundle Email Messages.

Uninstalling a Bundle

You can uninstall a customization bundle at any time after installing it.
You cannot uninstall a configuration bundle. For more information, see Configuration Bundles.

Uninstalling a managed bundle ends all upgrades to that bundle in your account.

**Warning:** Uninstalling a bundle may result in data loss. When you uninstall a customization bundle, all objects included in that bundle, including any data in these objects, are deleted. Additionally, any custom records you created from the custom record types in the bundle are deleted. To avoid potential data loss, do not uninstall the bundle.

**To uninstall a bundle:**

1. Log in to the account in which you installed the bundle.
2. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles > List.
3. Choose **Uninstall** from the **Action** dropdown list for the bundle you want to uninstall.
4. In the confirmation popup, click **OK**.

NetSuite deletes the bundle, and the bundle's customization objects, from your account. Be aware of the following objects that are exceptions: objects referenced by other bundles installed in the account, and objects that were set to replace an existing object during bundle installation are not deleted.

**Warning:** If when you installed this bundle, you set objects in the bundle to Replace Existing Object, then these objects cannot be uninstalled with this procedure. After uninstalling the bundle, the objects that you replaced remain in your account in the same configuration as they were in after installation.

**Note about Uninstalling Bundled Custom Records Used for Workflows**

The following changes are made to workflows related to a custom record type installed as part of a bundle when that bundle is uninstalled:

- The bundle uninstall deletes any workflows that have been deployed to that record type.
- The bundle uninstall deletes any actions that point to that record type but are deployed to different record type. (Note that in these cases, the actions are deleted, but not the workflows.)

It is recommended that after a bundle uninstall, you review your workflows for possible changes.

**Viewing the Bundle Audit Trail**

NetSuite supports tracking of all bundle installations, updates, and bundle uninstallations in your account. These actions are recorded on the read-only Bundle Audit Trail page, available at Customization > SuiteBundler > Bundle Audit Trail.

Audit trail results are always sorted in reverse chronological order, starting with the most recent action. You can filter the results by Action, Bundle ID, User, and time interval and you can export these results to a CSV file.

As of 2017.1, the SuiteBundler Audit Trail permission provides access to the Bundle Audit Trail page, but not to other SuiteBundler tasks. Prior to this release, the SuiteApp Marketplace permission was required to see the Bundle Audit Trail page. The SuiteBundler Audit Trail permission is useful for auditors. This permission includes only one level, Full. This level is required to view the Bundle Audit Trail page. Users without this permission cannot access this page. By default, all account administrators have this permission.
### Bundle Audit Trail

The following table describes the bundle audit trail columns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bundle ID</td>
<td>Unique system-defined identifier for the bundle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Name for bundle. Defined by the bundle author.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Action performed by the bundler. Includes the following actions: Install, Update, Uninstall, or Managed Upgrade for managed bundles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Date</td>
<td>Date and time the bundle action began.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End Date</td>
<td>Date and time the bundle action ended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Success or failure of the bundle action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User</td>
<td>Name of the user who performed the bundle action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Location from which bundle was installed or updated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>Additional bundle details. For example, a bundle that replaces a deprecated bundle displays “Deprecated bundle &lt;bundle_ID&gt;.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Reference</td>
<td>The internal error database number for any error that occurs during bundle installation, update, or uninstallation. You can provide this number to NetSuite Customer Support when troubleshooting a failed bundle installation, update, or uninstallation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bundle-Specific Audit Trail

The Audit Trail subtab of each Bundle Details page tracks installations, updates, and uninstalls of that specific bundle. This information can be filtered by Action.
Identifying Bundle Objects in Target Accounts

To allow you to identify the objects in your account that came from bundles, list pages containing these objects include a **From Bundle** column. For objects that were added through a bundle installation, update, or copy, this column displays the bundle ID. For other objects, this column is blank.

- Each value in the **From Bundle** column is a link that you can click to go to the Bundle Details page. See **Bundle Details**.

**Note:** The Bundle Audit Trail is available to account administrators and to other users with the SuiteApp Marketplace permission.
You can use the **From Bundle** footer filter to alter the bundle objects that are displayed in a list page. See [Filtering Bundle Objects on List Pages](#).

Objects from a bundle do not display in list pages if the **Hide Components** setting is enabled for the bundle. See [Choosing to Hide or Show Bundle Components](#).

In cases where an object came from more than one bundle, this column may display multiple bundle IDs. The bundle most recently updated in the account is listed first, and the link goes to the Bundle Details page for that bundle.

In cases where an object came from a bundle that was copied rather than installed into the account, this column displays the bundle ID for the source bundle. If you click the link to go to the Bundle Details page, note that this page is for the copied bundle, so it has a different ID than the source bundle listed in the **From Bundle** column.

### Filtering Bundle Objects on List Pages

Any NetSuite list page for a bundleable object type may display objects that have been installed by a bundle. You can use the **From Bundle** dropdown list in the **Filter** area to filter the objects from bundles that are displayed on the page. This filtering capability can make object lists more manageable, allowing you to shorten lists and find specific objects.

Whether a bundle’s objects are displayed in list pages depends on the hide or show setting for bundle components. This setting is defaulted according to the option chosen by the bundle author. In your account, this setting can be changed on the Bundle Details page. See [Choosing to Hide or Show Bundle Components](#).

The **From Bundle** filter includes the following options:

- **Any** - Select this option to display any objects that have been installed by bundles. Objects created within the account are not displayed.
- **None** - Select this option to display only objects created within the account. Objects installed by bundles are not displayed.
- **<Bundle ID>** - ID for each bundle that has been installed in the account - Select a bundle ID to display only objects that have been installed by that specific bundle.

The *From Bundle* filter is available on list pages for all object types that have at least one object installed by a bundle, where that bundle is not marked to hide components. For example, if an account contains custom lists, custom records, and saved searches installed by bundles, and none of these bundles are marked to hide components, the *From Bundle* filter is available on Custom List, Custom Record, and Saved Search list pages. However, if an account contains custom roles installed by a bundle, but that bundle is marked to hide components, these roles are not displayed in the roles list page and the *From Bundle* filter is not available on this page.
SuiteApp Development Process with SuiteBundler

The SuiteBundler feature offers flexibility in how you distribute bundles to other NetSuite accounts. Whether you are an internal developer creating customizations for your company, an independent software developer (ISV) distributing solutions to your customers, or an administrator who wants to make a bundle available to other users at your company, NetSuite provides different methods for you to use.

At the core of this SuiteApp development process is the development account. A NetSuite development account is an account, isolated from production, in which you can develop and test new applications and customizations without worrying about affecting your production account. Each development account has the same features and modules as a production account, but it does not contain production data. For more information about development accounts, see the help topic NetSuite Development Accounts.

You can use separate development accounts for developing, testing, and releasing customizations. Use SuiteBundler in conjunction with the customizations created in a development account to package the SuiteApp as a bundle for distribution.

Support for bundle operations varies across the different types of NetSuite accounts, including development accounts. See Bundle Support Across Account Types.

Important: This section contains best practices for managing SuiteApp development with development accounts in conjunction with sandbox accounts. These best practices are recommended by NetSuite. You can, however, adapt the best practices to your own specific requirements.

You can use SuiteCloud Development Framework (SDF) to develop your SuiteApp. SDF includes support for SuiteApp projects, self-contained, standalone projects that enable SuiteCloud Developer Network (SDN) members to develop and deploy SuiteApps to their NetSuite accounts. SuiteBundler is used to bundle and share SDF SuiteApps. You can create a bundle that contains all objects from an SDF SuiteApp project without manually adding all of the objects to the bundle in the Bundle Builder. For information about using SDF, see the help topic SuiteCloud Development Framework Overview.

The following table lists the topics where you can get more information about these processes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SuiteApp Development Terminology</td>
<td>Terminology used to describe the bundle development process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which Method Should I Choose?</td>
<td>Description of the different methods used to develop SuiteApps with development accounts. Includes information to decide on the best method for your requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Development Account Method</td>
<td>How to use a single development account to develop SuiteApps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Development Account Methods</td>
<td>How to use multiple development accounts in a SuiteApp development environment. The recommended approach depends on how many simultaneous versions of an individual SuiteApp that you want to develop:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Single Development Account Environment Method</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Multiple Development Account Environments Method</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SuiteApp Development Terminology

This section uses the following terminology when describing the SuiteApp development process:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>development account</td>
<td>Account in which you can develop and test new applications and customizations. For a more detailed description of development accounts, see the help topic NetSuite Development Accounts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>development account environment</td>
<td>Set of development accounts used as an environment in which to develop SuiteApps. Each development account is used for a specific purpose in the SuiteApp development process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>target account</td>
<td>NetSuite account into which an administrator installs a bundle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source account</td>
<td>NetSuite development account from which a bundle is installed into another account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sandbox account</td>
<td>NetSuite can provision one or more sandbox accounts for use with a production account. For more information, see the help topic NetSuite Sandbox.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>release account</td>
<td>NetSuite development account dedicated to the release of bundles. A release account can serve as the source account of bundles that customers install into their sandbox or production accounts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test account</td>
<td>NetSuite development account dedicated to the testing of bundles. Use a testing account to perform QA on NetSuite customizations that were developed in a development account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>develop account</td>
<td>NetSuite development account dedicated to the development of customizations, independent of production customizations or production data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Which Method Should I Choose?

The following table lists the different development methods and the relative benefits:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Single Development Account Method | Uses a single development account. The single development account is used for developing, testing, and releasing a SuiteApp. | - **Size.** Appropriate for smaller customization projects.  
  - **Release and update management.** Easy to release or update production-ready bundles. | - **Bug fixes.** Difficult to release bug fixes for older versions of the bundle.  
  - **Future releases.** If customers do not upgrade in a timely manner to the new version of a bundle, then the capability to jump versions during a future upgrade becomes problematic. For example, it may not be possible to upgrade from version 1.0 of a bundle to version 3.5 of the same bundle.  
  - **No difference between development and release.** No de-coupling of development and release account types. Changes to objects in a bundle. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Single Development Account Environment Method | Uses three development accounts to develop one version of a bundle at a time. A bundle developer works in one account, stages the bundle for release in a second account, and tests in a third account. | - **Separate accounts.** Decouples development, test, and release accounts.  
- **Avoids bundle overwrites.** Inadvertent overwriting of bundle content more unlikely without using sandbox for testing and release.  
- **Testing with production data.** Uses sandbox account for user acceptance and integration testing with production data. | - **Consistency.** No consistent copy of current release version of the bundle.  
- **Changed objects affect bundle components.** Any change to an object in a bundle affects the behavior of the bundle. So, a change to a single object in a bundle could be installed as an update.  
- **No team development.** Multiple developers need to work in the same environment. |
| Multiple Development Account Environments Method | Uses two environments, where each environment contains three development accounts. Used to simultaneously develop multiple versions of a single SuiteApp. In each environment, a bundle developer works in one account, stages the bundle for release in a second account, and tests in a third account. | - **Bug fixes.** Can fix bugs in one environment and at the same time develop new version in a separate environment.  
- **Separate code bases.** Bundle being developed separate from release version.  
- **Separate accounts.** Decouples development, test, and release accounts.  
- **Avoids bundle overwrites.** Inadvertent overwriting of bundle content more difficult without using sandbox for testing and release.  
- **Testing with production data.** Uses sandbox account for user acceptance and integration testing with production data. | - **No multiple version development.** Supports development of only one version of a SuiteApp at a time.  
- **Team development.** Multiple developers working on a single version of a SuiteApp would be accessing the same account.  
- **SuiteApp versioning.** Can be difficult to manage SuiteApp versioning between development cycles.  
- **Team development.** Multiple developers working on a single version of a SuiteApp would be accessing the same account.  
- **SuiteApp versioning.** Can be difficult to manage SuiteApp versioning between development cycles. |
**Single Development Account Method**

You can use an environment with a single development account to develop one version of a bundle at a time. A single development account is used for developing, testing, and releasing a SuiteApp.

The following diagram shows the process flow for the bundle development:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Development Account Method</td>
<td></td>
<td>testing with production data.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Process

The following table describes the basic steps for developing a SuiteApp using the single development account method:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Develop the customization in the <strong>develop account</strong>. Use SuiteBuilder and SuiteScript to develop the customization. For more information, see the help topic <strong>Customize Your NetSuite Account</strong>. Then, in the <strong>develop account</strong>, use the Bundle Builder to create a bundle with the customization. See <strong>Creating a Bundle with the Bundle Builder</strong>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2           | Install the bundle into the production account. New versions of directly installed bundles can be propagated to other accounts by using one of the following methods:  
  - Notifying administrators, who have installed your bundle, to manually update it from the Installed Bundles page. For more information, see **Installed Bundle Updates**.  
  - Pushing updated bundles to the target accounts. This method requires that you have administrator access to the target accounts. For more information, see **Pushing a Bundle to Other Accounts**. |

Single Development Account — Benefits and Drawbacks

The following table lists the benefits and drawbacks to this approach:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Size</strong>. Appropriate for smaller customization projects.</td>
<td>- <strong>Bug fixes</strong>. Difficult to release bug fixes for older versions of the bundle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Release and update management</strong>. Easy to release or update production-ready bundles.</td>
<td>- <strong>Future releases</strong>. If customers do not upgrade in a timely manner to the new version of a bundle, then the capability to jump versions during a future upgrade becomes problematic. For example, it may not be possible to upgrade from version 1.0 of a bundle to version 3.5 of the same bundle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- <strong>No difference between development and release</strong>. No decoupling of development and release environments. Changes to objects in a bundle in the development account are included in subsequent installations or updates by other accounts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- <strong>Consistency</strong>. No consistent copy of current release version of the bundle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- <strong>Changed objects affect bundle components</strong>. Any change to an object in a bundle affects the behavior of the bundle. So, a change to a single object in a bundle could be installed as an update.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- <strong>No team development</strong>. Multiple developers need to work in the same environment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiple Development Account Methods

You can use the following methods to develop SuiteApps using multiple development accounts. These accounts may all be within a single development account environment, or may be in multiple development account environments.
Multiple Development Account Methods

- Single Development Account Environment Method
- Multiple Development Account Environments Method

Using Sandbox Accounts

In the above methods, NetSuite recommends using a sandbox account for integration and user acceptance testing. For example, you can use a separate sandbox account to test bundles for the following reasons:

- SuiteApp contains a significant amount of SuiteScript.
- SuiteApp requires specific account setup and configuration.
- SuiteApp includes dependencies among objects, such as dashboards, forms, and custom records.

For information about working with bundles in sandbox accounts, see SuiteApps and Sandbox Accounts.

Single Development Account Environment Method

You can use a single development account environment to develop one version of a bundle at a time. Three development accounts are used for developing, testing, and releasing a single version of a SuiteApp. In this method, a bundle developer works in one account, stages the bundle for release in another account, and tests in a third account.

The following diagram shows the process flow for the bundle development:

![Process Diagram]

Process

The following table describes the basic steps for developing a SuiteApp with a single development account environment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Develop the customization in the develop account. Use SuiteBuilder and SuiteScript to develop the customization. For more information, see the help topic Customize Your NetSuite Account.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Multiple Development Account Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Then, in the develop account, use the Bundle Builder to create a bundle with the customization. See Creating a Bundle with the Bundle Builder.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Copy the bundle to the release account. Copy a bundle to a release account to support your release process. See Copying a Bundle to Other Accounts.

Note: This account should only contain copied bundles, and not any objects created as part of the customization.

3 Install the bundle from the release account into the test account. You can create sample data to support testing of the customization. See Installing a Bundle.

If you want to make changes to the customization during testing, make the changes on the develop account and repeat steps 1 to 3 above.

4 After the bundle has been tested on the test account and all desired changes are incorporated into the bundle and copied to the release account, install the bundle into a sandbox account for additional integration and user acceptance testing with production data.

If you want to make changes to the customization after testing in the sandbox, make the changes on the develop account and repeat steps 1 to 4 above.

5 After the bundle has been completely tested in the sandbox account, install the bundle from the release account into the production account.

Note: At this point, you can begin developing a second version of the bundle on the development account, using the objects from the previous version as a starting point. If you want multiple simultaneous versions of the same bundle, see Multiple Development Account Environments Method.

Single Development Account Environment Method — Benefits and Drawbacks

The following table lists the benefits and drawbacks to this approach:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avoids bundle overwrites. inadvertent overwriting of bundle content does not occur.</td>
<td>No multiple version development. Supports development of only one version of a SuiteApp at a time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing with production data. Uses sandbox account for user acceptance and integration testing with production data.</td>
<td>Team development. Multiple developers working on a single version of a SuiteApp would be accessing the same account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuiteApp versioning. Can be difficult to manage SuiteApp versioning between development cycles.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiple Development Account Environments Method

You can use multiple development account environments to develop multiple versions of a SuiteApp. Three development accounts are used for developing, testing, and releasing a single version of a SuiteApp. In this method, a bundle developer works in one account, stages the bundle for release in
another account, and tests in a third account. A second environment is used to develop subsequent versions of the SuiteApp.

The following diagram shows the process flow for the bundle development:

![Diagram of bundle development process](image)

**Note:** The following steps show the basic process for developing, for example, a leading and lagging version of one customization. However, you can use additional development account environments to develop multiple versions of multiple customizations simultaneously.

### Process

The following table describes the basic steps for developing a multiple versions of a single SuiteApp with multiple development account environments:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Develop the customization in the <strong>develop account</strong> on Development Account Environment 1. Use SuiteBuilder and SuiteScript to develop the customization. For more information, see the help topic Customize Your NetSuite Account. Then, in the <strong>develop account</strong>, use the Bundle Builder to create a bundle with the customization. See Creating a Bundle with the Bundle Builder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Copy the bundle to the <strong>release account</strong>. Copy a bundle to the release account to support your release process. See Copying a Bundle to Other Accounts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Install the bundle from the release account into the test account. You can create sample data to support testing of the customization. See Installing a Bundle. If you want to make changes to the customization after testing, make the changes on the develop account and repeat steps 1 to 3 above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>After the bundle has been tested on the test account and all desired changes are incorporated into the bundle and copied to the release account, install the bundle into a sandbox account for additional integration and user acceptance testing with production data. If you want to make changes to the customization after testing, make the changes on the develop account and repeat steps 1 to 4 above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>After the bundle has been completely tested in the sandbox account, install the bundle into the production account. You can now begin development on a second version of the bundle in Development Account Environment 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Copy the bundle from the release account on Development Account Environment 1 to Development Account Environment 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Install the bundle from the release account to the develop account. You can now begin development of a second version of the bundle, using the customization objects in the first version of the bundle as a starting point.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Multiple Development Account Environments Method — Benefits and Drawbacks

The following table lists the benefits and drawbacks to this approach:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>▪ Bug fixes. Can fix bugs in one environment and at the same time developing new version in a separate environment.</td>
<td>▪ Team development. Multiple developers working on a single version of a SuiteApp would be accessing the same account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Separate accounts. De-couples development, test, and release accounts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Avoids bundle overwrites. Inadvertent overwriting of bundle content does not occur.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Testing with production data. Uses sandbox account for user acceptance and integration testing with production data.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bug Fixing Methodology

The ability to fix bugs and develop a new version of a bundle, and at the same time hosting the previous, stable version meets an independent software vendor's (ISV's) development, release, and customer
support needs. This method provides the mechanism that an ISV can use to both maintain customers who have installed the bundle and continue to develop a new version.

A developer can fix bugs in the develop account and test the resolution in the test account in a development account environment. The developer then copies the bundle to the release account. Then, administrators of target accounts can install or update the bundle, which contains the bug fixes.

**Important:** By decoupling the bundles in the release account from the develop account, changes can be made to the bundle, tested, and then released, without impacting the development of the new version of the bundle in the second development environment.

The following diagram shows Development Account Environment 1 being used as the bug fixing environment and at the same time the new version of the bundle is developed in Development Account Environment 2.
SuiteApps and Sandbox Accounts

NetSuite sandbox accounts provide areas for the development and testing of bundles without disrupting day-to-day business activities in your NetSuite production account. You can use one or more sandbox accounts for development and testing of your own bundles as well as for testing bundles from external sources such as independent software vendors (ISVs).

Sandbox accounts provide:

- a safe place to test customizations to NetSuite, such as bundles
- a realistic starting point for development, because they initially mirror your production account, including its configuration, data, and customization

For general information about using sandbox accounts, see the help topic NetSuite Sandbox. The NetSuite Development account is an alternative to using Sandbox. For details, see the help topics The Development Account, NetSuite Development Accounts, and the SuiteApp Development Process with SuiteBundler.

Note: Support for bundle operations varies across the different types of NetSuite accounts, including sandbox accounts. See Bundle Support Across Account Types.

Sandbox Bundle Deployment Models

Review the following for brief descriptions of sandbox bundle deployment models:

- Single Sandbox Bundle Deployment Model
- Two Sandbox Bundle Deployment Model

Limitations for Bundles in Sandbox Accounts

Some features are limited in their functionality in sandbox accounts, particularly features related to payroll and credit card processing. When you are developing or testing bundles, it is important that you account for these limitations in the sandbox account. For a complete list of limitations, see the help topic Features Available for Testing in a Sandbox.

Also, be aware of the following:

- You cannot deprecate a bundle that has been created in a sandbox account. However, if a bundle that has been installed in a sandbox account has been deprecated, the bundle in the sandbox account can be updated with the replacement bundle.
- The Copy action is not supported in sandbox accounts.
- Unlike managed bundles installed in production accounts, managed bundles installed in sandbox accounts must be updated manually. For more information on managed bundles, see Managed Bundles Overview.
- The Push action is not available in sandbox accounts. If you want to install a bundle from a sandbox account to another account where you have administrator access, you will need to go to that target account to search for and install the bundle.
- It is strongly recommended that you do not check the Hide In SuiteBundle box for a script to be included in a bundle developed in sandbox. Checking this box for a script in the source sandbox account for the bundle can eventually lead to the script being hidden in that account. After the bundle
is installed in production and the sandbox account is later refreshed, the production account setting for this option is copied to the sandbox account. This copy causes the Hide in SuiteBundle box to be checked and disabled in the source sandbox account, preventing bundle developers from accessing the script. For information about this option, see Protecting Your Bundled Server SuiteScripts.

- It is strongly recommended that you do not lock bundle objects to be included in a bundle developed in sandbox. Locking objects in the source sandbox account for the bundle can eventually lead to the objects being locked in that account. After the bundle is installed in production and the sandbox account is later refreshed, the production account settings for locked objects are copied to the sandbox account. This copy causes the objects to be locked in the source sandbox account, with their lock options disabled, preventing bundle developers from editing these objects. For information about setting lock preferences, see Locking Objects in Customization Bundles.

- Support for bundle operations varies across the different types of NetSuite accounts, including sandbox accounts. See Bundle Support Across Account Types.

**Warning:** Users are strongly cautioned NOT to rebundle objects that are installed in sandbox from other bundles. If such objects are rebundled, users are also cautioned not to install these bundles in production. Installing bundles with rebundled sandbox objects in a production account has a particularly detrimental impact on SuiteApps, including managed bundles from NetSuite or partner-bundled solutions. These production rebundles can result in an unexpected state of the bundle and account data, and actions to resolve such a state may result in data loss. Users can reduce the risk of such rebundling unintentionally occurring by avoiding the use of the Bundle All option. Manually selecting components ensures that all components are not added by default.

### Specialized Features for Sandbox Bundle Development

Sandbox bundle development involves issues that you do not encounter for bundles installed from an external (ISV) account into your production account. Because your sandbox account is a copy of your production account, the objects included in a bundle created in sandbox are likely to also exist in production. Because of this copying, bundle updates from sandbox to production usually involve significantly more object conflicts than updates of ISV bundles. Refreshes of a sandbox account can result in overwriting of bundle objects and loss of data, due to changes made to bundle objects in production. See Sandbox Refresh Impact on Bundles.

SuiteBundler includes the following features that address unique issues for bundles developed in sandbox accounts:

- Selective Update of Sandbox Bundle Objects
- Dissolving Bundles Created in Sandbox

### Single Sandbox Bundle Deployment Model

You can develop and test bundles using a single sandbox account. This simplified model is appropriate for smaller customization projects. With this model, administrators and testers can work on bug fixes and customizations in sandbox without disrupting normal business activities in production. However, this model includes the risk that development or testing activities could interfere with each other.

After you develop and test a bundle in the same sandbox account, you can safely install it in your production account.

You can also test bundles created by administrators in other companies or by ISVs in a single-sandbox environment prior to installing that bundle in your production account.
Two Sandbox Bundle Deployment Model

If your company has two sandbox accounts, you can dedicate separate sandboxes for development and testing. With this model, you create a bundle in a development (DEV) sandbox, install the bundle in another sandbox for testing (QA), and then deploy the tested bundle from the DEV sandbox into your production account.

Because this model provides a dedicated sandbox account for testing, it ensures that development and testing activities do not interfere with each other. Administrators can continue work on future versions of the bundle or other customizations in the DEV sandbox account at the same time that the bundle is tested in the QA sandbox account.
**Important:** If you use a two sandbox model, be sure to deploy from the development sandbox account into production and never from the QA sandbox account. If you deploy from the QA account, the development sandbox account will lose the bundle definition after being refreshed from production.

---

Sandbox Refresh Impact on Bundles

A refresh of a sandbox account overwrites the sandbox account contents with the related production account contents. The intent is that, after the refresh is complete, the sandbox account mirrors the related production account. However, the handling of bundles during refreshes may result in some differences between bundles in the sandbox account and bundles in the production account.

A sandbox refresh has the following impacts on bundles:

- A bundle definition for a bundle created in a sandbox account may not be preserved in the sandbox account after a refresh.
  - If the bundle was installed in the related production account before a refresh, NetSuite maintains the bundle definition in the sandbox account after the refresh. NetSuite also maintains the link between the bundle’s source and target accounts.
  - If the bundle was not installed in the related production account before a refresh, the bundle definition is not maintained in the sandbox account after the refresh.
- You also must take steps to preserve any changes made to a sandbox account between the latest production snapshot at the time of the refresh request and the time the refresh is activated. See Preserving Changes Made to Sandbox Accounts During the Refresh Process.
A bundle definition for a bundle created in a production account before a refresh is not transferred to the related sandbox account during a refresh.

- The bundle definition is NEVER transferred from production to sandbox because a bundle can have only one source account. If the bundle definition were transferred from production to sandbox during a refresh, both production and sandbox accounts would be a source account of this bundle. It is not feasible to have multiple source accounts for a single bundle.

- This type of bundle will not be listed on the Saved Bundles page in the sandbox account after a refresh. The Saved Bundles page in a sandbox account only lists bundles that were recreated, that have a bundle definition in the sandbox account. The Installed Bundles page lists all bundles installed from other accounts into the sandbox account, including bundles copied to the sandbox account as part of a refresh.

- If any objects from a bundle created in a sandbox are deleted from the corresponding bundle in the production account, when the sandbox account is later refreshed, these deletions have an impact on the bundle in the sandbox account. As part of the refresh, the objects that were deleted in production are deleted from the sandbox account, and are removed from the sandbox bundle definition.

**Warning:** After a sandbox account has been refreshed from production, it cannot be restored to its prior state. For more information about sandbox accounts, see the help topic NetSuite Sandbox. For more information about sandbox refreshes, see the help topic Using the Sandbox Accounts Page.

Support for bundle operations varies across the different types of NetSuite accounts, including sandbox accounts. See Bundle Support Across Account Types.

## Preserving Changes Made to Sandbox Accounts During the Refresh Process

Before you activate a sandbox refresh, you must be sure to preserve any sandbox account changes that occurred during the refresh process. These updates will not be included in the newly activated sandbox. The contents of a refreshed sandbox are based on the latest snapshot of production account contents captured prior to the refresh request. For more information about sandbox refresh processing, see the help topic Requesting a Refresh.

**Warning:** As the bundle author, ensure your users do not install any bundles from the sandbox during the sandbox refresh process. This applies to your customers or users at your company. Users installing bundles from the sandbox can later result in incorrect merging of different objects. To change bundle availability for your users, see Bundle Availability.

There are two options available to preserve sandbox account changes:

- You can import updated sandbox account objects to an SDF project before activating the new sandbox. After activation, you can use SDF to deploy the updated objects to the new sandbox. This
action is the preferred preservation method. For details, see Using SDF to Preserve Sandbox Account Changes.

- You can bundle updated sandbox account objects and install them in the related production account before activating the new sandbox. After activation, you can use SuiteBundler to install the updated objects to the newly activated sandbox account. For details, see Using SuiteBundler to Preserve Sandbox Account Changes.

**Warning:** Do not click the Activate button for the sandbox refresh until you have taken action to preserve all of the objects that have been updated during the refresh process. Otherwise the updates to these objects will be lost after the new sandbox is activated. You can preserve changes through import to an SDF project, or through bundling and installation in the related production account. If there have not been any updates since the refresh request was initiated, no preservation action is needed.

### Using SDF to Preserve Sandbox Account Changes

SDF users can import updated sandbox account objects into an SDF project before the activation of a sandbox refresh, and then deploy those objects to the sandbox account after the refresh has been activated.

Follow these steps to use SDF to preserve sandbox account changes:

1. When you receive the email notification that the sandbox refresh is ready to be activated, identify the changes that were made since the initiation of the refresh request.
   
   The changes are those you have made since the snapshot timestamp. To view the snapshot timestamp, go to Setup > Company > Sandbox Accounts. The snapshot timestamp is located under **Production Snapshot Date**.

2. Preserve the changes by importing the desired custom objects into an SDF project. See the help topic Account Component Imports.

3. Activate the sandbox refresh. See the help topic Requesting a Refresh.

4. After the sandbox refresh has completed, deploy the custom objects from the SDF project to the refreshed sandbox account. See the help topic Deployment Logs.

### Using SuiteBundler to Preserve Sandbox Account Changes

You can preserve updated sandbox account objects by packaging them in a bundle and installing the bundle to a related production account before activating the refresh. Later you can install the objects into the sandbox account after the refresh has been activated.

Follow these steps to use SuiteBundler to preserve sandbox account changes:

1. When you receive the email notification that the sandbox refresh is ready to be activated, identify the changes that were made since the initiation of the refresh request.

   The changes are those you have made since the snapshot timestamp. To view the snapshot timestamp, go to Setup > Company > Sandbox Accounts. The snapshot timestamp is located under **Production Snapshot Date**.

2. Bundle the updated sandbox objects that you have identified and install the bundle into a related production account. See Creating a Bundle with the Bundle Builder, Selective Update of Sandbox Bundle Objects, and Installing a Bundle.
3. Activate the sandbox refresh (see the help topic Requesting a Refresh).

4. After the sandbox refresh has completed, bundle the updated objects from production and install the bundle into the refreshed sandbox account.

Selective Update of Sandbox Bundle Objects

The process for updating bundles installed into production from sandbox is different from the update process for other bundles, to meet the specialized requirements of bundles developed in sandbox accounts.

The normal bundle update process updates all bundle objects in the target account, overwriting target account objects with source bundle objects. The Preview Bundle Update page lists bundle objects to be updated. This page also highlights in red any objects in the target account that conflict with bundle objects, allowing the user to choose whether to add and rename each bundle object, leaving the target account object intact, or to overwrite the existing target account object with the bundle object.

In contrast, the update process for bundles installed into production from sandbox allows selective updates to production objects. When you start the update process for this type of bundle, the system evaluates whether objects have changed in production and/or sandbox since the last bundle update, and makes intelligent decisions about whether the update should overwrite each production object. This limitation of updates to a subset of the production objects can improve performance and can prevent unintentional overwrites of production object changes.

The following table shows how the update process for bundles installed into production from sandbox works for different cases:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production object changed since last bundle update?</th>
<th>Sandbox object changed since last bundle update?</th>
<th>Bundle Update Action</th>
<th>Action Text on Preview Bundle Update Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No change to the production object.</td>
<td>No Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Production object overwritten by sandbox object.</td>
<td>Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Production object and data deleted.</td>
<td>Delete then Re-add</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Occurs on any custom field when the type in the source is changed so that it is incompatible with the type of data for the custom field in the production account.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Production object overwritten by sandbox object.</td>
<td>Overwrite Production Objects (with warning)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Note that this may overwrite production object changes.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not yet exist in production</td>
<td>Yes (added to bundle)</td>
<td>Sandbox object is added to production.</td>
<td>Add</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Yes (removed from bundle)</td>
<td>Production object is removed.</td>
<td>Delete (with warning)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following diagram provides another illustration of the update process for bundles installed into production from sandbox. This diagram shows how the update handles objects from the sandbox bundle that also exist in production.
The Preview Bundle Update page for bundles installed into production from sandbox clearly displays the actions to be taken during the update. This page allows users to understand exactly what will happen to each production object during the update. Each object displays action text indicating what the update will do to the production object. The preview page highlights in red the Overwrite Production Changes and Delete actions, and provides hover text warnings for each of these actions. Also, when the user clicks the Update Bundle button on this page, a list of the production objects that will be deleted, or that will have changes overwritten, is displayed. These alerts allow you to review these objects in the production account before the update. You can verify that overwriting the changes will not be a problem, or keep a record of the changes so the objects can be manually fixed after the update. You also can decide not to proceed with the update.
Selective Update of Sandbox Bundle Objects

Dissolving Bundles Created in Sandbox

The Dissolve action is available for bundles created in a sandbox account that have been installed in a linked production account, to eliminate bundle definitions that are no longer needed in the production account. The Dissolve action removes the bundle definition from the production account, so the bundle is no longer listed on the Installed Bundles page for that account. When a bundle created in sandbox is dissolved, the customization objects installed in production as part of the bundle remain in the production account and do not lose any functionality. They are just no longer considered part of a bundle.

The Dissolve action is available for any bundle installed into a production account from a linked sandbox account (meaning a sandbox account that belongs to the same company as the production account). So this action can be used for other bundles in addition to orphaned bundles (bundles with a definition but no objects in a production account). For example, when the development cycle of a bundle is complete, you can dissolve a bundle in a production account where it has been installed, if you want the bundle objects to be treated as native objects rather than bundled objects in the production account.

Account administrators can find the Dissolve action at Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles > List, as an option in the Action dropdown list.

When a user selects the Dissolve action, a preview page displays. This page lists the objects in the bundle whose definition will be dissolved and allows the user to either cancel or proceed with the action. Note
that the objects are listed for information purposes; they are not dissolved, the bundle definition is dissolved.

**Important:** You can only dissolve a bundle that was installed into a production account from a linked sandbox account. You will receive an error if you attempt to dissolve a bundle installed into production from a location other than your own sandbox. The Dissolve action is not available for bundles installed in sandbox accounts.
SuiteBundler Pages

This section provides links to topics about the pages used to create and install bundles with SuiteBundler. These topics are available as context-sensitive help when you click Help links on SuiteBundler pages.

Bundle Availability, Install Bundle Pages

- For details about the **Bundle Availability** page, see Bundle Availability.
- For details about the **Bundle Install** page, see Installing a Bundle.

Bundle List Pages

NetSuite provides the following list pages for bundle developers and installers. These lists provide details and an action menu to access bundle-related tasks for each bundle.

- The **Saved Bundles** page lists all bundles that you have created in your account. See Reviewing the Saved Bundles List.
- The **Managed Bundles** page lists all bundles that you have created in your account and defined to be managed. See Managed Bundles Overview.
- The **Installed Bundles** page lists all bundles that you have installed into your account. See Reviewing the Installed Bundles List.

Bundle Action Pages

NetSuite provides the following pages where bundle developers can review status and take action on bundles in target accounts:

- The **Bundle Install Base** page lists details about accounts that have a bundle installed. See Viewing Your Bundle Install Base.
- The **Push Bundle to Accounts** page lists the accounts where you can push a bundle to be installed (accounts where you have administrator access). See Pushing a Bundle to Other Accounts.
- The **Copy Bundle to Accounts** page lists the accounts where you can copy a bundle. See Copying a Bundle to Other Accounts.
- The **Copy Bundle Status** page lists details about bundles you have copied. See Reviewing Copy Bundle Status.

Bundle Preview Pages

NetSuite provides the following pages where bundle installers can review bundle contents and set bundle object preferences before installation or update:

- For details about the **Preview Bundle Install** page, see Reviewing the Preview Bundle Install Page.
- For details about the **Preview Bundle Update** page, see Reviewing the Preview Bundle Update Page.